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ABSTRACT 

The development of religious thought and social reform in tum-of-the-century Canada 

has been an area of histoncal scholarship visited almost exclusively by historians interested in 

the emergeence of a liberal evangelical expression- While much has been done to accentuate the 

nuances of the Canadian evangelicai response to intellectual and social change, the bulk of 

scholarly work has focused on the maturation of a liberal theology and the corresponding rise of 

the social gospel. By examining the theology and social activism of a group of prominent 

clergymen and laymen, this study w i l l  add to recent historiography by highlighting the unique 

response to change by evangelicals on the conservative side of the ideological continuum. It will 

be demonstrated that these individuals were not "fundamentatists" or reactionaries, but rather, 

important figures in the religious and social establishment of Central Canada. As such, they 

were among the leaders in articulating a vision of community that sought as its end the 

establishment of a "godly nation." 
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PREFACE 

Recent histoncal works have demonstrated that the responses of Canadian evangelicals 

to intellectual and social change in the late nineteenth and early hventieth centuries are best 

viewed on a continuum rather than in dichotomous (modernist - anti-modernist, liberal - 

fundamentalist) ternis. The value of such an approach is made clear when looking at the beliefs 

and practices of one particular group of conservative evangel icals. 

Held annual l y in Niagara-On-The-Lake, Ontario during the late nineteenth century, the 

Niagara Bible Conferences were attended by evangelicals from Nonh Arnerica and Great 

Bn'tain. Among the leaders of these meetings was a network of Canadian l a y e n  and clergymen 

who, as a collective, were deeply involved in the religious and social development of Central 

Canada. TIVO of the most prominent members of this group were William Caven ( 1830- 1904), 

clergyman and principal of Knox College from 1873 until 1904, and William Howland ( 1844- 

1893), mayor of Toronto from 1886 to 1888. Despite their activism, Caven, Howland, and the 

other memben of this network have remained on the historical margins: historians have either 

paid linle attention to them or have observed them only in the context of early fundamentalism. 

As a result of this limited perspective, historians have failed to recognize the contribution they 

make to an understanding of evangelical thought and social reform in tum-of-the-century 

Canada. 

By viewing this network through a broader lens, this thesis will add to the existing 

literature on Canadian evangelicalism in at least three ways. First, an examination of some of 

the ideas espoused by Caven and other clergymen in this nehvork will show that these 

evangelicals were informed by a number of intellectual currents. Their unique appropriation of 

these various movements further demonstrates that, whiie conservative in nature, the theology of 



this group was above al1 else, practical and dynamic. Second, a discussion of Howland and the 

social activism of this network's laity will highlight the important contribution these 

evangelicals made to social reform. While this contribution has often been overlooked for its 

traditionalism, this study will show that conservatives shared many of the same concerns for the 

community as more radical reformers. Finally, the nature and extent of this network's activities 

reveals the extent to which evangelicals of al1 intellectual persuasion were, during the pre-war 

period still able to work collectively towards the creation of a godly society. 



LOCAmG CONSERVATIVE EVANGELICALISM 
IN TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY CANADA 

In the summer of 1 885 Niagara-On-The-Lake, Ontario played host to hundreds of leading 

evanplicals from ail parts of Nonh America and Britain. The reason for this gathering was the 

annual Niasam Believen' Conference, a week long event that encouraged fellowship and the 

collective study of Bible prophecy. ' This event was not new to the area, nor \vas it unique for the 

evanglicals that participated in it.' First organized in 1878 by a group of Arnericans, which 

included such prominent leaders as Nathaniel West, James H. Brooks, William J. Erdman, Henry 

Parsons, and Adoniram J. Gordon, the Niagara Conferences represented the most popular and 

continuous of several prophecy conferences staged in cities like Philadelphia, New York, and St. 

Louis in the late nineteenth century.' Several interesting features marked this gathenng, including 

1 The Niasara Conferences have received some attention by historians, but primarily from within a theological 
fiarnework. The first major work to highlight the historical impact of this event was Ernest Sandeen's The Roots of 
Fundarnenralism (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1970). Sandeen considers these conferences as the 
foundation of the tlndamentalist movement. Other unpublished works have used Sandeen's paradikm in their own 
assessments of the Niasara Conferences. See Larry Dean Pettegrew, "The Historicai and Theological Contributions 
of the Niagara Conference to Arnerican Fundamentaiism" (Th.D diss., Dallas Theological Seminary, 1976); Ronald 
G. Sawatsky, "'Looking for that Blessed Hope'; The Roots of Fundamentalism in Canada, 1878-1 9 14" (Ph.D diss.. 
University of Toronto, 1985); Walter Unger, "'Earnestly Contending for the Faith': The RoIe of the Niagara Bible 
Conference in the Emergence of American Fundarnentalism, 1875- 1 9 0 0  (Ph.D diss., Simon Fraser University, 
198 1). Sawatsky's thesis is particularly thorough in its account of the Canadian contribution to the Conferences. 
' The t e n s  "evanyelicaï' and bbevangelicalism" will be used with the following definition in mind. Evanyelicalism, 
according to David Bebbington, was characterized by four main convictions and anitudes: biblicisrn (a retiance on the 
Bible as the ultimate religious aut hority), conversionkm (a stress on the New Birth), activism (an energetic, 
individualistic approach to religious duties and social involvement). and crucicentrism (a focus on Christ's redeeming 
work as the hem of essential Chn'nianity). See David W. Bebbington, Evan~eIicalism in Modem Britain: A Histow 
from the 1 730s to the 1980s (Winchester, MA.: Allen and Unwin, 1988). 
' Some of the largest conferences were held in New York City in 1878. Chicago in 1886, Boston in 190 1 .  and 
Philadelphia in 1918. For historical accounts of these conferences see Sandeen, The Roots of Fundamentalism, and 
especially Donald W. Dayton, ed., The Pro~hecv Conference Movement, five vols. (New York: Garland Publishing, 



the degree of interdenorninational cooperation that existed arnong those in attendance: the Niagara 

Conferences were amon3 the most visible attempts by evangelicals from different denominahons 

and religious traditions to orçanize in the name of world evançelism. Two of the mon strikinç 

features of these conferences, however, was the social ascendancy of the evanglicals who 

participated in them, and the concept of time that th- espoused. 

One of the rare, inside commentaries on the Niagara Conferences that exists is provided by 

George Doran, a prominent tsventieth-cenniry Canadian publisher who began his career as an 

assistant to Samuel Briggs, owner of the Willard Tract Depsitory in Toronto. This publishing 

Company was one of the most successful and important suppliers of religious matenal in Ontario and 

had a particular followïng among those e\.angelicals who attended the Niagara conferences.' Held 

in July, "in the dog-dap, benveen tennis and polo tournaments, in a pavilion on the grounds of the 

Queen's Royal Hotel on the high cliffs overlooking the river and the lake." Doran explains, the 

annual conference provided "one of our best outlets for sales, and a means of contact for new 

customers."' According to Doran, the reason for this w a s  due in large pan to the affluence of the 

buyers, particularly the Americans: "Here 1 came into contact ~ i t h  many Amencans who bought 

liberally of our best Bibles and books, fiequently paying for thern in currency of twenty-, fi., and 

even one-hundred dollar bills - evidence of an affluence almost unknow to canadians.'" 

Doran's fascination with Amencan munificence at the Niagara Conferences might have 

clouded his own appreciation of the status of the Canadian evangelicals in attendance. Conspicuous 

in the leadership of the conferences was a group of Canadian l a p e n  and cleramen \ho, at least by 

- - - - -  

1988). Dayton's work is a cotlection of the proceedings fiom some of the most important of these conferences and 
offers invaluable insight into t h e  issues and ideas that were central to this rnovement. 
' For an account of Briggs and the Willard Tract Society see Sawatsky. ..Blessed Hope." particularly chapter 4.. 
'Willard Toronto HaHelujah." 

George H. Doran. Chronicles of Barabbas 1884-1 934 (Toronto: Rinehart and Company, 1952). 12. Doran was not 
an evangelical himself and only spent a few shon years with the Wlard Tract Society before moving to Chicago to 
wotk with Fleming H. Revell. His critique of the evangelical circles he was exposed to through his involvement in the 
Company is h i a y  critical, but insighttùl. Of those gathered who supponed Briggs and who artended the Niagara 
Conferences Doran suggests that they were a body of "holy discontents. sornething like the Fundamentalists of our 
day. who assumed for themselves a patent right to divine favor, and relegated al1 others to a more or less dubious 
state of mundane existence with grave questions of their immoral state" (8). 



Canadian standards, enjoyed significant affluence oftheir ow. '  One historian has aptly defined this 

aoup of evangelicals as a network: a loose affiliation of individuals, essentially dynamic in 
Y 

character, "who have coordinated their actions to achieve a panicular goal.'" Keepinç in mind the 

fluid nature of this group, the term "network is appropriate, and will be used also in this study. 

Although religion was a central organizing pnnciple of this group, other deeprooted familial, class, 

business, and ethnic bonds adjoined these establ ished V ictorian gentlemen.'' Primari 1 y Toronto- 

centric in composition and focus, this nehvork of evangelicals was part of a new, Canadian urban 

elite that lvas inherently business denved and onented, led by merchant princes and banking 

magnates with railway entrepreneurs, big contracton and industrialists in strong association.""' The 

ethnic background of these men mirrored that of most members of the urban elite by tracing its 

heritage to the generation of British, and particularl y Scottish middle-class immi-gants, which had 

amved in Canada during the mid-1800s. It was this group of immigrants which had formed the 

backbone of the political, social, and religious reform rnovement of the mid-nineteenth century that 

expedited the demise of the Famiiy Compact. In terms of social and economic smndinç, then, the 

Canadian evangelicals who participated in the Niagara Conferences were part of the new 

establishment of Toronto, a goup that J.M.S. Careless has described as a "new business Family 

Compact" linked by interrnamages, common investrnents, and church connections. ' ' 
The influence these evangelicals wielded on the religious, social, and political iife of Toronto 

and Centrai Canada was apposite of their own status in the upper echelon of the rising middle class. 

Like-mindedness in their quest to evangelize wiety, as well as a common belief in the eflïcacy of 

Ibid., 12. 
7 Sawatshy provides an estensive list of the Canadians who were involved in the leadership of the Conferences and 
offers some biographical information on them. His main source is the Evan~elical Churchman, the voice of low- 
church Anglicans. See Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope." especially chap. 2, "Weil Known Ministers and Prominent 
Gentlemen." 
8 Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope," 30-3 1 .  Sawatsicy takes his definition of network from Jeremy Boissevain, Friends of 
Fnends (Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1974). 
9 While he suggests that this group operated as a collective in other realrns, Sawatsky focuses primady on their 
organked religious activities: for example, the Toronto Bible Training School, the Willard Tract Society. and the 
Niagara Conferences. He does, however, include a discussion of their social work with the Toronto Mission Union 
10 J.M.S. Careless, Toronto to t 9 18: An Illustrated History (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company. 1984). 128. 



interdenominational, collective action united these men behind various relig-ious causes. A spirit of 

interdenominationalism manifesteci itself in the foundation of several, permanent religious 

institutions, such as the Toronto Mission Union and the Toronto Bible Training School, and was also 

evident in the sponsorship of more short-term endeavon like the revival meetings held in Toronto in 

the 1880s and 1890s, the most notable of these being those conducted by the famous Amencan 

revivalist D.L. ~ o o d y ' ~  As prominent memben of the local and national community, these 

evangelicals also sought collective action on nurnerous social and political issues. These "holy 

discontents" were just as concemed with their neighbon' moral and physical condition as they were 

witb their spiritual state. In an effort to create a godly society, they founded, or helped found, several 

philanthropic organizations that sought to cleanse the community of al1 types of social ills and restore 

traditional, Protestant middleclass mores. " This quest to redeem society was also camed on at the 

political level. Many of those who were involved in the Niagara Conferences were leaders of an 

inchoate urban reform movement that \as already challenging the statu quo of municipal politics in 

Toronto. '" Through their own direct involvement as advisors, elected oficials, and lobbyists, these 

evangelicals exerted significant pressure on the provincial and federal governments to implement 

" Ibid.. 138. 
12 For an account of these revivals and the leadership provided by individuals who were part of this network see Eric 
Roben Crouse, ".Arnerican Rebivalists. the Press. and Popular Religion in Canada, 1 884- 1 9 14 (P h.D d i s ,  Queen's 
University. 1996). Elmore Hams. Samuel Blake. and Robert Kilgour were just three of the individuals who were 
involved in the leadership of both Moody's campaien of 1892 and the Niagara Conferences. Crouse's list of 
clerceymen (provided in h i s  first Appendix) who were involved in the planning of severai different urban revivais in 
Toronto reveals the significant involvement of a number of other individuals who were active in the Niagara 
Conferences. 
13 Doran uses the term "holy discontents" to describe this network of evangelicaIs. 
1.1 This network was active in the first stage of urban reform that began in the mid-1880s and continued into the 
1890s. This first stage of reform primarily focused on rernedying moral shortcomings in the politicai system rather 
than on large-scale. structural problems. These larger problems were deait with by a second group of professionai 
urban reformers that emerged in the 1890s. See Paul Rutherford. "Tomorrow's Metropolis: the Uhan refonn 
Movement in Canada, 1880- 1920," Canadian Historical Association, Histoncal Pa~ers, 197 1 ; John C. Weaver, 
"Elitism and the Corporate Ideal: Businessmen and Boosters in Canadian Civic Reform, 1890- 1920," in Cities iri the 
West: Pa~e r s  of the Western Canada Urban Historv Conference, A.R. McConnack and Ian Macpherson, eds. 
(University of Winnipeg, October, 1974); Weaver, "The Modern City Realized: Toronto Civic AfEFairs. 1880-191 5," 
in The Usable Urban Past: Planning and Politics in the Modem Canadian City, A. Artibise and G. Stelter, eds. 
(Toronto: Macmillan of Canada: lnstitute of Canadian Studies, Carleton University, 1979); Weaver, Shapinp the 
Canadian City: Essays on Urban Politics and Policy (Toronto: The Institute of Public Administration of Canada, 
1977). 



legislation that en forced certain standards of moral ity 

then, the evangelical neisvork Doran saw in action 

Far from being a fringe group of malcontents. 

during his brief stint wvith the Willard Tract 

Society \as a coterie of Victorian gentlemen who shared a desire for religious, social, and political 

refom, and who had the money and power to ensure that it happened. 

One of the salient features of this netrvork tvas the degee to which laymen controlled iîs 

agenda. Those who participated in the Niagara Conferences and sponsored the various progams of 

the network were generally well-educated, ambitious men who were just as aggressive in their 

religous practices as they were in their business and political endeavon; this was a goup of "moven 

and shakers" that celebrated the middle-class virtues of selfdiscipline, selfdetermination, and 

eficiency. These virtues accorded well with the sense of immediacy that characterized their 

evanplism and their willingness to work independently outside the bounds of clerical and 

denominational control. 

While by no means an exhaustive list of membenhip, a sample of some of the lay- 

membershi p demonstrates the exqensive leçal, academic, and business acumen t hat proved 

efficacious to the network's activities. Arnonç those who were involved in the network were 

prominent businessmen Robert Kilgour ( 1 847- 19 18), Elias Rogers ( 1 858- 19 1 O), and George Hague 

( 1 825-1 91 5). Kilgour was a Presbyterian who, in addition to beinç president of Carter-Cme 

Company, Trent Paper Company, and the National Trust Company, and vice-president of the 

Canadian Bank of Commerce, served as president of the Toronto YMCA and as a member of the 

Board of Management for Knox College." Elias Rogers' involvement in this network undencores 

the willingness of its members to bnng together men of ail denominational affiliation. '%ogers was 

a Quaker who controlled one of the largest coal, wood and fuel businesses in North Amenca, the 

Elias Rogers Coal Company Ltd. He was also a life member and president of the Toronto Board of 

" For biographicd information on Kilgour see H.J. Morgan, Canadian Men and Women o f  the Time (Toronto: 
William Briggs, 1898); George Maclean Rose, ed., C ~ c l o ~ e d i a  of Canadian Bioeraphv ( 1  886); W. Stewan Wallace, 
Macmillan Dictionary o f  Canadian Bio-phy, 3d ed.(Toronto: The Macmillan Company o f  Canada. 1963). 288- 
289.. 
16 For biographical information on Rogers see Edwin McCormick, Leading Financial and Business Men o f  Toronto 



Trade, president of the National Life Assurance Company and the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, 

and served in Toronto's municipal government as an aldenan for several years. George Hague's 

presence in the leadership of the network demonstrates the extent to which business and religous 

ties extended to other parts of the country." Hague was an Anglican and a leading banker in 

Montreal who served as General Manager of the Merchants Bank of Canada, and as çovemor of 

McGill University, vice-president of the Montreal Diocesan College, and director of Montreal Boys' 

Home. I R  

Four of the most prominent laymen in the network were Samuel Blake, Henry O'Brien, 

William Mortimer Clark, and William Howland. The second son of ChanceIIor William Hume 

Blake of University College and brother to the popuiar Hon. Edward Blake, Samuel Blake (1835- 

1914) was bom into a well established farnily with widespread influence.'') Like his brother, Samuel 

becarne a lawyer and \vas called to the bar in 1860. In 1872 he was made a Queen-s Counsel by the 

Ontano Govemment and then became vice-chancellor of the Ontario Court of Chanceiy, a p s t  

offered to him by John A. Macdonald. Retiring from the bench in 188 1 to continue his own practice 

wîth the firm Blake, Lash and Cassels, Blake remained one of the foremost lawyen in the Dominion 

and was fiequently called upon by all Ievels of ovemment for his legal expertise. Like Samuel 

Blake, Henry O'Brien (1836-1931) \vas a lowchurch Anglican who succeeded in the legal 

profession."' O'Brien was also born into a reputable family which included his father, Col. E.G. 

O'Brien, a naval and military office in charge of the first senlement at Barrie and Shanty Bay, and 

his brother, William O'Brien, a federal politician who acquired prominence during the Equal Rights 

(Toronto: n-p., 1912); Morgan, Canadian Men and Women, 962-963; Rose, Cvclopedia of Canadian Bioara~hy, 62. 
17 For biographical information on Hague see Morgan, Canadian Men and Women, 488. 
I R  The leadership ranks of the network were also comprised of other prominent gentlemen fiom outside Toronto 
including Judge MacDonald, a Queen's educated lawyer fiorn Brocb-ville, W.C. Blayne, a professor frorn McGill 
University in Montreal, and Alfied Sandham, a historian and author fiom Montreal. For more on these individuals 
and other important laymen in the network see Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope." 
19 Blake's ties to the "establishment" were strengthened through his mamage in 1859 to Rebecca Cronyn, the 
daughter of the Anglican Bishop of Huroii. Biographical information on Blake is readily available in Morgan, 
Canadian Men and Women; Rose, Cvcio~edia of Canadian Biogaphv; Wallace, Macmillan Dictionarv of Canadian 
Bioyra~hy. 
20 For biographical information on O'Brien see Morgan, Canadian Men and Women, 776, and Wallace. Macmillan 



aEair of the early 1 890s. Henry was the long-time editor-inîhief of the Canadian Law Journal and 

editor of the important O'Brien's Division Court Manual; he also cornpiled Hamason and O'Brien3 

Dicest of Ontario Remris and was the editor of Ontario Practice Remns, al1 sipificant 

contibutions to the legal literature of the tirne. Although he was director of the Central Bank and of 

the Northem Iron and Steel Company, O'Brien was less involved in the business world than many of 

his evangelical associates. O'Brien did devote a great deal of time and effort to local politics, 

however, particularly in the cirive for municipal refonn in Toronto during the mid 1880s. 

One of the leading Presbyterian laymen in this network was William Mortimer Clark ( 1836- 

19 1 7)? The son of John Clark, the founder of the Caledonian Bank in Scotland William came to 

Canada in 1859 and was admitted to the bar in 186 1, becoming a Queen's Counsel in 1887. Clark 

\vas senior partner in the law firm Clark, Grey and Baird and becarne President of the County of 

York Law Association for 1878-1 879. Clark held many important positions in the business world, 

including president of the Toronto Mortsage Company, and director of the Metropolitan Bank, the 

Canadian General Electric Company, and the Consumers Gas Company. Besides being a leader in 

his own church, Knox Presbyterian, Clark \vas also a popular leader in govemment affairs during his 

terni as Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario from 1903 to 1908. 

Without question, the rnost prominent layrnan in the nebvork was William Holrnes Howland 

( 1  844-1893).:' Howland too was bom into an economically and politically influential family: 

Howland's father was Sir William Pearce Howland, a man of Pwitan stock who came to Canada at a 

Dictionary of Canadian Biograuhy, 623. 
2 1 For biographical information on Clark see Morsan, Canadian Men and Women, 194, Wallace. Macmillan 
Dictionary of Canadian Biography, 158. McCormick, Financial The le ad in^ and Business Men. and Alexander 
Fraser, A Historv of Ontario. Its Resources and Develo~ment, 2 vols. (Toronto: The Canada History Company. 
1907). 474. 
22 Although a prominent figure in Toronto during the last quaner of the nineteenth century, there are few biographical 
accounts of Howland. The only comprehensive study of Howland is Desmond Morton's Mayor Howland: The 
Citizens' Candidate (Toronto: H-lakkert, 1973). Morton's work primarily focuses on Howland's quest and attainrnent 
of the rnayorship of Toronto in the rnid-1880s. Another work which provides insight into his social and religious 
views is Lindsay Reynold's Footprints: The Beginnings of the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada (Toronto: 
Christian and Missionary .4lliance, 1982). Also see Victory Loring Russell, Mavors of Toronto, vol. 1 (Erin. Ontario: 
The Boston Mills Press, 1982). 



young age from Watertown, New York and quickly made his fortune in the grain  ide.'^ W.H. 

Howland w a s  involved in numerous business ventures during his relatively short life; '" he was, in 

fact, president, vice-president, or a director of more than a dozen companies during his lifetime. 

Arnong the positions he held was president of the Queen's City Insurance Company, Hand-in-Hand 

insurance Company, and Canadian Lloyds, and the Toronto Board of Trade, vice-president of the 

Milles and Manufachiren Association, the Toronto Elecaic Light Company, the Globe Loan and 

Savings Company, and member of the Board of Directon for the Imperia1 Trust Company and the 

Toronto General Hospital. Dun'ng the late 1 870s and the 1 880s Howland tumed his attention toward 

the political arena by becoming a founding rnernber of the Canada Fint Movement and," most 

significantly, by running successfÛlly for Mayor in 1886. During his two year stint as mayor of 

Toronto, Howland's narne became synonyrnous with efforts to create "Toronto the Good." 

While the religious and social impulses that galvanized this goup were Iargely lay-drive- 

the nehvork was not without the cntical leadership of a nurnber of prominent clergymen. Although 

their conception of vocation dictated some degree of formal separation fiom the laymen's world of 

business and politics, these der-gymen were very much tied to the network through social, economic 

and political c~nnections.'~ Three of the most prominent clergymen associated with this group were 

3 William Pearce Howland's reward for supporting John A. Macdonald in the Confederation debate in 1867 was a 
knighthood and the lieutenant-governorship of the newty created province of Ontario. William H. Howland ended bis 
fomal education at age sixteen and took over his father's business while William Sr. pursued his politicai interests. 
In 1873 the younger Howland extended his ties among the dite by marrying Laura Chipman, the sister-in-law of Sir 
Leonard Tilley, another father of Confederation. WiIliarn and Laura had six children. 
24 Howland died suddenly of pneumonia in 1893 at the age of 49. 
25 Howland's contribution to the Canada First Movement, an association of loyal Imperialists who sought greater 
recognition for Canada by the Crown, was an auspicious one. Despite knowing very linle of the association's 
platform, Howland served as chairman for the organization's first public meeting held on Decernber 6, 1873. 
According to Colonel George Denison, a leading member of this group, Howland's naiveté contributed to the 
downfall of the movement. In his first and only speech to the audience Howiand "held that there was too much 
toadyism to English aristocratie usages in this country. There was too much toadyism to titles." Howland went on to 
say that "We would have no aristocracy in this country but the aristocracy of ment, and the sooner the English 
Government recognized the fact that the adomment of a man in this country with the feelings they entertained was 
rather an insult than an honour to our people, the sooner would they apprsciate our real sentiment." In Denison's 
estimation, Howland "did not speak for more than fifteen or twenty minutes, but in that time he had practically killed 
the movement as a political organization." George T. Denison, The Strusnle for Imuerial Unitv: Recollections and 
Experiences (Toronto: Macmillan and Co., 1909). 60. 
26 It is somewhat ironic that these cIergymen were, in many ways, more tied to the world of politics and economics 





AAer commitiing himself to the pastorate early in his life, Elmore fint served as pastor of the Centre 

Street Baptist Church in St-Thomas, Ontario until 1882, when he accepted a position at Yorliville 

Baptist Church in Toronto. In 1889, following his pastomtes at Yorhville Baptist and Bloor Street 

Baptist, Elmore started another church in the outskirts of Toronto on Walmer Road. Walmer Road 

Baptist Church becarne the centre of nenvork activity thanks in large part to the constant influx of 

Hams family rn~ney'~ While at Walmer Road Baptist, Elmore Hanis supenised numerous 

interdenominational projects, the most notable of these being the creation of the Toronto Bible 

Training School in 1894 and the publication of The ~undamentals.~' 

The most distin yished clergyman involved in the network was the Presbyterian clergyman- 

professor, William Caven ( 1 830- 1904). Born into a Scottish Secessionist farnily with mong 

Covenanting roots, Caven held to the politically liberal and religiously vol untaristic ideas of his 

heritage throughout his life." The central focus of Caven's career was Knox Collese in Toronto 

where he served as principal fiom 1873 until his death in 1904. As a clergyman-professor, Caven 

promoted a practical approach to theological issues which stressed the utility of biblical audies in the 

teaching and pastoring of the Iaity over the practice of biblical esegesis as an intellechial exercise in 

itself This utilitarian approach helped guide Knox College and the Presbyterian Church through a 

time of intense theological ferment marked by heated debate over the nature and authority of 

Scripture. Respected as a judicious arbitrator, both within the Presbyterian Church and in the larger 

evançelical community, Caven served in various leadership positions, overseeing associations such 

as the Evangelical Alliance and the Lord's Day Alliance. The most conspicuous of Caven's 

endeavors, in this respect, was his involvement in the Equal Rights Association, an organization that 

30 Sawatshy notes that "Throughout the period of Elmore's pastorate, Harris rnoney was flowing regularly and 
substantially into the church coffers." Sawatsky. "Blessed Hope." 266. 
3 1 For a detailed historical account of Ontario Bible College and the sponsorship of Elmore Harris see Alvyn Austin, 
"'The Great Design': A History of  Ontario Bible College," Manuscnpt draft. The Fundamentais was a collection of 
articles published between 19 10 and 19 15 with the purpose of countering modern intellecrual trends. Funher anaIysis 
of this publication will be provided in chapter 2. 
'' For biographical information on Caven see Wallace, Rose, and Robens and Tunnell. 



was fonned in 1889 in protest of the passing of the Jesuits' Estates ~ c t . "  

Along with its social standing, the second most striking feature of this network of 

evangelicals was their concept of time. The way in which individuals perceive time is a critical 

deteminant that both shapes, and is shaped by, their worldview. The concept of time is also a 

"crucial part of al1 cultures, for every individual, group, and society must have a sense of time that 

c m  organize and explain every moment of existence in relation to what has gone before and what is 

yet to corne."'' In the late nineteenth century, most Canadians espoused a postmillenniai view of 

time which corresponded with the Victorian era's celebration of progress.35 In theological ternis, 

postmillemialism is the "view of 1st  things which holds that the kingdom of God is now k i n g  

extended in the world through the preaching of the Gospel and the saving work of the Holy Spirit in 

the hearts of individuals, that the world is eventually to be Chnstianized, and that the retum of Christ 

is to occur at the close of a long period of righteousness and peace commonly called the 

.~illennium.'"~" As a cultural force in the late nineteenth c e n w ,  pustmillennialisrn buttressed 

notions of social order by suggesting that time moved "gadually according to fixed pnnciples, and 

only careful and patient cultivation would transform the seccular into the sacred."" This gradualism 

accorded weli with the optimism of many Protestants who often saw their o\m material success and 

social statu, as wel 1 as that of their churches, as signs of greater things yet to corne. 

Convenely, the evangelicals rvho gathered at Niagara-On-The-Lake had a quite different 

interpretation of time - pst, present, and future. The concept of time that was expounded by those at 

the Niagara Conferences waç premillennialism, the belief system which contends that Christians will 

33 The most thorough account of the Equal Rights rnovement is J.R. Miller, Eaual Riczhts: The Jesuits' Estates Act 
Controversy (Montreal and Kinoston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1979). Caven's role in this movement will 
be discussed briefly in chapter 2. 
31 William Westfall, Two Worlds: The Protestant Culture of Nineteenth-Century Ontario (Montreal and Kingston: 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1 989). 1 60. 
'' For funher analysis of this notion of progress and its effect on Canadian culture see Car1 C. Berger. A Sense of 
Power: Studies in the ldeas of Canadian Im~eriaIism, 1 867- 19 14 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970). 
36 Loraine Boettner, The Millennium (Nutley, N. J.  : Presbyterian and Reformed Press, 1957). 14. 
" Westfall, Two Worlds, 16 1 . 



realize 'Thnn7s kingdom only afier He penonaliy rehimed to mie in ~enisalern.'~' Contrary to the 

pstmillennial belief in progress and the gradua1 Christianization of society, nineteenth-century 

premillennialists believed that churches and culture were both in deciine and that this inexorable 

trend would continue until the apocalyptic return of Chnst. Rather than w n g  to 'Christianize the 

social order,'' an ideal which, in their mincis, could never be fully achieved, premillennialists 

considered it the duty of al1 believen to 'redeem the time" by saving as many souk as possible 

before Chnst retumed. Far fiom a radical innovation, this notion of time \vas deeply em bedded in 

the historical development of Christianity and corresponded with nineteenth-century revivalism and 

its imate accent on crisis and immediacy." As Jerald C. Brauer has demonstrated, premillemialism 

was "revivalisrn wrït at large. It drew on the conception of God and creation that underlay the 

revivalistic interpretation of individual salvation and applied it to the structure of society and the 

world at large? Esplicit in this theology, therefore, was a cultural view whkh decried the seerning 

complacency that accompanied societal "progress": while social and hurnan benennent was 

accepted as good in itself, it was not to be equated with the realization of a spiritual kingdom. 

Premillennialism often assumed a more radical form in nineteenth-century canada,'" such as 

38 George M. Marsden. Understanding Fundarnentdism and Evan~elicalism (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdrnan's 
Publishiny Co.. 1991). 39. 
3') PremiIIennialism is. arguably. the older of the two main Christian conceptions of tirne, tracing its roots to the 
apocalyptic millenarianism that was prevalent in the early church. As Joel Carpenter explains. "Christian 
millenarianism was revived by radical religious movements during the late Middle Ages and spread through lefi-wing 
Protestant ranics during the Reformation. It continued to have a wide circulation dunny the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, especially arnong the English Puntans and the Pietists of Europe." Donald Dayton adds that 
"Protestants have moved back and forth between postmiIlennialism and prernillennialism, especially in periods of 
revival that seem to promise the advent of the millennium and in tirnes of social change that seem to enliven the more 
-apocalyptic" of the biblical texts." In the nineteenth century. a time when evangeli&Jism enjoyed ascendancy in 
North Amencan culture, the less drastic postmillennialisrn proved to be the most popular among Protestants. Joel 
Carpenter, Revive Us Again: The Reawakeninsz of Amen'can Fundamentalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1997). 247; Dayton, The Prophecy Conference Movement, "Introduction," 3. 
4.0 Brauer as quoted by Westfall, Two Worlds, 171. Brauer's essay provides deep insight into the connections 
between revivalism and prernillennialism. See Jerald C. Brauer, "Revivalism and Millenarianism in Amerim" in In the 
Great Tradition: In Honor of Winthrop S. Hudson, Joseph D. Ban and Paul R. Dekar. eds. (Valley Forge, Penn.: 
Judson Press, 1982). 147- 160. 
4 I There have been two general schools of premille~ial thought: hinoricins believe that the "prophecies in the Bible 
about the end of time are being progessivety IÙlfilIed in history," while futurists hold that "most of these prophecies 
await tùlfillment." Carpenter, Revive Us Again. 248. Within the fiitunst school there are a number of sub-groups 
which hold to either one of three views according to when they believe Christ's second coming will occur: 
posttribulational, pretnbulational, and midtribulational. White Millerites and other more radical premillennialist sects 



in the Millerites who predicted the end of the world in either 1843 or 1845.4' As a result, this belief 

systern has usually k e n  dismissed by Canadian historians as a Fnnge rnovement which had little 

beanng on the mainstream of Canadian society. Even two of the most respected historians of 

Canadian religion, S.D. Clark and John Webster Grant, have reinforced this view by either 

typecasting premil1emialist.s as religious fanatics dislocated fiom society, or by simply devoting linle 

space to the development of this system within Canadian religion and c u l t ~ r e . ~ ~  By acknowledging 

that premillennialism "touched the core of Protestant life at a number of important points," William 

Westfall has recently followed the lead of historians of Millensm who contend that even the most 

radical millennarians were indistinguishable from their Protestant neighbon.'4 Yet, while 

demonstrating the close ties that actuall y existed between premillennial ists and the Protestant 

mainsiream, Westfall still argues that "MillenniaIism was like a minor to the dominant reliprous 

culture" and thus "functioned as a counterculture to the religious world that the major religious 

groups were ~rea t ing '~ '  

The prevailing image of premillennialism as a fnnge. counter-culture movement is one that 

beçs further assessment when considenng the preponderance of those who participated in the 

Niagara Conferences. Far from being disenfranchised exhemists, these men were very much a part 

of the religious and social hegemony of late nineteenth-century Ontario; in fact. they were often the 

leaders in legitimating and maintaining a "dominant ide~lo~~.'~"e lack of critical scnitiny 

held to a historicist interpretation those at the Niagara Conferences espoused a hturist interpretation. 
42 The best account of Millensm is a collection of essays edited by Ronaid L. Numbers and Jonathan M. Butler, The 
Disap~ointed: Millerism and Millenarianism in the Nineteenth Centurv (KnoxviIle: University of Tennessee Press. 
1993). For an assessment of Millerism's impact in Ontario see Westfalf, Two Worlds, chap. 6. 
43 S.D. Clark. Church and Sect in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1948). chap. 6; John Webster 
Grant, A Protùsion of Spires: Relieion in Nineteenth-Century Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 988). 
U Westfall, Two Worlds, 169; David L. Rowe. "Millerites: A Shadow Portrait." in The Disappointed: Millerism and 
Millenarianism in the Nineteenth Century, Numbers and Butler, eds. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 
1993). 

45 Westfdl, Two Worlds, 173. 
46 The term "ideology" is borrowed fiom Paul Heidebrecht who defines it loosely as the "dominant set of social 
beliefs which those in power use to defend their status and which are acknowledged as legitimate by those in more 
subordinate positions." Paul Henry Heidebrecht, Faith and Economic Practice: Protestant Businessmen in Chicago, 
1900- 1920 Wew York: Garland hblishing. 1989). 195. Heidebrecht relies on Antonio Gramsci's paradigm of 
"hegemony" (the "spontaneous consent' given by the masses to the general direction imposed on social life by the 



accorded this nehvork has, therefore, led to the difficult question of definition: how does the 

historian detine this network and its place within late nineteenth and early nventieth-century 

Canadian rel i pion and society? 

The only concentrated effon to define this network has corne from both Amencan and 

Canadian histonans who have necessitated a revision in the hiçtoriography of fundamentalism. Prior 

to the late 1960s historical accounts of fwidamentalism exhibited a decidedly fûnctionalist 

perspective by reducing the movement to an ephemeral anti-modemist, anti-intellectual, lower-class 

and agrarian protest inflamed by economic dislocation. Imbued with a sense of indignation for the 

movement akin to that of the fim generation of modernists, historians such as Norman Furniss and 

Richard Hofstadter focused solely on the social developments of the 1920s and on the way in which 

fundamentalists temporarily strayed fiom, and resisted the '.inevitability of progess.'T17 This 

interpretation of fundarnentalism as an aberrant phenornenon of the 1920s went largely unchallenged 

until the late 1960s and early 1970s when, in light of a resurgence of fùndarnentalist activity, 

historians began to revise the historical account of the movement through a closer examination of its 

intemal dynamics. 

As products oT, and participants in, the "renaissance in evangelical scholanhip" which 

emerged in the 1970s. historians such as Emest Sandeen and George Manden offered an essential 

corrective to the fûnctionalist interpretation of fundamentalist history, and religious histoiy in 

18 general. Employing a substantive approach to relipous history,'" these scholars distinguished 

dominant group of groups") in his use of the term "ideology" to describe the ideas and actions of evangelical 
businessmen in Chicago. Heidebrecht, Faith and Econornics, 198. 
47 For the quintessential îünctionalist interpretations of tùndamentalism and the definitive works on the movernent 
prior to the late 1960s see Norman Furniss, The Fundamentalist Controversy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1954) and Richard Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in Arnerican Life (New York: AiFred A. Knopf, 1962). 
lmpervious to the possible relevancy of theology or religious belief, Furniss portrayed fùndamentalism as an 
aberration that died out when the volatile social and intellectual conditions of the 1920s were succeeded by the 
dramatic chanses brought on by the Depression. 
48 See the introduction to D.G. Han, ed. Reckonina With The Past: Historical Essa~s on American Evan~eIicaIism 
fiom the Institute for the Study of Amencan Evanaelicais (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1995) for a concise account 
of this "revival" in evangelical scholarship. 
49 The substantive interpretation of reiigious history views religious development largely on its own terrns rather than 
in conjunction with, or as a resuit of, extemal, social conditions. Rather than considering religion only a social 



between the fwidarnentalist rnovement and the fùndamentalist-modemist controversy of the l92Os 

by focusing on the inner dynarnics of the rnovement and positing its theological mots in late- 

nineteenth-century American evangelicalism.jO M i l e  differing in em phasis, both Sandeen and 

Manden attached special importance to the premiilennialist teaching of the Niagara Conferences as 

an organizing principle for fundamentalist t h e o ~ o ~ ~ . ~ '  Accordingly, they deterrnined that those 

evangelicals who participated in the Niagara Conferences were "proto-fundamentalists" who, while 

not yet militant, nevertheless adhered to a belief system that was, at its core, b'fÙndarnentalist."5' 

While the substantive interpretation of religious history has spawned a more nuanced 

treatment of fùndamentalism and its histoncal development, it has also, inadvertently, exposed 

fundarnentalist historiography to a number of nascent academic hazards. One of the effects of 

adopting such an approach to fundamentalism has been a tendency to read back into histoiy. By 

widening the lens through which the development of fundamentalism is viewed historians have lefi 

themselves wlnerable to whiggish interpretations of history. Grant Wacker, in his article "The Holy 

constnict, the substantive approach sees it as a unique force characterized and fùeled by its own interna1 dynamics. 
'O The two most important "substantive" interpretations of fùndamentalism are Ernest Sandeen. The Roots of 
Fundamentalism, and Marsden, Fundamentalism and Arnerican Culture The Shapins of Twentieth-Century 
Evanaelicalism. 1870- 1925 (Odord: Oxford University Press. 1 %O). fn reconciling the theologicaily drhen 
fiindamentalist movernent with the ovenly social and political composition of the fundamentalist-modernist 
controversy of the 1920s Marsden suggested a two-tiered approach. According to Marsden. when fiindamentalism 
emerged as a potent voice of political protest afier World War 1 it was pnrnarily defined by its religious beliefs and 
practices. In the midst of the mounting controversy with modernism and evolution however. definition dong 
religious lines became scoured. Fundarnentalism became a focal point for various foms of protest against change, 
whether it meant urbanization or northern inteIlectualism. 
" Sandeen and Marsden disagreed on how important premillennialism was in the formation of fundamtalism. 
While Sandeen saw fundamentaiism as a direct outgrowth of the prernillennid tradition, Marsden viewed it as more of 
a subspecies of Arnencan revivdism, pietism, the holiness movement. and other denominationai orthodoxies than of 
premillennialism specifically. In doing so, Marden located the movement closer to the centre of the Protestant 
evangelicalisrn that was the dominant fonn of religion in nineteenth-century Arnerica. Marsden, Fundamentalism and 
American Culture, 4. 
2 While the label "proto-fùndarnentalist" is one prescnbed by Sandeen, Marsden's term '%lassical tùndamentalist" is 
essentially the same in definition. In distinguishing "proto-fùndamentalists" or "classical tundarnentalists" fiom the 
fundamentalists of the 1920s. Marsden employs a behavioural standard as a gauge; what disengageci fiindamentalists 
from other evangelicals was not necessanly ideology but behaviour. In Marsden's terms, it was the degree of 
militancy in their opposition to modemism which set fundamentalista apart From other like-rninded evangelids. For 
a compendium of this definition see Marsden, "Fundarnentaiism as an American Phenornenon, A Cornparison with 
Endish Evangelicalism," Church Histoq 46 (June 1977). 2 15-232. See also Ian Rennie, "Fundamentalism and the 
Vaneties of North Atlantic Evangelicaiism" in Evan~elicalisrn: Comparative Studies of Popular Protestantism in 
Nonh America the British Isles. and Be~ond 1700-1990, Mark A. Noll. David W. Bebbington, and George A. 
Rawlyk. eds. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, i 994). 



Spirit and the Spirit of the Age in American Protestantism, 1880-19 10," explains the pitfalls of 

relying too heavily on such an approach. Wnting specifically in response to contemporary 

scholanhip on the holiness movement Wacker States that "Often the movement appears to have 

merited historical attention, not for its own sake - not, that is, for what it represented in the 1880s - 
but for what it becarne in the 1920s: the ideological backbone of fundamentalism."" His remark is 

equally pertinent to the wider fundarnentalist movement. By emphasizing the legitirnacy of 

fundarnentalism as a movernent with deep theological rwts in nineteenthcentury evangelical 

Protestantism historians have oflen stressed historical continuities at the expense of important 

discontinuities. Two historical distortions emerge from this tendency. On one hand, by viewing late- 

nineteenth and early-twentieth-cenw evangelicalism through a historical lem already tainted by the 

factionalism of the l92Os, one loses sight of the degee to whch unity niIl prevailed. On the other, 

by vigorously emphasizing the intellectual mots of fundamentalism one loses sight of the peculiar 

social climate of the 1970s which induced such an unprecedented response by some evangelicals. 

Though in many ways helpful, the substantive approach of Marsden and Sandeen has also 

had a potentially corrosive effect on Canadian fundarnentalist historiopphy. Historians interested 

in Canadian fundarnentalism have invariably relied on American paradigns as benchmarks for the 

Canadian experience. Ironically, as a result of this tendency, the history of Canadian 

fundamentalism has been told more frequently within an American than a Canadian context. The 

few nondenominational works that have focused on Canadian conservative evangelicals in the late 

nineteenth cenniry have, by depending heavily on American rnodels, placed Canadians in the 

mainstream of fùndamentaiist d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  Sirnilarly, historians concemed with the emergence of 

- - 

53 Grant Wacker, "The Holy Spirit and the Spirit of the Age in Amencan Protestantism, 1880- 19 10," Journal of 
American Histoty 72 (lune 1985), 48. 
'" Ronaid Sawatsky's work "Blessed Hope." for example. readily adopts Sandeen's and Marsden's paradigms by 
placing the Canadian evangelical laymen who were involved with the Niagara Conferences in the mainstrearn of 
fbndamentalist deveIopment. AIthough he himself recognizes the need for a distinct approach to these individuals, 
one which examines them on their own terrns in the context of the Iate nineteenth century (334), Sawatsky still labels 
them "proto-fhdamentdists." He concludes that although this coalition was "composed of a distinct group of 
people who were joined around a theologically conservative cause, it was also a group which was remarkably open 
and broad-minded" (334). In considenng this behavioral difference significant enough to distinguish this coalition 



fundarnentalism in the 1920s and 1930s have dram on Marsden's definition to ascertain whether or 

not fundamentalisrn had a significant impact on Canadian religion and culture.ss By depending too 

heavily on Arnerican models, therefore, Canadian historians have become prone to similar academic 

shortcoming displayed by their Amencan counterparts. in an attempt to provide a substantive 

interpretation of religious history, historians of Canadian fundarnentalism have postulated a direct 

relationship between fundarnentalism, as reconsidered by Marsden and Sandeen, and the nehork of 

Canadian evangeelicals who participated in the Niagara Conferences during the late nineteenth 

century. 

By characterinng the Canadian evangelicals who participated in the Niagara Conferences as 

progenenitors of 1920s fiuidarnentalism the substantive approach not only reinforces popular 

conceptions of these individuals as operating on the margins of Canadian society, but M e r  

obfuscates the essence of their beliefs and practices by makinp two false assurnptions. Fint, by 

defining these evangelicals as i'proto-fiindamentalins," such an approach assumes that these 

individuals adhered to the sarne "ideology'. as fundamentalists in the 1920s. As ~ i l I  be 

demonstrated, the theoloa of these evangelicals was, in fact, an amalgam of various denominational 

traditions and intellectual currents that was not as dependent on premillennialist teaching as 

fùndamentalist theology was. In many critical instances, these evangelicals dispiayed intellechüil 

and theologkal traits that were, at a nurnber of critical junctures, dissimilar Rom the core beliefs of 

fundamentalism. Furthemore, in their social and political thinking, these evangelicals cleariy 

fiom its apparent "fundarnentalist successors," Sawatstq employs the term "proto-fùndarnentalist" instead of 
"fundarnentalist." Another account of late nineteenth-century Canadian conservative evangelicalism which also 
places it in the mainstream of fùndamentalist development is Phyllis D. Airhafi, Servin~ the Present Age: Revivalism, 
Progressivism. and the Methodist Tradition in Canada (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
1992). 
ï 5 
' *  Canadian evangelical scholars have generally agreed in their assessrnent of  Canadian fundamentalism in the 1920s 
and 1930s. They contend that cultural and religious moderation prevailed dunng this penod thus marginalking 
"Amencan-like" fùndarnentalists. They note that even in the cases of Canada's two most renowned fündarnentalists. 
William Aberhart and T.T. Shields, findarnentalist ideas engineered minimal, long-lasting support. The most notable 
works on Canadian fùndamentalism by evangelical historians are Robert Burkinshaw, Pilnrims in Lotus Land: 
Conservative Protestantism in British Columbia. 19 1 7- 198 1 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 1995); Rawlyk, Cham~ions of Tnith: Fundamentalism. Modemism. and the Maritime Baptists (Montreal and 
Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990); John G. Stackhouse Jr., Canadian Evanaelicaiism in the 



identified with the "establishment" and, unlike fundamentalists in the 1920s, did not set themselves 

up in opposition to modem culture.56 This identification with the hegemonic order engendered a 

view of society that was engagmg and active, rather than separatist in leaning.j7 

Secondly, the "proto-fundamentalist" label overestimates the degree of discontinuity in late- 

nineteenth-century Canadian religion. That there were some signs of discord in Canadian 

evangelicalism by the late nineteenth cenhiry is evident. Writing about Toronto in 1884, the 

contemporary historian C. Pelham Mulvany noted the predorninance of Protestantism in the city, 

o b s e ~ n g  that -*One of the titles of the Queen City of English Canada is 'The City of Churches,' a 

name whose appropn'ateness can be seen by any visitor who watches the heaven-pointing spires that 

rise from every part of Toronto and fom a leading feanire of the city."j%ulvany astutely added, 

however, that far from being homogenous, Toronto religion was nfe with ethnic, class, and 

theoloçical divisions. --It has often fomed a subject of reflection to philosophical observes," 

Mulvany inferjected -rhat a vast amount of religious energy is wasted by the multifarious sub- 

divisions of the Protestant denominations in our city. Each sect must have its own minister, its own 

denominational college, where the minister may be educated in al1 the narrowness of party lines.'"s' 

Whiie such a critique was not uncornmon, much more evident in the late nineteenth century 

were the points of contact that still continued to facilitate collective action on the pari of al1 

evangelicals in Canada as well as in the United States. A number of Amencan historians have 

demonmated the degree to which "conservatives" and "1 iberals" in the late nineteenth century still 

exhibited a similar appreciation for the theoiogical underpinnings of evangelicalism. In his account 

of l iberalisrn and modemism in American evangelicalism, William Hutchison suggests that liberal 

Twentieth Centu-: An Introduction CO its Character (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993). 
' 6  See Bruce B. Lawrence, Defenders of God: The Fundamentalist Revolt Against the Modem Ape (San Francixo: 
Harper and Row Publishers, 1992). 
" In defining the social Mews of American fundamentalists in the 1920s. Marsden suggests that they displayed a 
"strikingIy paradoxical tendency to identi@ sometimes with the 'establishment' and sometimes with the 'outsiders. "' 
This contradictory approach "also involveci an ambivalence toward American culture" which was "especially apparent 
in fundamentalist attitudes toward patnotism and social reform." Marsden, Fundamentalism and Amencan Culture, 
7. 
58 C. Pelham Mulvany, Toronto: Past and Present (Toronto: W.E. Caiger, 1884). 147. 



evangelicals were not necessady modemists; they were not inexorably dnven to consciously and 

intentionally adapt religious ideas to modem culture, just more willing to view traditional 

evangelical precepts in the context of human deve~o~ment .~~  Similarly, William McGuire King 

contends that while the social gospel was innovative in proclaiming that "religious self-realization 

manifests itself as a religious enthusiasrn for hmanity," it still operated within the same categories 

of Christian theology and expen'ence as other evangelical movements.' ' Grant Wacker's recent 

article on the holiness movement in the United States has offered a unique paradigm to articulate the 

tenuous, but measurable degee of unih that still existed among tum-of-the-cenniry evangelicals. In 

his cornparison of nvo strands of thought emphasizing the work of the Holy Spirit, one which would 

become associated with liberal Protestantism and the other with fundamentalism, Wacker 

characterizes the two as quarreling siblings of the same father." 

Historians have recently demonstrated that Canadian evangelicalism at the turn of the 

centuy was also begiming to experience some intemal disuniîy. Ideological distinctions were, they 

acknowledge, beginning to corne to the forefiont of denominational politics. As the debate in 19 10 

surrounding the teachings of George Worhan at Victoria College iilustrates, Methodism was, by 

this time, becoming increasingly divided alonç theological lines? Moreover, a similar controveny 

at McMaster University, a Baptist school, which saw the teachings of Isaac Matthews censured by 

'"bid., 147. 
Ibid., 2. 

al William McGuire King. "An Enthusiasm for Humanity: The Social Ernphasis in Religion and Its Accommodation in 
Protestant Theology," in Religion and Twentieth-Centuw Amencan Intellectual Life Michael J. Lacey, ed. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press and Woodrow Wilson International Center for Schotars, l989), 53. John 
Webster Grant has argued the same for Canadian social Christianity. See John Webster Grant, A Profùsion of S~ires: 
Reliaion in Nineteenth-Centurv Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1988). 
62 Grant Wacker, "The Holy Spirit and the Spirit ofthe Age." 58. 
63 See Marguerite Van Die, An Evanselical Mind: Nathanael Bunuash and the Methodist Tradition in Canada 1839- 
191 8 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1989); Michael Gauvreau, "The Taming of History: 
Reflections on the Canadian Methodist Encounter With Biblical Criticism. 1830- 1900," Canadian Historical Review 
65 (1 984). 3 15-346; Tom Sinclair-Faulkner, "'Theory Divided From Practice': The Introduction of the Higher 
Cnticism into Canadian Protestant Seminaries." Studies in Relision 10 (3) 198 1. Sinclair-Faulkner's work is 
particularly helpful in outlining the controversy within the Methodist tradition in 19 10. He sees the George Jackson 
controversy over the teaching of higher criticism as the turning point in the history of Canadian Christian education. 
The "victo ry" by Jackson supponers make it "reasonably safe to teach higher criticism in Canadian Protestant 
serriinaries" (343). 



Elmore H a r i s  demonstrates that the Methodist denomination was not the only one experiencing 

division? Yet, while divisions were beginning to appear in Canadian evangelicalism, historians 

point out that they were relatively minor and late in coming. 

More prevalent in Canadian evangelicalism, histonans contend, was an inveterately 

optimistic theological and cultural outlook that fostered ?onsensus and con~olidation.'~~ Further 

analyses of the "conservative" and "IiberaIv wings of evangelicalism has, in fact, found very linle 

predilection for either fundamentalin or modemist thinking among Canadian e~an~elicals." Ln their 

evaluation of the "liberai*' side of evangelicalism, Marguerite Van Die and Michael Gauweau 

contend that a liberal evangelicalism rather than a full-fledged modemism was the Other 

histonans have found that a "progressive orthodoxy' characterized the theology of most 

"conservative" evangel ica~s.~' Whi le working from di fferent perspectives, then, historians have 

similarly concluded that Canadian evangelicals remained comrnitted to what can best be described 

as a "mediating evangelicalism." Theologically, this mediating evangelicalism generally "focused 

less strictly on the individual, gave çreater credence to tradition and social regeneration, and did not 

set piety and doctnne in opposition.'" In its social application this "mediating evangelicalism" was 

64 See Clark H. Pinnock "The Modernist Impulse at McMaster University, 1887- 1927," in Baptists in Canada: 
Search for Identitv Arnidst Diversity, iarold K. Zeman. ed.(Burlins$on, ON: G.R. Welch, 1980) and Rawlyk, "A.L. 
McCrimmon, H.P. Whidden, T.T. Shields. Christian Education. and McMaster University." in Canadian Baptists and 
Christian Hieher Education, Rawlyk. ed. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1988). 
6' Marserite Van Die. "The Double Vision': Evangelical Piety as Derivative and lndigenous in Victorian English 
Canada," in Evan~elicalism: Comparative Studies of Popular Protestantkm in North America the British Isles. and 
Bevond 1700-1 990. Bebbington, Noll, and Rawlyk, eds. (Oxford. Oxford University Press, 1994). 254. 
66 In his account of Canadian Presbyterianism, Bnan Fraser uses the tenn "progressive orthodoq" to describe the 
theology taught at Knox College. In his assessrnent of William Caven, for example. Fraser States that the college 
principal was conservative in the sense that "he insisted that Presbyterians should never 'waver in our attachent to 
the Doctrine of Grace. and in our love of those great EvangelicaI Principles which our Church has been so much 
honored to uphold and propagate." Fraser adds that Caven "wamed the church, however, against a conservatism that 
became obstructive and prevented the khd of progress in Biblical interpretation and theology that clarified and 
improved the church's understanding and presentation of God's revelation in the Scriptures." Bnan J. Fraser, 
Church Colleae. and Clerw: A History of Theoloaical Education at Knox Colleee. Toronto 1844-1994 (Montreal 
and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1995). 75. 
67 Michael Gauvreau, "The Taming of History"; Gauvreau, The Evannelical Century: Colleae and Creed in Enalish 
Canada from the Great Revival to the Great De~ression (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
199 1); Marguerite Van Die. An Evanaelical Mind. 

68 See Brian Fraser, Church. Collesze. and Clerq; John S. Moir. A History of Biblical Studies in Canada: A Sense of 
Proportion (Chico, California: Scholars Press. 1982). 
69 William Katerberg, "'A Born Again Progagandist': Dyson Hague and Evangelical Anglicanism in Canada, 1857- 



informed and fueled by a pragmatism that placed the collective goal of Christianizing the Canadian 

people over the promotion of pamcular doctrines or creeds. 

Recent scholanhip has also s h o w  that tuni-of-the-centuiy Canadian evangelicalism is best 

viewed on an ideological continuum rather than in dichotomous terms. Although subtle in depee, 

important theological differences on issues such as divine and human agency were, by this time, 

begiming to place evangelicals at different locations on this continuum. Historians interested in the 

liberal, or le& side of the continuum have focused on accounting for the move of some evangelicals 

from the traditional revivalistic ideas of nineteenth-century evanglicalism to those of Idealism and 

hurnani~rn.~~ Though not adopting the tem *-evangelical", Ramsay Cook has recently shown that 

one group of Protestant reformes downplayed distinctions behveen the divine and the human by 

contending that humanity was actually infused with the divine; that is, God was immanent in human 

Further to the right on the continuum  vas another group of evangelicals which Phyllis 

Airhart and Bnan Fraser have descnbed as "progressive." This group, Fraser contends, attempted to 

uphold a theoloçy that bndged traditional, revivalistic notions of a transcendent God with the new 

Idealist conception of divinity advanced by more liberal evangeelica1s." Closer to the centre w a s  a 

more common, mediating liberalisrn which, as Van Die and Gauvreau suggest, elevated the natural 

element in development without entirel y discounting traditional understandings of etemal, divine 

principies.'3 Whde less work h a  been done to elucidate theological distinctions on the conservative, 

or Rght, end of the continuum, William Katerberg has s h o w  that some evangelicals sought to 

preserve a traditional theology that accentuated distinctions behveen the supematural and the natural 

1935 (M.A. thesis, Queen's University, 199 1). 4. 
70 For an in-depth account of John Watson and the emergence of Canadian Idealism see A.B. McKiltop, A Disci~lined 
lntelli~ence: Critical Inauirv and Thounht in the Victorian Era (Montreal and Kingston: McGilI-Queen's University 
Press, 1979) and Contours o f  Canadian Thouoht (Toronto: University o f  Toronto Press, 1987). 
" Ramsay Cook, The Resenerators: Social Criticism in Late Victorian Ennlish Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985). 
n Phyllis Airhan, Serving the Present A Q ~ ,  1992; Brian Fraser, The Socid Uplifters: Presbyterian Proqessives and 
the Social G o s ~ e i  in Canada. 1875- 19 15 (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1988). 
n Van Die, An Evanpelical Mind; Gauvreau, The Evancelical Centuq. 



without becoming elrûeme in their disavowal of modem developmental theories."l 

When relating religion and social reforrn, Canadian histonans have also implicitly or 

erplicitly adopted a continuum model. In his work on the social gospel in Canada, Allen notes that 

Protestants adopted either a radical, progressive, or conservative approach to social refonn 

depending on their theological views.'* Allen contends that the fiuther evangelicals were to the left 

or liberal end of the continuum, the more willing they were to censure and restructure the existing 

social system. This willingness stemmed fiom a greater acceptance of Idealism and the organic 

notion that the spiritual and physical needs of the individual were intemvined with those of the 

cornmunity. Conversely, those who were more conservative in their theolog saw social refom as 

occurring within existing structures, and largely through individual initiative. This corresponded 

with a revivalistic ideology that elevated the spiritual needs of the individual over environmental 

concerns. 

Recent developments in the historiography of Canadian religion and social reform suggest, 

therefore, that a more effective way of defining this nehvork is by viewing ît within the contea of the 

mediating evanglicalism that prevailed during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

When evaluating its theology and social activism it becomes clear that this group is ben located 

closer to the centre of the ideological continuum ijust to the right of the moderate liberals defined by 

Van Die and Gauvreau), than on the far right, or fundamentalist end. As such, the most appropriate 

label for this network is sirnply "conservative". While aware that this network was not, by virtue of 

its premillenniaiist views, representative of a11 conservative evangelicals, this study will, 

nevertheless, refer to it and its memben as "conservative evangelical." 

Defining the theology of this nenvork as conservative is precarious when considering the 

fluidity and variance of denominational loyalties represented by its mernben. Generally speaking, 

however, this nehvork drew exclusively fiom only those denominations that were committed to a 

74 See William Katerberg, "A Born Again Propagandist" and "Gospel and Party: The Varied Courses of 
Evanyelicaiism in the Anglican Communion in North America" (PH,D diss., Queen's University, 1995). 
f 5 Richard AiIen. The Social Passion: Religion and Refonn in Canada. 1 9 1 4- 1 928 (Toronto: University of Toronto 



Calvinin view of the Christian faith: the Anglican, Presbyterian, and the ~ a ~ t i a . ~ ~  Conspicuous in 

their absence from this network were ~ e t h o d i s t s . ~ ~  This absence can be explained in several ways. 

Drawing his own conclusions on the network's lack of Methodist membership, Doran, the 

contemporary observer alluded to in the introduction, suggested that for this group of Calvinists, 

there "was alwvays the sinister doubt as to whether on that particular day, or in that particular week or 

month, the Methodist was or was not fallen from grace; they were for ever suspect."78 While 

densive in tone, Doran's explanation nevertheless points to the theological differences that prevented 

Methodists fiom joining the r a d s  of this nehvork. Unlike the Arminian belief system upheld by 

Methodists, the Calvinist impulse that infomed the network's theology was predicated on an 

understanding of salvation and human development which emphasized divine intervention over 

hurnan agency: humans were not able to cultivate their own spiritual regeneration or nse above their 

physical, moral, and spiritual shoncomings without first being chosen by God. This emphasis on the 

sovereign pwer of G d  accorded well with the premillennialist belief system and its emphasis on a 

cataclysmic and supematural conclusion to hurnan history. Thus, unlike Methodists who remained 

committed to a human-centered and optimistic postmillemialism, many Calvinists found a natural 

extension for their predestinanan beliefs in the eschatology of premil~e~ialism.7' 

While the Anglicans, Presbyterians, and Baptists who were part of this network saw 

themselves as different fiom Methodists, they did not define themselves in opposition to Methodism. 

As demonstrated in their numerous enterprises, these evangelicals fiequently acted in direct 

cooperation with Methodists to further the common interests of evangelisrn and refom. This sense 

- 

Press, 197 1 ), 1 7. 
76 The network was also comprised of individuals who were pan of other sectarian groups, such as the Quakers and 
the Plymouth Brethren, or who were just in the process of leaving the mainline churches to start new 
"denorninations," most notably the Christian and Missionary Alliance. 
n Sawatsky makes note of the general absence of Methodists at the Niagara Conferences. The only Methodist 
minister who participated on the cornmittee of the Conferences was Rev. Samuel John Hunter, minister of Elm Street 
Methodist Chutch in Toronto. Sawatshy, "Blessed Hope," 98. 
78 Doran, The Chronicles of Barabbas, 7. 
79 George Marsden has noted the intrinsic link between Calvinist and premiltennarian ideas. See Marsden, 
Fundarnentalism and Amencan Culture, 36. For a critical view of prernillennialism fiom an early twentieth-century 
Methodist, see Thomas Voaden, Christ's Cominp Anain: An Ex~osition of tIis Teachinps on that Subiect and a 



of comrnonality speaks to shared experiences and to a similar dependency on certain precepts that 

transcended denominational boundaries." In general theological rather than denominational tens,  

conseniative evangelicals remained solely committed to the revivalistic tradition and to a moderate 

fom of Common Sense Realism, the philosophical system of most early nineteenthcentury 

evangelicals. In comparison to more liberal evangelicals, conservatives were less willinp to support 

Idealist notions of divine immanence and hurnan development which seemingly obfûscated 

distinctions behveen the spintual and the matenal, the sacred and the mundane. At the same time, 

however, they were not extreme in their disavowal of developmental theones, but rather sought to 

appreciate and test new knowledge in the light of the fundamental precepts of the Christian tradition. 

As William Caven intimated, this balanced approach "1s conservative of evewhing good which 

cornes doin to us, while it seeh by careful investigation to enlarge the boundaries of ascertained 

truth and to purge away errors and mistakes.'"' This appreciation for a developing theology set 

Caven and other conservative evangelicals apart from fùndamentalistç who held to the literalist and 

static interpretation of scripture advanced by certain Calvinist theologians in the United  tat tes.'' 

Similarly, the conservative evangelical network displayed a social activism that is ben 

wdentood within Allen's "conservative" çroup of reformen. As such, this network offers hrther 

insight into an area of refom that has been largely ignored. While historians such as Allen have 

acknowledged the formative contribution of '-traditional evangelicalism" to social reform, they have 

focused almost exclusively on the radical and progressive element in the social gospel. Among the 

reasons for this tendency is the perception that conservatives were a prohibitive or reactionary force 

bent on reasserting hegemonic control by enforcing traditional religious, moral, and social values. 

This Mew of conservative social refom is not entirely unwananted: as will be showvn, the social 

Rehtation of Premillennial Views (Toronto: McClelland and Sons, 191 8). 
110 For insight into the theologicai variance within the Methodist Church see Neil Semple, The Lord's Dominion: The 
History of Canadian Methodism (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996) and William H. 
Mapey, "The Methodist Church and the Nationd Gospel, 1 884- 19 14." The Bulletin 20 ( 1  968). 3-95. 
81 Caven. as quoted in Fraser. The Social Uplifters. 25 These sentiments are also put forward by Caven in his anicle, 
"Progress in Theology," Catholic Presbvterian 1 ( 1879). 40 1-4 1 1 .  
'* See Brian Fraser. Church. College. and Clerg for a comparison between the Calvinism taught at Knox College and 



attitudes of those in the conservative 

middle-class Protestant and their quest 

evangelical nehork were decidedly white, Anglo-saxon, 

for social reform was certainly an attempt to maintain and 

even impose this value system on the rest of society. However, to completely dismiss the 

contribution conservative evangelicals made to social reform is to overlook the concems and vision 

for comrnunity that they shared with more radical reformen. 

Having attempted to locate the conservative evangelical network within their own time and 

within the current historiogaphy . one needs to emphasize that the conservative evangelical network 

and its extensive involvement in the development of Canadian society has, in the pst, failed to 

gamer much attention. By examining some of the writings of these men, as well as the records of 

some of the organizations they were a part of, this thesis will attempt to demonstrate the relatively 

central position this nehvork occupied in both the "mediating evangelicalism" and the social reform 

movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Chapter hvo will focus on the 

theological %stem of this nenvork as miculated by its leading clergymen. As a close reading of The 

Fundamentals \vil1 show, this network was inforrned by a number of theological and intellectual 

cwents which, as a collective, fostered a view of histo-, the church, and culture that was inclusive 

and dynamic. Published between 19 10 and 19 15, The Fundamentals represented a collective effort 

by evangelicals from around the world to reinforce a traditional belief system; among the 64 authors 

who contributed to this publication were five Canadian clergymen. in their dual roles as pastors and 

educaton, these five clergymen adhered to a theology that was, at its core, practical: bief discussion 

of the social activism of one of the leading clergymen in this group, William Caven, will 

demonstrate how this prapatic theology translated into a concerted effort to construct a mong local 

and national community. 

The focus of chapter three will be on the social activism of the conservative evangelical laity. 

As leading professionals in the community and as ardent defenden of the revivalistic tradition these 

men too adhered to a faith that was pragmatic, activist, and efficient, and one that facilitated social 

that taught at Princeton Theological Seminary by Charles Hodse and B.B. WafieId 



refom." As the wwitings and activities of William Howland will demonstrate, far fiom advancing 

an "other-worldly*' approach, these evangelicals were arnong the most outspoken in their effort to 

improve the environment of society's disenhnchised classes. While their crusade to alleviate the 

ills of modem sociery often amounted to a reinforcement of traditional middleclass values, these 

men were just as much innovaton as traditionalists. Like his clerical associates, Howland was, 

above al1 else, driven by the quest to establish a godly community that would ensure the salvation of 

souk before Christ's return; whether this goal was best served by traditional or modem means was 

considered secondas. in importance. 

By introducing some of the theological and social views of this network, this thesis will 

attempt to provide yet another lem through which to view late nineteenth and early twentiethtentury 

Canadian religion and culture. Such a lens could prove helpful in delineating broader historical 

trends, like modemization and secularization, and in clarifj4ng hiaonogaphical discourse 

surrounding these changes. The conservative evangelical neirvork was also part of the transatlantic 

exchange of evangelical leaders and ideas that marked this period. As such, this study not only offers 

further insight into the bonds Canadian evangeiicals shared wïth their Amencan and British 

counterparts. but highhlights the unique position they held ivithin the larger, international community. 

KI In his description of the retigious betiefs and practices of a number of Chicago businessmen Heidebrecht defines 
their faith as "a businessman's religion" - "such a faith was pragmatic, activist, and geared to measurable results. It 
was a Protestantism that above al1 else was efficient." Heidebrecht. Faith and Economic Practice, 4. 



CHAPTER 2 

REDEEMING THE FAITH: THE FUNDAMENTALS AS A W O W  
N O  CONSERVATIVE EVANGELICAL THOUGHT 

Describing his own experiences at the Niagara Conferences, George Doran once wrote: to 

ihese conferences "carne the geat fathers of fundarnentalism From al1 over the world. They were al! 

devout, reverent, zealous premillenanans. So ardent were their beliefs and supplications that at 

times it seemed almost as thouh the compassionate Jesus would appear and relieve the straining 

souls."' Such vivid recollections make it dificuit to imagine that those who attended these meetings 

were anything but Christian fanatics cast in the mold of an Elmer Gantq, the notonous character of 

Sinclair Lewis's fictional account of fundamentalism in the 1920s.' Lndeed, the notion that those 

who attended these conferences were early ambassadors of 1930s American fundamentalism has, in 

sorne way, been perpetuated by scholars (who do not view fundamentalists in the same negative 

Iight as Lewis) interested in uncoverinç the ideological and theological mots of the hventieth-century 

movement.' Even those Canadians who attended these conferences have, by virtue of this 

perspective. been cast as important players in this rno~ernent.~ Yet, when viewed in the broader 

context of religious and cultural developments in the late nineteenth century, a siightly different 

image of these premillennialists, and especially of those who were Canadian, emerges. Far from 

1 Doran, The Chronicles of Barabbas, 12. 
Sinclair Lews published Elmer Gant- in the wake of the famous battle between modernists and Fundamentalins at 

the 1925 Monkey trial in Dayton, Tennessee. Gantry represented, at least in Lewis's rnind, the quintessentiai 
charlatan who "adopted fiindamentalist rhetonc largely because he was not bright enough to understand liberaiism 
and because it served the purposes of his sensational campaips for moral refom." Marsden, Fundamentaiisrn and 
American Culture, 188. 
3 Pettegrew, "The Historical and Theolo~ica! Contributions of the Niagara Conference"; Emest Sandeen, The Roots 
of Fundarnentalism; Ronald G. Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope"; Walter Unger. "Earnestly Contending for the Faith." 
' Ronald Sawatsky. "Blessed Hope." 



exhibiting the anti-intellectual and ulûaistic tendencies of an Elmer Gantry, these Canadian 

evangelicals were respected laymen and clergqmen who were defenders of a theological tradition 

that had deep roots in the Canadian evangelicalism of the nineteenth century. 

By viewing the Niagara Conferences only in ternis of their contribution to 1910s 

Fundamentalism, historians have advanced a paradigm that is constricted in at least two ways. Fint, 

by observing these conferences through the lens of fundamentalism, historians have advanced a static 

view of histoq that fails to appreciate the intellectual fluidity and change nithin the evangelical 

community during the iate nineteenth cenhuy. As a result, little has been said about the intellectual 

and social forces that were acting upon conservative evangelicals at this time, and about how these 

individuais responded to them. Secondly, by reading back fundamentalism into the thought of this 

çroup of evangelicals historians have overernphasized the importance of premillennialism in their 

theology. As intimated by Doran, premillemialism \;as clearly one defining feature of the 

conservative evangelical network, just as it \vas for fundamentalists in the 1920s: the belief that 

Christ's return was imminent certainly cast a different lighht on religious and cultural development for 

these evangelicals than it did for postmillennialists.s Yet, while this belief system \vas important in 

conservative evangelical theology, it was not the only one: nor was it the most critical. 

Only when viewed within the broader context of religious change in the late nineteenth 

centuiy do the complexities of the conservative evangelical belief system emerge. Far fiom being a 

onedimensional, self-contained goup, the conservative evangelical network was a loosely organized 

collective that participated in, and was informed by, a number of different intellectual movements. 

As an interdenorninational body, this network was, on one Ievel, informed by the various 

denominational traditions represented by its memben. On a broader level, it waas also part of an 

The differences between postrnillennialism. which postulated that "under divine providence the world was moMng 
toward a 'millennium' (a period of a thousand years) of peace and prosperity to take place before the return of Christ 
to judge the world." and premillennialism which stated that Christ would return unexpectedly before the millenniurn 
and that until that tirne the world wouid experience steady deciine. fostered a contrasting view of human agency in 
histoncal development. While postmillennialisrn spoke optimistically of human agency in the historicai process, 
premillennialism was imbued with an overwhelming sense that supematural rather than human forces dictated 
histoncal deveiopment. Dayton, ed., The Pro~hecv Conference Movement, vol. 1,  p. 1.  



international exchange of ideas and leaders that extended beyond the annual prophecy conferences 

held at Niagara-On-The-Lake. Among the most important of these exchanges was Keswick 

Holiness, a belief system that originated in the annual meetings held in the Keswick lake region of 

Britain. Finally, through the personal ties of its members to B~tain and the United States, this 

network also had access to the intellectual traditions and trends of hvo more sophisticated cultures. 

The variance of intellectual currents that infoned the conservative evangelical network 

clearly suggests that viewing this group only through the narrow lens of premillennialism and its 

involvement in the Niagara Conferences produces a restrictive, and distorted image. In an attempt to 

account for the extrinsic and intrinsic, international exchange of evangelical ideas, histonans from 

the United States, Britain, and Canada have, recently, found virtue in contextualizing national 

religiow development within the broader transatlantic world." Such an approach seemingly offen a 

more effective way of evaluating the full range of beliefs and practices of Canadian consewative 

evangelicals in the late nineteenth and eariy twentieth centuries. 

One enterprise that has remained untapped as a source into this network's theologicai 

composition, and one whic h facilitates a com prehensive and comparative approach, is The 

Fundamentals. As an international enterprise consisting of authors, editon, and readen from the 

United States, Britain, Canada, and continental Europe, The Fundamentals represented one of the 

first collective atternpts to shore up Christian onhodoxy against the influx of modem thinking. 

Mile much attention has been @en to the Amencan and British element in the project, very little 

has been said about Dyson Hague, G. Osborne Troop, William Caven, John McNicol, and E.J. 

6 Two of the best examples of this comparative approach are: Rawlyk and Noll. eds. Amazina Grace: 
Evaneelicalism in Australia, Britain. Canada. and the United States (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1993); Noll, 
Bebbington, and Rawlyk, eds. Evaneelicalism: Com~arative Studies of Popular Protestantisrn in North Amena. the 
British Isles. and Bevond 1 700- 1 990 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994). Historians of fùndamentatism have 
dso used this approach to account for some of the religious and cultural peculiarities of different nations which both 
fostered and forestalled the development of militant ftndarnentalism. For two short. but important comparative 
treatments of fùndamentalism see lan Rennie, "Fundamentaiism and the Varieties of North Atlantic Evangelicalisrn," 
in Evan~elicalism: Com~arative Studies, Noll, Bebbington, and Rawlyk eds., and Marsden, "Fundamentaiism as an 
Amencan P henomenon." 



Stobo, the five Canadian men who contributed directly to the writing of the publication.7 In their 

appraisals of the authon and themes embodied in The Fundamentals, Amencan and Canadian 

historians alike have been negligent at ben in their treatment of these five indi~iduals.~ This 

negligence is both perplexing and ironic in light of the potenrially valuable contributions these men 

make to a greater understanding of conservative evangelicalism in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. 

As a compendium of ideas fiom some of the leading evangelical thinkers in the Victorian 

era, (many of the witten contributions to The Fundamentals were posthurnous, including Caven's) 

The Fundamentals offen direct access to the nuances of evangelical thought at the tum of the 

century. As such, it not only offers a window into the transatlantic exchange of ideas and leaders, 

but also provides a unique medium for appraising the nature of Canadian conservative 

evangelicalism and its role in this phenornenon. A close reading of the The Fundamentals will 

demonmaie that within this international eschange, Canadian conservative evangelicalism assurned 

a distinct character of its own. Unlike that of other contributors, the theology expounded by the five 

Canadian contributon to this publication was, above al1 else, a practical one that encouraged active 

involvement in the community. A brief discussion of the political and social activism of William 

7 It could be argued that the most important Canadian involved in The Fundamentals was Elmore Hams. Harris was 
one of only three der-men on the editorial cornmittee and probably had a direct hand in the selection of the 
Canadian contributors to the project. Elmore was one of the unofficial leaders of the conservative evangelical 
network. While pastor at Walmer Road Baptist Church in Toronto, Hams involved himself in such projects as the 
creation of the Toronto Bible Training School in 1894, an institution modeled on Moody Bible Institute in Chicago. 
Harris was also involved in the notorious controversy over the "liberal" teaching of Isaac Georse Mathews, professor 
of Hebrew at McMaster University, in 1908- 1909, an event that foreshadowed the actions of a later fùndamentaIist in 
the 1920s- T.T. Shields. See Rawlyk. "AL. McCrimmon, HP. Whidden, T.T. Shields, Christian Education, and 
McMaster University." 
8 In the most comprehensive historical analyses of The Fundamentals offered by historians George Marsden and 
Ernest Sandeen, the breakdoms of authorship of this publication provide either only brief mention of a Canadian 
contingent or ignore it altogether. See Marsden, Fundamentalism and Amencan Culture, and introduction to 
Marsden. ed., The Fundamentals: A Testirnonv to Truth (New York: Garland Publishing, 1988).; Sandeen, The Roots 
of Fundamentalism. What is more perplexing is the lirnited treatment of the five Canadian authors by Canadian 
historians. There are no historical workc, to my knowtedge, which examine these five men as a collective. Indicative 
of this neglect is  the fact that even the most comprehensive work on Canadian "proto-fillndamentalism", Ronald 
Sawatsky's "Blessed Hope," fails to accurately account for the Canadian contributors to The Fundamentals. 
Sawatshy incorrectly includes Maurice Baldwin in the project and ignores the contributions made by E.J. Stobo and 
G. Osborne Troop altogether (3 1 3). 



Caven will funher demonstrate that this practical theology catered to the communal interests of the 

clergy as much as it did to the Iaity. 

The divenity of backgrounds and careers represented by these five men suggests the broaà, 

encompassing nature of the coalitions which allowed conservative evangelicals in Canada to present 

a relatively united front in their defense of orthodoxy. As a collective, these men represented three 

different denominations. Dyson Hague ( 1857- 1935) laas an Anglican clergyman-professor who 

served in various pmishes throughout the Dominion, taught occasionally at Wycliffe Col lege in 

Toronto, and wrote extensively on the Anglican tradition and the Prayer Book. Hague's fellow 

Anglican, George Osborne Troop (1855-1933), served as a cler-man in Hal i fq  where he was 

ordained in 1878, and in Montreal at St. Martin3 pansh fiom 1886-191 3.' John McNicol ( 1869- 

1956) was a Presbytenan der-grrian-professor who had studied at Knox College in Toronto before 

being ordained for minisîq in 1896. Mer serving for a shon time in Alyrner, Quebec as a rninister, 

McNicol became an instructor at the Toronto Bible Training School in 1902," and later principal of 

the school, a p s t  he held fiom 1907 to 1954. McNicol's fellow Presbytenan and former teacher 

fiom Knox Col lege \vas William Caven ( 1 83 1 - 190.1). As the only member of the "first generation" 

of Canadian conservative evançelicalism, Caven served as principal of Knox College from 1873 

until his death in 1904. Finally, E.J. Stobo Jr. ( 186% 1973) was a Baptist minister who held a nurnber 

of posts in Ontario and Manitoba. His longest stay was in Smiths Falls, Ontario, where he pastored 

Biographical information on is Troop provided by Rev. J. Douglas Banhwick Hino? of the Diocese of Montreal 
1850- 19 10 (Montreal: John Lovell and Sons. Ltd., 19 1 O), 2 10. Troop was a popular man in Montreal during his 
twenty-seven year stay. He was welt-loved for fis cornmitment to the evangelism of Montreai. One of the most 
notable causes he prornoted, according to his parishioners, was the abolishment of pew rents. In 1900 Troop stated 
that he would resign from his office if the Financial Comrnittee of St. Martin's reinstated the pew system, which had 
originally been abolished in 1890. As a testament to his popularity, his congregation and most of the Committee were 
deeply affected by Troop's own convictions and agreed to keep St. Martin's rent fiee. See Edgar Andrew Collard, 
"The Renting of the Pews*' in Al1 Our Yesterda~s (Anglican Archives Diocese of Montreal). For the most thorough 
account of Troops life see Dyson Hague's tribute, Pro~het. Presbvter. and Servant of Mankind: A Memoir of the 
Reverend Canon G. Osborne Trooo. M.A. Containine "Intimate Recollections" bv Mona Johnson and a Selection of 
His Writinps (Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives). 
10 The Toronto Bible Training School became the Toronto Bible College in 1912. From this point forward the latter 
title will be used to refer to the school, both in reference to the years pnor to. and following 1912. 



fiom 1907 untii his death in 1922. ' ' While it is not hown for sure how these men came in contact 

with one another, their involvement in the various movements sponsored by the network would have 

fostered at least some awareness of each other." What is significant about the diversity of this 

group is the willingness with which they transcended their owvn denominational boundaries for the 

larger cause of evangelisrn. While denominational traditions remained important for these five men, 

they were also cornmitted to transdenorninational evangelicalism, "the belief that the evangelical 

basics are most important in Christianity and that transdenorninational cooperative action should be 

undertaken on this bais.-'" 

Published behveen 1910 and 1915, The Fundamentals was a senes of hveive pamphlets 

containing ninety articles witten by 64 authon fiom Canada, the United States, and Europe. '" These 

pamphlets were published and distributed free to between 175 000 and 300 000 '-English-speahnç 

Protestant pastors, evangelists, missionanes, theological professors and students, Y.M.C.A. 

secretaries, Sunday School supenntendents, religious lay workers, and editon of religious 

publications" throughout the world.'' While the idea and financial backing of this project was 

provided by brothers Lyman and Milton Stewart. hvo weaithy Californian oil barons who controlled 

I l  Stobo was born in Kiimarnock. Ayrshire, Scotland in 1867 and came to Canada with his family in 1872. Educated 
at Woodstock College (B.A. 1903). McMaster University @.Th. 1896, B.D. 1899 and 1903). and Tempie University 
(D.S.T. 1907). Stobo was ordained in 1896. Within the short span of ten years Stobo served in eight different 
churches. including Logan Avenue Baptist Church in Winnipeg ( 1906- 1907[?]). before settling in Smiths Falls. At his 
death he lefl behind a daughter. a mother, four sisters, and two brothers, ail of whom considered Quebec City home. 
Biographical Information takm fiom The Canadian Ba~tist LXVlII (March 30. 1922). 
l 2  Dymn Hague seerns to have been the central figure in this circle of evangelicals. It is known that he was good 
fnends with Troop (a result of Hague's brief posting in Montreal in 1902). and that he attended Stobo's fùneral (See 
Obituary in The Canadian Ba~tist, March 30, 1922). Dyson, along with his father George ( 1825- 19 15). would have 
known Caven fiom their work in the Evangelicai Alliance and other endeavours. Caven and McNicols wouId have 
been farniliar with each other through each one's involvement at Knox College and at Toronto Bible Training School. 
It has been suggested. in fact, that Caven recommended McNicol for a teaching position at T.B.T.S. Biographical 
Sketch John McNicol File. Ontario TheoIogical Seminary Library. 
l 3  S tackhouse, Canadian Evannelicalism in the Twentieth Century, 9. 
14 The writers came fiom four different countnes: 41 were Americans, 17 were British, 5 were Canadian, and 1 was 
German. According to Sandeen. most of the American writers were Presbyterian (15) or Baptist ( 1  I), and came fiom 
the nonheastem cities. See Sandeen, Roots of Fundamentalisrn, 200.n. 
15 See Publisher's note in Marsden, ed. The Fundamentais, vol. 12. It is aiso interesting to note that the only 
published "Word of Appreciation" fiom the readership was h m  a missionary to the Native people of British 
Columbia. It is apparent, then, that The Fundamentais had an impact on at Ieast one evangelical in Canada. See 
"Word of Appreciation" in the introduction to vol. 7. 



Union Oil Company, the process of selecting and editing the articles was the work of an editorial 

cornmittee under the leadership of Rev. A. C. Dixon, pastor of Moody Mernorial Church in 

chicago.16 Indicative of the lay-impulse in this project is the fact that amorg the editon, only three 

were clergymen: Reuben A. Torrey, dean of the Bible Institute of Los Angles, Louis Meyer, a 

converted Jew working under the auspices of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions, and Elmore 

Harris, president of Toronto Bible ~ o l l e ~ e . "  Although there is no record of the selection 

requirements and process, Elmore Harris undoubtedly had the final Say on which Canadians would 

conîribute to the publication. The selection of Stobo, Hague, Caven, McNicol, and Troop suggests 

not only that these five were well known in the cornmunity, but that Harris was interested in 

presenting a cross-section of Canadian conservative evangelical thought. 

As a multifaceteà, multinational enterprise, The Fundamentals contained a wide spectrum of 

view from a varied group of evangelicals. When it came to selecting articles concemed with 

defending more critical doctrines like inerrancy, however, only those from writen who were ardent 

defenden of the -'divine role in authoring Scripture, consistent with strict inerrancy" were included 

in the publication. I R  In fact, while some leeway was given to those witing on "peripheral" issues, 

linle freedom was allowed for those addressing the issue of higher criticism, by far the greatest 

concem of the publication.'9 Nevenheless, the very inclusion of such authors such as James On and 

G. Campbell Morgan, two British evangelicals who were know to be dismissive of biblical 

inerrancy, indicates the degree of flexibility and moderaiion which existed within transatiantic 

16 See Sandeen, Roots of Fundamentalism for analysis of the editorial committee. 
I?  In the introduction to his edition of the works, Marsden points out an interesting and significant coincidence 
connected with the patronage of the Stewarts. Marsden explains that Lyman Stewart sot the idea for 
Fundamentals while Dixon was preaching against "something that one of those infidel professors in Chicago 
University had published (6) .  Marsden notes that "Perhaps it was only coincidentai.. . that what sparked Stewart to 
move on the project were the teachings emanating fiom the school founded by his arch-rival in the oil business, John 
D. Rockefeller. The coincidence at least points out that big rnoney could be behind either wing of Amencan 
Protestantism." (7) Marsden, ed., The Fundamentals. 
I R  After Dixon left in 19 1 1 to pastor Charles Spurgeon's Metropolitan Tabernacle in London, England, Louis Meyer 
became editor-in-chief Meyer was in tum replaced f i e r  his death in 19 13 by Reuben Torrey. 
19 Marsden breaks down the thematic content in the following way: one-third of the articles defended the Bible 
açainst the attacks of higher criticism. one-third were expositions of basic Christian doctrine, and the remaining 
included a "mix of personai testimonies. discussions of various practical issues, appeals for missions and evangelism, 



evangelicalism at this tirne." 

This moderation was also evident in the conspicuous absence of any explicit defence of 

dispensational premi llennial ism, the eschatological system that served as an organizing principle for 

fundamentalists in the 1920s.'' The inclusion of only two articles dealing specifically with 

eschatological matten by an editing cornmittee that \vas comprised largely of dispensationalists 
7 

suggests that those in charge sought to attract a broader audience.-' As Emest Sandeen submits, 

Tha t  such a dispensationally-dominated cornmittee should produce such a balanced senes would 

seem to demonstrate that these early fundamentalists could still find some grounds for cooperation 

with other Christian  leader^."'^ 

The moderation in tone, authorshp, and content of The Fundamentals has been a source of 

ongoing debate arnong hinonans. At issue has been the placement of this publication in the overail 

scheme of fundamentalist history. Some, like Sandeen, suggest that "although the series is ofien 

viewed as the fint shot in the fundarnentalist controveny, there is little evidence of this in the 

pamphlets themselves."'" Similady, George Dollar concludes that rather than viewing 

Fundamentals as a foundation for the fundamentalist movement, the publication should be 

considered sirnply as T h e  Fundamentals of ~rthodoxy. ' '~~ Manden, however, finds enough 

consistencies in the publication to w s m t  its appreciation as "an important stage in the development 

of the fùndamentalist movement, and hence indeed a part of mie fundamentalism."'" 

While the tone and content of The FundamentaIs is cause for debate within Amencari 

hndamentalism historiography, it only serves to reinforce the mediating character of Canadian 

evangelicalism amund the tum of the century. The Fundamentals was, by its nature, a publication 

and attacks on the various "isms." See Marsden's introduction, The Fundamentals, 1 1. 
.20 See introduction to  The Fundamentais, 12. 
" According to Sandeen. Sawatshy, and Unger, dispensationalisrn premillennialism also served as the organizing 
principle o f  late nineteenth-century "proto-fiindarnentalism." 
'' Ironically, one  of the two anicles dealing with exhatology included in The Fundamentals was written by John 
McNicol, a premillennialist who did not adhere to the dispensational system. 

Sandeen, The Roots o f  Fundamentalism, 21. 
24 Ibid., 206-207. 

George W. Dollar, A Histop of Fundamentalism in America (Greenville. SC. Unusual Publications. 1973). 175. 



directed towards the laity. Histonans have cornmented that this move away fiom the academy to the 

laity not only explains the lack of scholariy attention paid to the publication, but suggests an entire 

paradiçm shifl resulting in the intellechial marginalization of American conservative 

e~an~elicalism." In Canada, as Michael Gauvreau has demonstmted where conservative 

evangelicals had always espoused an evangelical creed directed toward the laity, there was less 

concem with presenting an academically respectable defence of o r thod~x~ . '~  As an exercise in 

didactics rather than polemics, The Fundamentals provided Stobo, Caven, Hague, McNicol, and 

Trmp not only with an opportunity to defend the divine authonty of scripture, but to do so in a way 

that offered practical howledge and continuity with familiar teachings for the laity. Regardless of 

the fact that it took on a larger symbolic meaning for 1920s huidamentalism, when viewed in the 

context of pre-World War 1 Canadian evangelicalism, The Fundarnentals simply represented another 

attempt by moderate clergymen-professon to provide the laity with a working understanding of 

scripture in light of a rapidly changing society.'' 

It is in this conte.xt, therefore? that the witings of the Canadian contributors m u t  be viewed. 

Evident throughout their articles in The Fundamentals, as well as in other corresponding works, was 

the importance these five men placed on their roles as both spiritual leaders and educators. lnherent 

in these dual roles kvas a conscious effort to balance intellect with piety; this balance was clearly 

manifested in their defence of scripture as divinely inspired. Rather than focusing on the finer points 

26 See Marsden introduction, The Fundamentals, 2 .  
'' Mark Noll. Between Faith and Cnticism: Evanselicals. Scholarshio. and the Bible in Arnerica (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Book House, I986), 44. Noll sees this shifl away fiom the academy as a significant turning point in the development 
of fiindarnentalism and of American evangelicalism in general. ils he States, The Fundamentals "are important, rather, 
as an indication of the estrangement of evangelical scholars fiom the academic marketplace and their own mm toward 
the evangelical populace as the audience to wfiich they wiIl present their learned work on the Scriptures" (44). This 
paradigm shifi has caught the attention of evangelical scholars in recent decades. particularly since it is this move 
away fiorn the academy which they themselves are trying to reverse. See Hart, ed. Reckonina With the Past; Noll, 
The Scanda1 of the Evangelical Mind (Grand Rapids, Michigan: W.B. Eerdman's Press, 1994); Marsden, The 
Outraaeous Idea of Christian Scholarshi~ ( M o r d :  Oxford University Press. 1997). 

See Gauvreau. The Evanaelical  ent tu-ry. 12. 
29 Not dl urban layrnen were interested in maintaining the scriptural views of these five conservative evangelicals. As 
Marguerite Van Die and Tom Sinclair-Faulkner have pointed out. some laymen advanced the higher criticism in an 
effort to keep "up to date." See Van Die, An Evanaelical Mind; Tom Sinclair-Faulkner, "Theory Divided from 
Practice." 



of theology which hinged on the elaborate defence of scripture, consewative evangelicals defended 

inspiration in order to preserve the essential foundation of the church. William Katerberg's 

assessrnent that "Hague did not defend scriphire for its own sake, but because he believed that the 

faithful could receive religious assurance and expen'ence regeneration in the Holy Spirit only through 

the solid foundation of God's Word can be equally applied to the other four conservative 

evangelicais. 

The urgency with which these conservative evangelicals viewed their task is evident in the 

fact that each submitîed articles to The Fundamentals which defended the divine authenticity and 

accuracy of the Bible. In their defence of scripture, the five Canadians assumed a rnoderately 

orihodox position on the issue of inspiration. Unlike Charles Hodge and his fellow Princeton 

theologians who, at the time. were beginning to endorse a plenary theory of inspiration which 

dowriplayed the human element in the Bible altogether," Canadian conservative evangeelicals Me 

Caven promoted a dual explanation of scripture which stated that the Bible was first, the Word of 

God, and second, the product of the hurnan hand. "This balance of the divine and human elements," 

Michael Gauvreau suggests, "enabled Caven to view the Bible as a process of progressive revelation, 

a development of the religious consciolisness under divine guidance, not natural  la^."^' In his article 

"The Testimony of Christ to the OId Testament,'' Caven thus dismissed the debate wibthin 

conservative evangelical circles over what type of inspiration authored scripture by contending that 

"Al1 is divine and at the sarne time al1 is human. The divine and the hurnan are so related that 

separation is While he acknowledged the human element in biblicai inspiration, then, 

Caven, like his associates, ultimately attributed scripture to the divine work of God. What mattered 

to Caven above al1 else was that Christ himself believed the Old Testament to be inspired by God, a 

sentiment echoed by Hague in his article, 'The Doctrinal Value of the First Chapten of Genesis? 

.w Katerberg, "A Born A_eain Propagindist," 39. 
" See Noll. ed., The Princeton Defense of Plenary Verbal lns~iration (New York: Garland Publishing, 1988). 
32 Gauvreau, The Evaneelical Centuq, 153. 
33 William Caven, "The Testimony o f  Christ to the Old Testament," The Fundamentals, vol. 4, 58. 



According to the five Canadian contributors, evidence of divine inspiration also resonated 

throughout the teachinp of the New Testament. Stobo argued in "The Apologetic Value of Paul's 

Epistles-' that the realiîy of Paul's extraordinary conversion experience spoke to the "credibility of 

the other New Testament documents, and also for the accuracy of the portrait painted of its central 

figure, the Lord Jesus ~hrist."'" Even in eschatological matters, McNicol contended, Christ's 

teachings demonsnated the divine hand of God in the unfolding of biblical prophecy. Most 

indicative of this approach to scnpture, however, was Troop's article, "The intemal Evidence of the 

Fourth Gospel." Rather than concem hirnself or his reader with elaborate exegetical support for the 

inspiration of scnpture, Troop simply contended that the -'whole Bible is stamped with the Divine 

' ~ a l l - ~ a r k .  ""' For Troop and his associates, acceptance of the divine inspiration of scnpture was 

ultimately a matter of faith. As demonstrated throughout their defence of scnpture, these 

evangelicals based their intellectual premises on a sound foundation of pious reverence for the 

mysterious power of the Holy Spirit. in the final analysis, the Bible was authentic and accurate 

simply becaw Christ Himself said it was. 

The relative openness to developrnental theory (at least in cornparison to the Princeton 

theologtans) demonstrated by Caven and his associates in their defence of scnpture was denotative 

of their moderate approach to evolutionary science. Michael Gauweau has recently argued that for 

Canadian evangelical leaders durinç this period 'scientîtic evolutionary thought was not the major 

intellectual challenge. Their anvieties centred on the implications of higher criticism, histoncal 

scholarship, and the insights of the social sciences for their religious out~ook. '?~~ This contention not 

only proves well-founded when examining the writings of the five Canadian contributors, but also 

when assessing the entire collection of witinçs included in The Fundarnentals. 

Historians have regarded the publication's relative ambivalence toward evolution as another 

significant discontinuity in the development of the fundamentalin movement. 

- - 

34 E.J. Stobo, Jr. "The Apologetic Value of Paul's Epistles," The Fundarnentals, vol. 10, 90. 
35 G Osborne Troop, "The Interna1 Evidence of the Founh Gospel." The Fundamentals, vol 
36 Gauvreau. The Evaneelical Century, 6. 

Unlike in the 1920s 

0. 18. 



when evolution became a rallying point for fundarnentalists, The Fundamentals is void of any 

sustained polemic on the theory. Many of the authors represented in the publication were, in fact, 

quite willing to incorporate evolutionary thinking into their theologr. Manden notes that James On; 

the leading British theological critic of liberalism and contributor to The Fundamentals was quite 

"amenable to limited forms of biological evolution."" Although linle was said about evolution in 

the articles rwitten by Stobo, Caven, McNicol, and Troop, those assessments of the scientific theory 

offered by Hague in his article 'The Doctrinal Value of the Fint Chapten of Genesis" were likely 

representative of the general sentiment among his Canadian colleagues. Hague was most adamant in 

his criticism of those theorists who integated evolutionary theory with divine revelation. In 

particular, Hague denounced the theory which promoted the "development of the idea of God," 

charging instead that "There is an expansive, and richer, and fuller revelation of the attributes and 

dealings and ways and workinçs of God: but not of the idea of ~ o d . ' " ~  Hague was also captious of 

the idea of hurnan evolution, complaining that the theory ws degrading to hurnanity." Yet, in a 

more general sense Hague emulated the moderate position of British evanplicals by allowing for 

evolutionary development of the species. In the most definitive statement of his critique Hague 

stated: 

The Bible stands openly against the evolutionary development of 
man, and his gradua1 ascent through indefinite aeons from the animal. 
Not against the idea of the development of the plans of the Creator in 
nature, or a variation of species by means of environment and 
processes of time. That is seen in Genesis, and throughout the Bible, 
and in this world.'"' 

For Hague and his associates, then, far more important than a total ambuscade of Daminism was a 

defence of the orthodox understanding of history. 

This onhodox understanding of history was predicated on a number of essential truths. 

Prirnary among these was the idea that the Bible w d s  divinely inspired and infallible, and therefore 

37 Marsden, "Fundamentalism as an American Phenornenos" 2 19. 
38 Hague. "The Doctrinal Value of the First Chapters of Genesis," The Fundamentals, vol. 8, 80. 
39 Ibid., 82. 
M Ibid., 82. 



histoncally accurate. More than a theological neatise, the Bible contained the unfolding of God's 

plan for both supernaturai and naturai history. McNicol summarized this perspective when he wrote 

that "ln the Bible God has revealed His mind and will regardinç the hurnan race and the world in 

which we live. Here we are told of the begimings of history; here we are sho~vn God at work through 

history; and here the end of history is foreto~d'~'  Moreover, the Bible contained the account of what 

Canadian evangelicals considered the climax of history: the in~arnation.~' The incarnation was not 

only the most sûiking example of God's hand on history, it was the point at which human history 

became infused with the divine. In contrast with liberal theolog which, at this time, was 

emphasizing the hurnanity of Jesus, conservative evangelicals looked to the incarnation as evidence 

of Christ's divinity. It uras Christ3 divinity which, according to these men, ultimately facilitated the 

atonement of al1 hurnanity th roua  the sacrifice of Chnst on the cross." More than an exarnple of 

moral perfectibility to be emulated by al1 humans, Chnst was a -%&man," the Saviour who 

assumed the sins of the world. Thus, by undermining the historical accuracy of the Bible, higher 

cntics, at least according to consemative evangelicals, were severing that most essential link between 

God and hurnanity upon which the entire foundation of the Christian faith rested. 

Because they "viewed the equation of theology and history expressed in the Bible as the 

foundation of al1 education and culture,'44 these evangelicals considered their defence of biblical 

history as critical on several levels. The importance they placed on this task was evident in the fact 

that each Canadian contributor to The Fundamentals concemed himself with defending the 

historicity of certain portions of scripture. While Stobo and Troop defended the histoneal accuracy 

of the New Testament, both Caven and Hague vigorously defended the OId Testament against the 

assertions by higher critics that rnany of the ancient texts were of rnyîhical origins or historically 

4 I John McNicol, The Bible's Philoso~hv of History: A Series of Three Lectures Delivered bv Princiual John 
McNicol. D.D. of the Alumni Jubilee Conference. Sep. 1944 at the Fifiieth Anniverw of the Foundina of the 
Toronto Bible Collese (Toronto; The Board of Governors of Toronto Bible CoIlege, 1944), 5. 
42 The incarnation is the doctrine that the second person of the Trinity assumed human form in the person of Jesus 
Christ. 
43 See Dyson Hague, "At-One-Ment by Propitiation" The Fundamentais, vol. 1 1 .  
44 Gauvreau, The Evaneelical Century, 58. 



inaccurate. In an atternpt to balance once again the human and divine elernents in biblical 

inspiration, Caven countered the higher cntics' daim that many of the older portions of the Bible 

were mythical by suggesting that the "Lord's brief references to early Old Testament narrative would 

not suggest the distinction so often made between earlier and later Old Testament records on the 

score of tnist~orthiness.'"~ This dependence on an argument fiom faith was emblematic of the 

Canadian emphasis on piety over intellect. While other conhibuton to The Fundamentals invoked 

the evidence of contemporary archeology which seemingly proved the accuracy of biblical history, 

Caven, Troop and their associates simply maintained that the Bible \vas historically accurate because 

it was '-starn ped with the Divine g ~ a l l - ~ a r k .  ""' 
Canadian conservative evangelicais also defended the historical ~ i ~ f i c a n c e  of Bible 

prophecy regarding the "end-times": they believed that Scripture was clear and accurate in its 

foretelling of the apocalypse that was to befall humanity before Christ's Second Coming. However, 

althouçh they were premillennialists7"7 and hence rejected the liberal idea that the world would be 

increasingly Christianized as history ~nfolded,'~ Caven, McNicol, and lheir associates rejected the 

more radical form of dispensational premillemialism upheld by fundamentalists, which stated that 

45 Caven, "The Testimony of Christ to the Old Testament." The Fundarnentafs. vo1.4. 5 1 
16 Troop, "The Interna1 Evidence of the Founh Gospel.'' The Fundamentals, vol 1 O., 18. There are a number of 
anicles in The Fundamentals which enthusiasticdly employed archeological findings to discount the higher critics. 
One of the articles. for example, demonstrated how contemporav archeological finds were confirming the historical 
accuracy of the Mosaic Tabernacle in the wilderness spoken of in the book of Exodus. See David HeagJe, "The 
Tabernacle in the Wilderness: Did it Exist?" The Fundamentals, vol, 4, 7. Archeology was looked upon wÏth favour 
by these writers because it was a hands-on science which accorded well with Baconian methodoiogy. Nevertheless, it 
is somewhat ironic when looking at The Fundamentals to see how modem sciences, such as archeology, are utilized 
by conservative evangelical wn'ters to oppose liberal theologians, the champions of modem scientific techniques. 
47 While there is no direct evidence that Stobo was a premillennialist, his involvernent in conservative evangelical 
circles at this time was likely predicated on his acceptance, at least in some f o r a  of premillennial views. There is 
evidence, however, that Caven, McNicol, Hague, and Troop were premillennialists. McNicul demonnrated a dear 
prernillennial view of history in al1 of his writings on prophecy. Wtiile seemingly an insignificant issue for Caven, he 
did envision the return of Christ in premiItennial tems. See Caven, "The Testimony of Christ to the OId Testament," 
The Fundamentais. vo1.4. and Christ's Teachinp Concerninn the Last Thinns and Other Papers (Toronto: The 
Westminster Co. Ltd., 1908). Evidence of Troop's premillenniaiisrn appears in Hague's tribute, Prophet, Presbper, 
and Servant of Mankind. Katerberg's assessrnent of Hague's own views encapsulates the views of the entire group. 
Katerberg suggests of Hague that "It is likely that he held to a mild premillennialism, given the context of Canadian 
evangelicaIism during his lifetime; but he did not get caught up in literalist, dispensational readings of history and 
prophecy." Katerberg, "A Born Again Propagandist," 70. 
48 McNicol contended that "The kingdom of God is not coming 'with observation.' The evangelizing of the world is 
not resultiny in the conversion of the world. The New Testament gives no indication that the conversion of the world 



through the proper interpretation of  biblical prophecy Christians could actually discem where preçent 

culture stood in relation to the impending apocalypse.'9 One of the central cornplaints these 

Canadians had with this extreme f o m  of premillemialisrn was that it undercut the essence of 

prophecy by emphasizing the act of prediction over the necessity of spiritual readiness 

communicated in the prophecy itself 'O Caven underscored this when he explained that " M a t  the 

prophet wishes to tix attention upon is the justice of the Divine govemment and the necessity of man 

keeping in mind that the day of retribution will certainly arrive. This is what is really important in 

the case.'"' Moreover, Caven rejected the notion that biblical prophecy could be applied literally to 

specific historical development. In a clear indictment of the dispensational penchant for "synematic 

- - -. - - - - -- - - 

was to be expected." McNicol, The Bible's Philoso~hv of Histop, 15. 
49 Even Elmore Hams refrained From offering an endorsement of dispensationalism. See Preface of "Addresses of the 
International Prophetic Conference Held December 10-1 5, 190 1 in the Clarendon Stree! Baptist Church Boston, 
Mass." in Dayton, ed., The Pro~hecv Conferences vol.3,(New York: Garland Publishhg. 1988). Of the five, 
McNicol was most involved in combating dispensationalism. While sercing as principaI of Toronto Bible College, 
McNicol consistently opposed the inclusion of dispensationalism into the official theological statement of the college. 
The battle between McNicol and dispensationalists eventudly reached a climax in the 1940s when a group of young 

dispensationalist pastors and members of a Missionary Society, of which McNicol was a part. leveled charges against 
the college for being too liberal. McNicol responded to these charges by writing a strong by polite rebuttal of 
dispensationalism in which he outtined why his school would remain outside the dispensational camp (see 
"Fundamental but not Dispensational," Toronto Bible Collesze Recorder, 52 [Marck 19461, John McNicol File, 
Ontario Theological Seminary Library). Among his criticisrns of the movement was that dispensationalism prornoted 
a sectarianism which Toronto Bible College was specifically trying to avoid in its program. On a theological b e l ,  
McNicol betieved. like Caven. that biblical prophecy was something more than the unraveling of human history. In 
using the early church as a reference point, McNicol explained that for early Christians the Second Coming of Christ 
"lay in the ftture, of course. but it springs were within the veil. They lay not in the affairs of this world. but in the 
world of eternal realities where their master was." (See McNicol, The Essential Realitv in Christianity meprinted 
fiom The Biblical Review for October, 19241, John McNicol File, Ontario Theological Serninary Library). For 
McNicol, the pnmary importance of prophecy was the sense of divine direction. purpose, and hope it provided for the 
church. 
'O A product of John Nelson Darby and the Plymouth and the Plymouth Brethren movement in Bntain, 
dispensationalism was known for its "*riyhtly dividing the word of truth1(2 Tirnothy 2: 15). or interpreting the Bible 
according to its relation to various 'dispensations' or penods in the history of redemption. Each of the periods had its 
own characteristic scheme for God's activity and humanity's expected response." Dayton. The Pro~hecv Conference 
Movement vol. 1, p. 2. While dispensationalisrn had many convens among those gathered at the various prophetic 
conferences in the late nineteenth century, including the Niagara Coderences, it was not considered the dominant 
form of premillennialism until the 1920s when it was endorsed by most fundamentaiins. Dispensationalisrn became 
appealing to hndamentalists as a way of deciphenng God's plan for humanity by matching historical events with 
biblical prophecy, and more directly, as a means of justifjhg and IegitiGng their own exclusion fiom modem 
culture. For the most thorough accounts of dispensationalism see Tirnothy P. Weber, Living in the Shadow of the 
Setond Comina: Amencan Premillennialism. 1875- 1925 mew York: Oxford University Press, 1979) ; C. Norman 
Kraus, Dispensationaiism in Amerka (Richmond, VA.: John Knox Press, 1958). For a brief account of the impact of 
the Plymouth Brethren in Canada, see Airhan, Servina the Present A g .  
5 1 William Caven. Christ's Teachinn; Conceming. the Last Thinas and ûther Pa~ers, 89. 



prophecy" Caven charged that prophecy '7s not hinoiy. It is not the presentation in exact 

chronological sequence of the events which it relates. In a measure it l i f b  the veil off the fbture, but 

not so that we can set dom, in their exact position, as on a chart, the things which are spoken of "" 

Another factor that militated against any embrace of dispensationalism was their conception 

of the church and its role in history. McNicol articulated this conception by suggesting a two-tiered 

definition. On a spiritual or "transcendent" level, the church, as comprised of al1 who were true 

believen, represented the "Body of Christ." On an institutional level, McNicol explainecl, 'the 

Church means organized Chnnianity. It denotes the sum total of ail Christian groups in every part of 

the globe who profess a common loyally io Jesus ~hrist. '"~ It was on this level that the church 

served as a mediator between the spiritual and the material realm. McNicol suggested that "It 

performs functions in both worlds. As the invisible Church is the Church considered on its Godward 

side, so the visible Church is the Church considered on its earthiy side."'" This two-tiered definition 

thus allowed Canadian conservative evangelicals to balance their evangelical outlook with a strong 

al1 egiance to the traditions of their particular denominations. As leaders within the Presbyterian, 

Baptist, and Anglican denominations, these evangelicals remained committed to the refonned ideal 

which emphasized the importance of institutionalized Christianity. 

One corollq of this approach to the histoncal church was an ingrained anti-Catholicism. 

Gauvreau has noted that for Canadian Protestants, the "study of history was alt-important to the 

outcome of the battle with Rome. Protestant ministers employed both biblical and universal history 

to reassure their congregations as to the final outcome of the strugg~e."~~ The Canadian contributon 

to The Fundamentals al1 demonstrated this type of anti-Catholicism in their writings; Roman 

Catholicism and its papal institution was not only an apostasy, they charged, but more importantly, 

an impediment to evangelism. McNicol voiced this view when he stated that "The Church which 

gave Christianity to the nations of Europe in the early centuries has become, in the present age, the 

52 Ibid., 89. 
" McNicol. The Bible's Philosoph~ of His~oq, 19-20. 
54 Ibid., 20. 



aeatest hindrance to world evangelism. 
&d 

A second corollary of McNicol's dual conception of the church was a willingness, and even 

eagemess, to participate in interdenominational activities. Because McNicol and his associates also 

defined the church as the spiritual collective of believers, they were willing to set aside 

denominational differences for the greater cause of evangelism. As McNicol explained, "'Neither 

episcopal ordination, nor presbytenan polity, nor congregational independence, nor adult baptism or 

baptism by immersion, has anything whatever to do with the one significant thing that makes the 

Church the Divine thing which it is - the presence of the Holy Spirit in its corporate life."j6 As 

principal of Toronto Bible College, McNicol was involved in one of the most visibly 

interdenominational projects.'7 This ecurnenical spirit, however, did not render denominational 

differences insignificant. McNicol, for example, considered the concept of denominations as 

neces- and serving a positive function. He noted that while the spiritual underpinning of each 

denomination was the same, denominations appealed to a variety of groups in society by exhibiting 

some *-matenai differences in their outer framework.*-jR Moreover, McNicol and his associates 

concemed themselves first wvith the renewal that was needed in their particular denominations before 

seeking larger alliances. 

The way in which they perceived history and the church's rolr in it, therefore, placed 

Canadian conservative evangelicals on a continuum in between liberal and fundarnentalist 

conceptions of historical d e ~ e l o ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  Whereas liberal evangelicals espoused a humm-centred, 

T C  - -  Gauvreau, The Evanselical Centuw, 1 14. 
'6 McNicol. The Bible's Philosophv of Histo-. 20. 
" During his tem. Toronto Bible College maintained the strong interdenorninational tradition on which it had been 
founded by promoting an open and baianced statement of faith and cumculum. One example of the 
interdenorninational spirit that prevailed at the school was the 1899 Summer Session during which four leaders fiom 
different denominations served as guest speakers: Professor Henry J. Cody fiom Wycliffe College (.4nglican), 
Professor Jones Hughes Farmer fiom McMaster University (Baptist), Professor John Edgar McFayden from Knox 
College (Presbyterian), and Dr. Nathanael Burwash fiom Victoria College (Methodist). See Sawatsky, "Blessed 
Hope," 279. For a historical account of the college's iriterdcnorninational mission and cumculum see Aivyn Austin 
"'The Great Design." 
SR Sawatsky. "Blessed Hope," 20. 
' 9  Marxien sees both the liberals and the fundarnentalists as oversimpli@ng the issue of historical developrnent. He 
explains that "Fundarnentalists. seeing clearly that the Bible spoke of antithesis, would hear almost nothing of natural 



developmental interpretation that celebrated present culture over the past, and fundamentalists 

rejected notions of natural development altogether, Canadian conservative evangelicals adhered to a 

progressive view of history that appropriated histoncal development in the light of irnmutable truths 

or creeds. In this sense, Canadian consenfative evangelicalism more clearly emulated its British 

counterpart than its American. in his important essay, "Fundamentalism as an Amencan 

Phenomenon," Marsden suggests that British evangelicalism did not become fwidamentalist because 

it was informed by 'la sense of gradually developing tradition that appean characteristic of English 

thought generally.*a Convenely, in America where the "dynarnics of unopposed revivalism" held 

sway, "newness" was celebrated, both in the political and the religious realm6' Significantly, then, 

in Canada where the dynamics of revivalism did not go unopposeci, ecclesiastical tradition and the 

evangelical impulse achieved a state of reasonable equilibnum. As William Westfall has 

demonstrated in his account of nineteenth-century religon in Ontario, revivalism merged with a 

culture of order and stability. As in Britain, therefore, the individualism and dissent associated with 

Canadian revival ism was mediated by older eccIesiastica1 traditions and loyal ties." Canadian 

consemative evangel ical ism and its mediating c haracter thus prevented it fiom full y adopting the 

revivalin tendency of thinking in strictly dichotomous rems, a tendency clearly manifested in 

fundamental ist ide~logy.~' 

development: liberais, enamored of historical and developmental explanation. proclaimed that the old antithesis must 
be abandoned.. . both sides oversimplified the issues and each overestimated the degree to which recognition of 
historical development necessitated the abandonment of traditional Christian teaching." See Marsden, 
"Fundamentalism as an American Phenomenon." 232. 
00 Marsden. "Fundamentalism as an American Phenomenon." 2 19. 
61 Ibid., 2 19 and 225. 
62 Katerberg, "A Born Again Propagandist." 76-77. See Westfall. Two Worlds. 
63 Marsden. "Fundamentalism as an Amen'can Phenomenon," 227. The dual appreciation for denorninational 
traditions and the larger evangelical community also precluded any endorsement by Canadian conservative 
evangelicals of the primitivist concept of church history embraced by Amencan fùndarnentalists in the 1920s. The 
primitivist impulse, as Joel Carpenter contends, caused fiindamentalists to reject completely the historicism of modem 
thought. This tendency manifested itself in a fervent anti-developmental and separatist mentality based on a strict 
literal reading of scripture. Fundamentalists believed that primitive Chistianity had been restored during the 
Refomation and revived several times since then. As Carpenter explains. they believed that their " task  then was not 
to recover it, but to defend, cultivate, and promote it - to contend earnestly for it." Carpenter, "Contending for the 
Faith Once Delivered: Primitivist Impulses in Amencan Fundamentaiism," in The Amencan Ouest for the Primitive 
Church, Richard T. Hughes, ed. (Chicago: University of Illinois Press. 1988). 10 1.  In this "pursuit of purity," 



The mediating evangelicalism espoused by Canadian conservative evangelicals thus 

prescribed an appreciation for both the natural and the supernanual in its interpretation of scnpnire, 

history, the church, and culture. This approach not only discounted the developmental and idealistic 

theories espoused by liberal thinken, but also rejected the primitivist and separatist ideas endoned 

by later fündamentaiists. While this moderate approach suggests a greater British intluence on 

Canadian conservative evangelicalism at this tirne, it also underscores the peculiarity of the Canadian 

experience. Two significant ideological forces which infonned and defined this experience were 

Common Sense Philosophy and Keswick Holiness. 

In their defence of scriptural truth, Stobo, Troop, Hague, Caven, and McNicol relied heavily 

on the Common Sense tradition. A product of the Scottish Enlightenrnent of the eighteenth century, 

Common Sense philosophy was comprised of three different elements. In his account of the effect 

of this philosophy on the Amencan evangelical mind Mark Noll classifies these elements as 

epistemological, ethical, and methodological. Epistemological and ethical Common Sense were 

based on the idea that '-just as humans know intuitively some basic realities of the physical world 

(epistemological), so they know by the nature of their own being certain foundational principles of 

morality (ethical).'& While some Canadian historians have suggested that, like Amencans, 

nineteenth-century Canadians generally ernbraced al1 three aspects of the Common Sense tradition, '' 

fundamentalists did not hesitate to sever al1 ties with those rnainline denorninations which, in their eyes, had failed to 
uphold the ideals of the original church. In response to what they perceived as a threat to this ideal-by modemism 
therefore, fbndamentalists focused more on the ahistorical theories of dispensational prernillemialism and, 
consequently. charnpioned the "supematural" character of the Bible and historbl developnent at the expense of  their 
human character. David O. Bede, in his work In Pursuit of Puritv: American Fundarnentdism Since 1850 
(Greenville, SC: Unusual Publications, 1986), effectively dernonstrates how the fùndamentalist quest for "pure" 
Christianity was equated with separatism. Beale explains that "Fundamentalists have striven progressively for what 
they regard as biblical purity. This does not imply a belief in perfectionkm but it means their goal has been a position 
as consistent as possible with the doctrine of hoiinesf' (5). Linking holiness with separatism, ~ e a l e  States that- in 
"both the Hebrew and Greek languages. the word holiness, or sanctification, carries the basic idea of separation" (6). 
Carpenter adds to this that "What they called 'the separated life' marked fundamentalists. in their own view, as what 
the Bible called a peculiar people." Carpenter, "Contending for the Faith Once Delivered," 102. 
M Mark Noll, "Common Sense Traditions and Amencan Evangelicai Thought" Amencan Ouarterlv 3 7 2  (Summer 
l98S), 22 1.  
65 AB. McKillop, in A Disciplined Intelligence, suggens that al1 three aspects of Scottish Common Sense Realism 
informed the Canadian mind. Michael Gauvreau. in The Evaneelicd Century, argues convincingly that only 
methodological Common Sense made any inroads in Canada. For a concise account of this debate see Michael 



Michael Gauvreau's contention that only the third element, methodological Common Sense, had a 

significant impact in Canada seems the most accurate assessrnent?' 

Although distinctions between the Arnencan and Canadian experiences wiih Common Sense 

are evident, they should not be ovemated. As Mark Nol1 argues, and as demonstrated in The 

Fundarnentals, Common Sense philosophy was embraced by Amencan evangelicals in different 

ways, and to varying degrees. Arnerican evangelicals who partîcipated in this project did not always 

concem themselves with stnicturing their defence of Scripture on a systematic appropriation of 

Common Sense philosophy; nor were they worried about defending a sophisticated philosophical 

system. Gauvreau contends that one reason why Canadians did not ernbrace al1 three aspects of 

Common Sense was that the Canadian environment lacked the "cosmopolitan culture" necessary for 

the incorporation of such an elabrate philosophical system. He argues, for instance. that T h e  belief 

in the concept of biblical inerrancy and in a biblical theology detached fiom systematic intellectual 

or institutional defences \\as characteristic of the colonial churches whose formative years were 

beiween 1820 and 1860.'"' Yet, while an accurate assessrnent of the Canadian experience, this 

daim perhaps overernphasizes the "'cosmopolitan" element in American conservative 

evangeiicali~rn.~~ There is some evidence, moreover, that ethical Common Sense ideas had an effect 

on the Canadian contributon to The Fundamentals. Ln their works, both Troop and Caven intimated 

Gauweau, "Baconianism, Darwinism, Fundamentalism: A Transatlantic Crisis of Faith" Journal of Religious Historv 
13 (1985). 4. 
66 Gauvreau contends that this dixrepancy between the American and Canadian reception of Cornmon Sense ideas 
existed because "the theoloyicai outlook that governed Canadian Methodists and Presbyterians was forged in a time 
of religious revoit against those very speculative theologies that defined the charmer of British and American 
Protestantism." The current of thought which had the greatest effect on these evangelicals was that of John Wesley 
and Thomas Chalmers, two post-Enlightenrnent Christian leaders who "broke decisively with the reasonable, 
benevoient Christianity of the Enlightenment by insisting on the importance of divine revelation in the apprehension of 
relicjous tmth." Gauvreau, The Evan~elical Century, 1 1 - 1 2; 1 7. 
'' Ibid., 90. 
" Many contributors to The Fundarnentals demonstrated the same penchant for the "evangelical creed" which 
precluded Canadian evangelical embrace of Cornmon Sense philosophy in its entirety. If one looks at the pastors and 
laymen who contributeci to fùndamentalism fiom outside the "institutions of higher leaniingn one finds a sirnilar 
emphasis on faith over theological and philosophical systematic defenses. Granted, The ~Ündarnentals was a project 
directed at the laity, and as such, perhaps does not reflect the degree of reliance by Arnerican evangelical leaders on 
the systems of thought defended at such institutions as Princeton. 



the existence of an imer faculty which instinctively perceived t~uth.~' 

Nevertheless, it is clear in the writings of the Canadian evangelicals that methodological 

Cornmon Sense had the greaten impact on their thinking. Common Sense methodology was based 

on the inductive approach to inquiry originally espoused by Francis Bacon, an English thinker in the 

seventeenth centw. It was Bacon's contention that "truths about consciousness, the world, or 

religion must be built by a strict induction fiom irreducible facts of experience."" Inherent in this 

approach was an emphasis on the careful and ngid '-attention to the collection of data, rather than to 

the foxmulation of hWthesis.'?'' The ingrained utilitarianisrn of this systern had an obvious appeal 

for Canadian evangelicals. As clergymen concerned with educating their communities_ Canadian 

evangeelicals embraced the innate humility of the inductive method. Because it based its conclusions 

on the availability of "concrete evidence," Baconianism did not allow for speculation on those truths 

unseen, but rather maintained that only those realities of experience could be subject to scientific 

inquiry. Reason was limited, therefore, particularly in "the disputed borderland bettveen religion and 

~cience"~' where divine revelation represented the controlling variable. For Canadian clergymen, 

Baconian induction thus "provided the intellectual matrix of Christian revelation and theology, and, 

far fiom establishing science as the idiom of culture, offered the much-sou& guarantee against 

By employîng the inductive method, Canadian evangelical clergymen were able to bridge 

(however tenuously) the gap between science and faith." In doing so, they brought both scientific 

69 Troop suggests. for esample, that when reading the Gospel of John and its account of the life of Jesus "we feel 
ourseives instinctively in the presence of tmth." "The Intemal Evidence of the Fourth Gospel," 25. Sirnilarly, in his 
work Christ's Teachine Concemine the Last Thines and other Pa~ers, Caven suggests that "In their own consciences 
men have continua1 evidence that God is judging them. and not seldom to the eye of others. He makes rnanifest the 
estimation in which He holds individuals and nations" (59). 

Noll. "Comrnon Sense Traditions," 222. 
" Gauvreau. The Evaneelical Cenniry, 40. 
'Z Ibid., 42. 
'' Ibid.. 42. 
74 See Van Die, An EvanselicaI Mind, chap 4, for an account of one liberal evangelical clergyman, Nathanael 
Burwash, and his own attempt to integrate faith and reason. Burwash's approach differed little fkom Caven's. 
suggesting once again that at this point Canadian evangelicdism was not split into a clear "liberal - conservative" 
dichotomy. 



and theological matiers down to a level of discourse which was readily accessible to the laity. 

Believing that truth was equally available to all, Canadian evangelical clergymen were constantly 

aware of how scientific and theological developments were perceived by their constituents. This 

appreciation and concem for the mind of the laity consistently manifested itself in the writinçs of 

Stobo, Hague, Troop, McNicol, and Caven. Throughout their articles in The Fundamentals there 

were not only fiequent references made to the intellectml capabilities of the "common layperson," 

but a conscious effort to speak on behalf of the common believer. Dyson Hague in his critique of 

higher criticism claimed to speak for the "common" Christian by suggesting that the modem views 

of inspiration were wvrong because they did not correspond to those held by the average ~hnstian." 

Similarly, Caven suggested that the --plain reader" possessed the clearest understanding of the 

inspiration of the Old  estam ment.'" For conservative evangelicals, then, the ultimate litmus test of 

theory was how it was appropriated by and for the laity. 

This reliance on Baconianism at the popular level did not preclude its employment at higher 

levels of theological discourse; conservative evangelicals believed that the inductive method also 

provided the rnoa effective, and balanced means of addressing ne!, sophisticated currents of 

modem thought This was most evident in their baale with higher critics over texml criticism of the 

Bible. Canadian conservative evangelical clergymen did not shun the use of textual analysis in the 

study of the Bible: in fact, they readily employed inductive methodology to enhance their 

examination of scriptural passages, a practice regarded as "lower criticism" by biblical scholars. 

Clergymen-professon like Hague and Caven especially championed the practice of lower criticism 

because it ensureci, through careful investigation of the various versions, codices, and manuxripts, 

that the Bible contained the "original words as they were wriîten by the Divinely inspired writen."77 

Even the practice of higher criticism, a second branch of biblical criticism which employed scientific 

methods to delineate the historic origins, dates, authorship, and accuracy of biblical texts, was not 

'' Hague, "The Hinory of the Higher Criticism," The Fundarnentals, vol. 1, 109. 
76 Caven, "The Testimony of Christ to the Old Testament," The Fundamentals, vol. 4, 59. 
n Hague, "The History of Higher Cnticism," The  Fundamentals, vol. 1. 87. 



completely eschewed by Caven, Hape, and their associates. Hague echoed the views of McNicol 

and Caven when he acknowledgd that hi&er criticism '3s a very valuable auxiliav in the 

interpretation of the Word of God. By its researches floods of light may be throwvn on the 

s ~ r i ~ t u r e s . ~ " ~  

While Hague and his associates agreed in theory with the tenets of higher cnticism they 

censured the methods used by those who practiced it. As ardent supporten of the inductive 

approach, conservative evangelicals rejected the deductive reasoning employed by liberal 

theologians, charging that their methodology was tainted by subjective conclusions. Confident that 

"objective fact" actually existed and that it served as the foundation of any scientific investigation, 

Canadian conservative evangelicals decried the seemingly warped practice of beginning inquiry with 

hypotheses, a notion anathema to Baconianism. A second, related criticism leveied by these men 

was that by over-emphasizing the human dimension of their quest, liberal higher citics undermined 

the supematural qua1 ities of the Bible; by subjectinp scripture to modem literary standards, they were 

equating the Bible with other -'hurnanly inspired" literature. In general, higher cntics, according to 

Hague, were working not "to confirm the authenticity and credibility and reliability of the Scriptures, 

but to discredit in most cases their genuineness, to discover discrepancies, and throw doubt upon 

their authority."" 

What Hague and his associates found most injudicious about the higher cntics' 

"humanization" of the Bible was that it disparaged some of Christ's own teachings conceming the 

accuracy of scripture. In questioning the authorship and dates of sections of the Old Testament, 

higher cntics often found themselves at odds with Chnsts own teachings in the New Testament. 

Two ways in which these scholan reconciled this discrepancy was to claim either that Jesus "had no 

knowledge beyond that of His contemporaries as to the ongin and literary characteristics of the 

~cri~tures '"~ or that "where spinhial tmth was not involved - He allowed Himself, even where the 

78 Ibid., 88, 
79 Ibid., 92. 
80 Caven, "The Testimony of Christ to the Old Testament," The Fundamentals, vol. 4, 65. 



common belief was erroneous, to speak in accordance with it.'"' Caven clearly voiced the 

convictions of his associates when he stated that "It is folly, it is unutterable irnpiety, to decide 

differently from the Lord any question regarding the Bible on which we have His verdict.'"' 

Finally, as Caven's reproach demonsrrates, the most critical indictment of higher criticism 

\vas that it lacked the piety and humility needed for biblical inquiry. By "humanizing" the Bible and 

the process of cntiquing it, higher critics were accused of redefining the relationship between faith 

and reason upheld by Canadian conservative evangekals: reason was no longer subsewient to 

faith!' One of the primary reasons for the higher critics' heightened appreciation of hurnan reason, 

according to Canadian conservative evangelicals, was their disregard for the sinfùlness of human 

nature. McNicol succinctly voiced this cornplaint when he stated that "the tendency today is geatly 

to exalt man and to ignore the fact of the fall.'* As moderate Calvinists, Canadian conservative 

evangelicals believed that human depravity limited the ability of the hurnan mind to completely 

g m p  tmth on its own. This belief corresponded with the sense of intellectual "humility" inherent in 

the Baconian methodologc Baconian epistemology 3mplied that the effects of the fa11 into sin on 

human consciousness were pervasive but limited," and that the mind had to be enlightened 

spiritually before it could process objective t ~ ~ t h s . ~ '  The convergence of Baconianism with a 

Calvinist view of hurnan nature thus further prohibited any subordination of faith to reason in the 

Ibid., 68. 
8 2 Ibid., 7 1 .  
83 This shift both perplexed and distuhed those who maintained an orthodox approach to textuai criticism. 
ParticularIy disturbing and tragic for conservative evangelicals was how certain men "of deep piety and high 
spirituaiity.. . with a sincere regard for the Word of God could embrace the teaching of liberal higher critics (see 
Hague, "The History of Higher Criticism," The Fundamentals, vol. 1, 96). Hague was refemng, in this instance, to 
the case of Dr. Robertson Smith, a former student of lulius Welhausen, who recast Gennan theones in English. John 
Moir notes that Canadian Presbyterians were particularly weIl acquainted with the controversy surrounding this case. 
Moir states that ironicaily, "the Robertson Smith case had reputedly caused many Canadian theological students to 
read his books and, according to W.G. Jordan a half century later, 'made them realize the importance of the views 
which up to that time had not received much attention here." (Moir, A Histow of Biblical Studies in Canada, 8.) 
Moir aiso notes the way in which Canadian Presbyterians watched the Charles Briggs case in the United States with 
great interest, Both these cases demonstrate the awareness Canadians had of developments both in Britain and the 
United States. 
R-1 John McNicol, "The Hope of the Church," The Fundarnentals, vol. 8, 125. 
85 Katerberg, "A Born Again Propagandist," 4 1 . 



intellectual endeavours of Canadian conservative evangelicals.% The ultirnate foundation of any 

inquiry into absolute mith was faith in the power of the Holy Spirit, a notion summed up by Hague 

when he stated that "The qualification for the perception of Biblical mith is neither philosophic nor 

philological knowledge, but spiritual i n ~ i ~ h t . ' ~ ~  

Even more cntical in the formulation of the conservative evangclical worldview was 

Keswick holiness, a transatlantic movement that emerged during "Bible and holiness" conferences 

held at the scenic Lake-District site of Keswick, ~ n ~ l a n d . ~ '  As a movement which celebrated 

moderation and inclusion, Keswick holiness selectively integrated ideas fiom Wesleyan 

perfectionism, Romanticism, and moderate Calvinism, and blended them into a unique theology 

which stressed personal holiness, intense piety, and millemial expectations.Ry Critical to this 

theology was the rniddle-ground it sought on the issue of human nature. As Marsden explains, 

'-While rejecting as too strong the Wesleyan view of the eradication of one's s i f i l  nature, the 

Keswick teachers rejected as too weak the more traditional view that one's sinfiil nature was simply 

suppressed by Christ's righteousness.''90 Adherents to Keswick teaching, therefore, believed that a 

state of holiness, or victory over sin, could be achie\~ed, but that this state had to be constantly 

maintained and renewed through a continual process of repeated "emptyings by consecration and 

'fillings' with the Holy Spirit, or the Spirit of .lesus."" This belief evidently distinçuished Canadian 

conservative evangelicaIism from the Canadian Methodist tradition and the strict Calvinist, 

Princeton theology in the United States, even as it tried to bridge the gap behveen both." 

w The simultaneous appropriation of both Baconian methods and Calvinist theolog by Canadian conservative 
evangelicals was demonstrated by the absence of any significant tension between science and faith in their 
contributions to The Fundamentals. 
R; Hague, "The History of Higher Criticisrn," The Fundamentals, vol.. 1, 89. Caven echoed this statement when he 
wrote that "a mere profession of doctrine, however scripturai, is not onhodoxy. The Holy Spirit alone c m  produce 
right t hinking about God and Christ.. .the Christian hem alone can, in any vital sense. hold fast the truths of the 
Gospel." Christ's Teachine Conceming the Last Things and ûther Papers, 305. 
(18 See Marsden, Fundamentalism and American Culture, 77. 
89 See Katerbers "A Born Again Propagandist," 3 1 .  

Marsden, F undamentalism and American Culture, 77. 
91 Ibid., 78. 
92 See Marguerite Van Die, An Evaneelical Mind, chaps. 3 and 6 on Methodism For a discussion of the Princeton 
theology see Marsden, Fundamentalism and Arnerican Culture, chap. 13. 



Essential to this teaching was the idea that the Christian experience was no-tiered consisting 

of a lower or "carnal" state, and a higher or -'spintuai" state. Movement fiom the lower to the higher 

state required fim a crisis conversion experience, and second, a definite act of consecration at which 

time the believer fuily surrendered to God. It w a s  only afier this full  surrender that the believer was 

able to realize victory over sin and becorne a    le an vessel?' ready for Christian service. While strict 

Calvinists like B.B. Warfield criticized Keswick teaching as king "at once curiously pretentious and 

curiously shallow" because it sought to reconcile the unreconcilable, Wesleyan perfectionism and 

Calvinist depravity,93 the only inherent tension in this systern for Keswïck adherents was that which 

existed beheen the carnal and the spiritual inner-self Stobo effectiveiy described this tension when 

he suggested that "We are not single, ive are double. There is a higher self and a lower self, and 

these hvo penonalities (if so we may designate thern) make ceaseless war within us."'" Keswick 

leaders found little that was contradictory about their teaching, and in facc had few qualms about 

defending them against strict ~alvinists.'~ 

The continuai process of sanctification essential to Keswick teaching was most clearly 

delineated in the writing of Stobo. In his work The Glow of His Robe: Meditations for the Quiet 

Hour, a compilation of his o m  experiences and views published after The Fundamentals and in the 

y a r  of his death, 1972, Stobo outlined the constant "ebbs and flows" which characterized the quest 

for a victotious Christian life, a quea which began with the conversion experience. Unlike the 

Plymouth Brethren who, in the late nineteenth centuy, had sou@ to undennine the way 

evangelicals undentocxi the salvation experiencey6 Keswick followers, like Stobo, rejected the 

notion that salvation was simply a mental decision made by the individuai. While they 

93 Marsden, 98. 
94 E.J. Stobo, Jr., The Glory of His Robe; Meditations for the Ouiet Hour (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart 
Publishers, 1922). 1 33. 
9s Hague. for example, criticized the Calvinist view of election in his article "At-One-Ment By Propitiation+" The 
Fundamentals, vol. 1 1 ,  3 I .  Hague stated that "The Socinian view that Christ's death was mainly. if not exclusively, 
to produce a reconciling influence upon the heart of mankind which Workman espouses, is as narrow, if not 
narrower, and as partial as Hodge's advocacy o f  the theory that Christ died for the elect only." 
% See Airhan, Serving the Present Age, for an account of the Brethren movement and its impact on Canadian 
Methodism during the Iate nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 



acknowledged the immediacy of conversion, Keswick adherents also recognized that as a mily life 

changing event, salvation was an experience unique to the individual. Although voicing displeasure 

with the way in which some holiness groups over-emphasized the dramatic experience of 

conversion, for example, Sto bo acknowledged that --Conversion takes many forms. "'' Stobo 

effectively articulated this middle-ground approach when he explained: 

We are not concerned here with the peculiar methods which some 
sects use in getting men into the kingdom. Some of them are very 
objectionable to sensitive souls. Nor are we troubled regarding the 
varieties of Christian experience. We are aware that there are some 
folks that are anxious to put everybody through the same linle cheese- 
press squeezed out into exactly the T e  shape. God has many 
methods of dealing w'th the soul of man. 

According to Keswick teaching the proper understanding of salvation rested somewhere in between 

those views promulgated by the Methodists and the Plymouth Brethren. 

Canadian conservative evangelicals who adhered to Keswick teaching believed that even 

more important than the conversion experience itself were the "fruits" of convenion manifested in 

the spiritual, moral, and even physical life of the belie~er.'~ Stobo underscored this when he stated 

that "the most eloquent testimony regarding the reality of this experience is the changed life that 

resuits therefrom.""' Essential to the realization of this changed nature was the constant, disciplined 

application of Christian principles to eveyday life. Much more than a product of the intellect, this 

disciplined l i  fe was achieved through consistent introspection and soul searching lu' W ith a 

disciplined life also came two other important attributes, both essential to Keswick teachings: the 

subordination of the body to the sou1 and the belief in the empowerment of holiness for Christian 

service. Keswick teaching saw the Christian spirit as being most clearly rnanifested in the strength of 

97 Stobo, The Gloq of His Robe, 12. 
9R Ibid., 35-36. 
Y9 Stobo spent a good deal of time in his work on topics concemine the countenance of the spirit-led Christian. 
According to Stobo, a spiritual Christian was to Wear a smile and have a good sense of humour. Stobo aiso 
emphasized the need for the Christian to take vacations. Not only did the vacation refresh the body, it was also "one 
of the best means known to impress upon the sou/ the blessings of work" Ibid.. 22. 
100 Ibid., 38. 
101 Stobo's devotional work was written for this v e q  purpose of providing believers with a daily meditative guide to 
the attainment of this type of victorious life. 



the individual will during hmes of physical hardship. While suffenng was not to be celebrated, it 

was also not to be feared; it was a reality of life which, if viewed through the lem of the spintual 

Christian, actually offered the believer a corporeal oppominiîy to share in the sufferings of C h n d o Z  

Throughout his work Stobo gloried in the opportunity to share physically as well as spiritually in 

Christ's s~fferin~s.'~:' Indicative of the Keswick emphasis on seMce was the fact that Stobo gloned 

more in the benefits suffering had on one's ministry to others than he did in the personal benefits 

incurred by the inflicted individual. Stobo rejoiced, for exarnple, in the fact that "Pain sometimes 

opens the door to a very pcious rnini~tr~. ' ' '~~ 

As exemplified in the life experience and writing of Stobo, then, the ultimate " h i t "  of the 

spiritual Christian was a life committed to s e ~ c e :  perhaps no other aspect of Keswick teaching 

appealed more to conservative evangelicals than the way it empowered the believer for senice. The 

Keswick teaching on holiness and service represented a meeting point benveen Methodist 

perfectionisrn and the Calvinist notion of depravity. While their Calvinist conception of human 

nature prevented them from espousing in full the notion that holy living ultimately led to moral and 

spintual perfection, Keswick teachen did emphasize the motivation for Christian service offered by 

perfectionist teaching ' O 5  The quest for holiness, it was believed, was both realized through, and 

manifested in, a cornmitment to Christian activisrn, not only in the Christian commwiity, but in 

society as a whole. According to Canadian evangelicals who adhered to this teaching, the pursuit of 

the holy life was to have as _mat an impact on the mission field as it was on domestic social reform. 

Unlike the social gospel, however, Keswick teaching emphasized the need for spirinial regeneration 

over social regeneration; behind Keswick reform was a deep cornmimient to the idea that 

Chnstianity could change the life of a society only after it changed the life of the individual. 

102 The writings of Stobo were particularty trenchant in this regard since at the time he was writing The Glorv of His 
Robe he was suffering through the last days of his own battle with a serious illness. 
1 O3 Sharing his own rxperiences, Stobo wrote "that many a sou1 would not realize the sympathies of the Saviour were 
it not for his own experience of pain" (Ibid.. 89). 
10.4 Ibid., 89. 
10s Perféctionist teaching was a stimulant for numerous Christian refonn movements throughout the nineteenth 
century. See Timoth L. Smith, Revivalism and Reform: Amencan Protestantism on the Eve of the Civil War Wew 



Understandably, this emphasis on Christian service had great appeal to Canadian ciergymen- 

professors who sought to balance intellect with piety. By espousing the application of theology to 

practical service, Keswick teaching ensured that orthodoxy was not dissevered from onhopmuy, a 

concem voiced by Hague in one of his contributions to The Fundamentals. '" As Katerberg esplains, 

more than an important theologica1 tnith, the "atonement was a 'life principle' for Hague; when 

received it generated love for God, horror of sin, incentive for self-sacrifice, and a 'moa powerfùl 

dynarnic for the life of righteousness. ,,*IO7 For Hague and his associates the Bible was, above al1 

else, a source of motivation and guidance for Christian living Even those biblical texts concemed 

with seeminçly peripheral issues such as eschatology took on greater importance when applied to the 

dail y walk of the spiritual Christian. McNicol-s reading and presentation of eschatological texts 

epitomized this approach. Althouçh he was a premillennialist, McNicol exhibited little concem for 

predictinp when Christ would r e m ;  nor did he demonstrate a pessimism or a disregard for human 

de~elopment. '~~ Rather, McNicol found ingrained in premillennial teaching the mie hope of the 

church and a powerful stimulant for Christian senice: just as Christ's impending retum motivated 

the early church to action, McNicol commended his contemporaries to respond likewise to Christ's 

cal1 to watch and 'hoccupy" until his retum. 'O9 

David Bebbinpon has recently suggested that Keswick allegiances in Britain continued to 

bind both conservative and liberal evangelicals together into the twentieth century, thus 

marginalizing fundamentalism.' l0  This was not the case in the United States where, according to 

Manden, by the tum of the century, Keswick holiness was already being gradua1 ly subsurned within 

conservative theology by the more radical and separatist ideas of dispensational ism. ' ' ' The 

York: Abingdon, 1957). 
I O 6  Hague, "At-One-Ment by Propitiation," vol. 1 1 ,  4 1.  
1 O 7  Katerberg, "A Born Again f ropagandist," 45. 
1 OR McNicol's writings on the Second Coming of Christ are potent examples of how, contrary to popular conceptions, 
prernillenniaiism could serve as a positive and constructive belief systern in terms of social activism. McNicol's views 
of premillennialism counter those offered by Michael Gauweau, The Evanaelicaf Centuy, 120- 12 1 .  
109 John McNicol, "The Hope of the Church," The Fundamentals, vol. 8, 1 17. 
1 IO Bebbington, Evangelicaiism in Modem Britain, 18 1 - 184, 226-228. 
I I I  Marsden sees three general movernents contributing to fundamentalism: dispensational premillennidism, Keswick 



collective impact of Keswick teaching and premillemialism on Canadian evangelicalism evidently 

resembled the British expenence more than the Amencan. More than premillenniaiisrn or any other 

broad theological current, Keswick holiness served as the primary impetus and organizing principle 

for interdenominational activity. In speaking to the specific religious and cultural concems of the 

Canadian clergyman-professor, Keswick holiness, together with a Common Sense methodology 

tempered by a moderate Calvinism. \vas able to provide a useful paradign for evangelicals 

concerned with the influx of modem thinking. %y emphasizing piety over intellectualism, faith over 

reason, pragmatism over dogmatisrn, this distinctly Canadian paradigm \vas able to reckon with 

moderrtism in a wvay that curbed the radicalism and polarkition already begming to characterize 

Protestantism south of the border. 

As demonstrated in the witings of the five Canadian contributors to The Fundamentals, then, 

conservative evange:elicaIism in late nineteenth and early twentieth-century Canada assurned a distinct 

character of its own. Mi le  they gleaned selectively from their British and Amencan counterparts, 

and even advanced ideas that were often derivative in nature,''' Canadian conservative evangelicals 

were successfid in forging a theological system that addressed needs indi gnous to Canada. ' ' "uch 

a definitive brand of evangelicalism is bea described as mediating in the sense that that it 

consistently balanced intellect with piety, orthodoxy with orthopraxy, the human wïth the divine. 

holiness, and Princeton theology. Within this group the closest conneaion remained between Keswick teaching and 
dispensationalism. As mentioned above, Princeton theologians Iike Warfield rejected Keswick teaching. Marsden 
aiso notes that the relationship between dispensationalisrn and Keswick holiness broke down in the United States by 
1920. At this point Keswick teaching Iargely died out while dispensationalism becarne the key organizing principle 
for the hndamentalism movement. See Marsden. "Fundamentalism as an American Phenornenon," 220. 
112 Mark Nol1 has noted that many of the articles in The Fundamentals were "unabashedly denvative" in that they 
reiied heavily on experts who delineated the conservative position on relevant topics. Nol1 explains that "ln severai of 
the essays, references to scholars holding conservative positions replaces articulation of the positions." This tendency 
was evident in the writings of the Canadian contributors where Hague and his associates often focused more on the 
arguments of British and American scholars than they did on the issues themselves. Even in those less scholarly 
works like Stobo's The Glorv of the Robe, which required little intelkctual sophistication, Canadian evangelicals 
looked south across the border or across the ocean for anecdotes. Noll. Between Faith and Criticism, 40. Moir 
suggests that one reason for this was because of the lack of a strong tradition theological training. According to 
Moir, it was onIy in the first decade of the twentieth centus) that Canada was able to boast of world-class institutions 
and scholars. Moir, A Histow of Biblical Studies in Canada, 25. 
113 For a brief discussion of some of the pecuiiar social and religious needs of nineteenth-century Canadians see 
Marguerite Van Die, "The Double Vision." 



This unique appropriation of Christian mith clearly manifested i ~ l f  in the way Haye, Caven, 

h o p ,  McNicol, and Stobo placed the needs of the laiîy over the academy, maintained an equal 

appreciation for natural development and static, spiritual truth, tempered Common Sense philosophy 

with a Calvinist view of hurnan nature, embraced the Keswick conception of faith and action. and 

promoted the well-being of both the spiritual and the social needs of the cornmunity. 

This type of evançelicalism was also mediating in the sense that it offered a practical 

theology that easily translated into social action. More than a defence of certain theological precepts, 

The Fundamentals represented an attempt by one group of evangelicals to defend their particular 

vision of cornmunity. This vision \as predicated on the traditional evangelical principles of 

revivalism and voluntarÎsm which heightened the role of the individual in the quest for spintual 

regeneration, both at the penonal and communal level. These principles had particdar resonance 

with the upper-middle-class laity in the conservative evangelical nenvork who, as businessmen and 

professionals, already celebrated the virtues of individualism in the "secular~' realm. Yet, they also 

spoke to the belief system of the clergymen in the group who, as demonstrated in their theology, 

valued the abilities of the indiçidual to reason and to work out their own salvation. As clergymen 

and educaton, the contributors to The Fundamentals considered it their responsibility to articulate 

this vision of community, both through their writing, and even more importantly, through their 

actions. Al1 five of these men looked to collective action as a rneans of ensuring that their 

traditional definition of cornmunity was realized, and that the church maintained a central place in it. 

Among the most active in articulating this vision of cornmunity was William Caven. 

Caven waç a respected leader who made his voice an authontative one on issues pertaining to 

the building of cornmunity. Upon his death Nathanael Burwash, President of Victoria College, noted 

that "For cleamess of thought, purity of motive, steadfamiess of purpose and broad grasp of al1 the 

problerns of the country as well as of the Church, he has lefi few, if any equals behind."'" Similar 

sentiments were expressed by Principal Sheraton of Wycliffe College when he observed that Caven 



was "a true patriot and labored in every way to promote righteousness and tmth in our social and 

political life. He never spared himself in any sewice by which he could advance the well-king of 

the c~rnrnunit~.""~ A product of the Free Presbyterian tradition, Caven's ideology was deeply 

impressed by the teachings of Thomas Chalmers and the Evangelical wing of the Scottish 

Presbyterian Church. ' l h  Besides accepting Chalmen' main prernise that Christianity was to be 

presented as a faith numired "through persona1 experience" rather than as a system "?O be accepted 

upon authority," Caven \vas also deeply impressed by the notions of c o m m ~  embedded in 

Chalmen' idea of the "godly ~omrnonwealth.""~ Caven worked to create such a "'pcily 

commonwealth" in Canada by articulating this vision in both the "sacreci" and the "seculai' realm. 

Always the first priority for Caven was to ensure that his own church and denomination 

provided the spiritual and moral foundation of the cornmunity; indeed one of the moa central 

features of the paragon he aspired to was Chalmen' "parish system" which placed the responsibility 

for communal wvell-beinç on the local church. Caven's efforts to realize this ideal started with his 

o\ÿn quest to mite the Presbyterian Church. When Caven begm his career as a clergymen with the 

United Presb~terian Church in 1 852,'IR there were three different Presbyterian bodies in Canada: the 

Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland, the United Presbyterian 

Church, and the Free Church. During his early career, Caven was a leading proponent of union and 

saw his goal realized, tirst in the officia1 union of 1861 which brought together the United and Free 

Churches, and later in 1 875 when these hvo bodies merged with the Presbyterian Church in Canada. 

I l6  The Scottish Free Church tradition traced its roots to the 1843 protest over church - state relations between 
factions with the Scottish Presbyterian Church. While it was CO-only held that church and state were "both of 
divine origin" and that the b'jeal&sly guarded spintual independence of  the church required that the civil courts 
should never interfere in ecclessiastic~l rnatters? chalmen-and the Evangelical wing of the church betieved that 
Moderates were cornpromishg this ideal by supporthg the practice of lai  by the British Parliament. 
Although Evangelicals agreed that the church should receive aid corn the State they were adverse to any 
dernoonration of State control over ecclesiasticd maners. Moir, Endurino ~ i t n e s s ,  chap. 6. 
I l f  Stewan J .  Brown, Thomas Chalmers and the Godlv Commonwealth in Scotland (New York: M o r d  University 
Press, 1982)' 1 08. 
I l 8  Caven &died for the mininry under William Proudfoot and Alexander Mackenzie at the United Presbyterian 
Seminary in London, Ontario. In 1852 he was licensed and ordained and accepted a cd1 as minister to St. Mary's and 
Downie. 



At the sarne time, Caven viewed the renewal of the Presbyterian Church as a necessary step 

toward the ultimate goal of formal unity arnong al1 the denominations. While he, like Hague and the 

othrr contributors to The Fundamentals, recognized the historical necessity for denominations, 

Caven envisioned a new era in which division within the church would cease. This new epoch, 

according to Caven, would becorne a reality when churches realized that "spiritual unity should 

represent and complete itself in visible f~rrn.?'"~ While he achowledged that the different 

denominations were not yet ready to be united, Caven fostered open discussion on the possibilities of 

future and encouraged Christians to pray for renewal within Christendom as a wh01e."~ 

Although he died before official union was achieved with the Methodist and Congregational 

Churches in 1925, Caven was credited with helping the United Church of Canada become a reality. 

It was said of his contribution to this cause that the "fact that Dr. Caven, a man of conservathe spirit, 

was closely identified with the union movement at once inspired confidence both arnong his own 

people and those of other ~hurches.'"" 

Iust as recognizable was Caven's attempts to articulate a vision of community through 

political activism. This activism assumed different forms. His most direct involvernent came as a 

persona1 advisor to Oliver Mowat, premier of Ontario fiom 1872 to 1896. Throughout his w e e r  

Caven remained committed to the Liberal Party at the provincial level; t h i s  loyalty, however was 

more one to Mowat than it \vas to the Party itself. As a committed evangelical Christian who 

attended St. James Square Presbyterian Church in Toronto, the same church attended by Caven, 

Mowat represented the quintessential Christian leader who, in Caven's min& was able to rise above 

party politics and act in the best interest of the cornm~nity.''~ Caven also served as advisor to 

George William Ross during Ross' terni as minister of Ontario fiom 1883 to 1899 and as Liberal 

119 Caven, Christ's Teachine Concemine the Last Thinas and Other Pa~ers, p. 300. 
"O Ibid.. p. 305. 
121 The Presbvterian, Decernber IO, 1904, 708. Appears in William Caven Biographical File C3, United Church 
Archives. 
122 For a brief account of Mowat and his involvement in the Presbyterian Church see A. Margaret Evans, "Oliver 
Mowat: Christian Statesrnan of Ontario." in W. Stanford Reid, ed.. Called to Witness: Profiles of  Canadian 
Presbyterians vol. 2 (Hamilton: Comminee on Histoy, the Presbyterian Church in Canada, 1980). 



premier fiom 1899 to 1905. 

Caven's political activism was more clearly dernonsnated, however, in his leadenhip of a 

number of interest groups that worked on different levels, but towards the same ideal of Christian 

comrnunity. Caven's involvement in one of these organizations, the Evangelical Alliance, il lustrates 

the degree to which conservative evangelicals were willing and able to act collectively with othen in 

the quest for a godly society. Fonned in London, England in 1846, the Evangelical Alliance was an 

interdenominational organization created by Chnstian leaders from ail parts of the British Ides and 

from Gerrnany, France, Switzerland, the United States, and Canada with the purpose of advancing 

religious &dom in al1 parts of the world 12' As active participants in this international organization 

fiom its outset, Canadian Protestants ensured the relevancy of the organization in the development of 

Canadian nationhood by creating its own autonornous branch, the Alliance for the Dominion of 

Canada, in 1889."" Under the leadership of Caven, whose influence on the Alliance extended 

beyond the several oflicial positions he held, including president from 1902 to 1904, the Toronto 

Branch of the Canadian Alliance assumed leadership of the national association. "' 
The pnmay concern of the Canadian Alliance was to mobilize Chnstians in the fight for 

moral standards in Canadian socieq. It anempted to do this in two ways: fint, by organizing large 

public meetings that would capture the attention of citizens, the media, and the govemrnent, and 

second, by channehg Chnstian activists into lobby groups that targeted specific govemrnent policy. 

The Evangelical Alliance was fomed during a General Conference in the summer of 1846 by 800 to 100 Christian 
leaders - ministers, professors, and laymen - representing 53 different "bodies of Chrktians." Moir notes that 
Canadian evangelicals, and Canadian Presbyterians in particular. were deeply supportive of this organization. See 
John W. Ewing, Goodlv Fellowship: A Centenary Tribute to the Life and Work of the World's Evanaelical Alliance 
1846- 1946 (London: Marshal, Morgan and Scott. 1 %6), 1 5; Moir, Enduring Witness, 1 82. For an account of the 
Evangelical Alliance in the United States see Philip D. Jordan, The Evanselical Alliance for the United States of 
Arnenca. 1847-1 900: Ecumenisrn Identity and the Relieion of the Re~ublic (Toronto: The Edwin Mellen Press. n.d.). 
''" For an insighthl discussion of the nationalist impulse in Canadian Protestant churches during this penod s e  Neil 
Smith, "Nationalism in the Canadian Churches," Canadian Journal of Theoloey 9 (1963). 1 14-125. 
12' In the fim fiReen years of its existence the Toronto Branch of the Alliance had William Howland, Samuel Blake, 
and Caven al1 served in the capacities of President and Vice-President. Howland was the fist President of the Bmch 
wtiile Caven and Blake both served as Vice-Presidents. Blake followed Howland as President and Caven assumed 
the position in 1902 and held it until his death in 1904. Other conservative evangelicals deeply involved in the 
leadership of the Branch were Elias Rogers, Dyson Hague. and Elmore Harris. Their narnes, dong with those of 
other conservative evangelicals, appear throughout the earlier records of the Alliance. Minute Books - Evangelical 



One of the most successfùl of the public meetings sponsored by the Alliance, and one that illustrates 

the vision of comrnurtity that this organization advanced, was, begiming in the early 1850s, the 

annual "Week of Univenal Prayer." During the first week of each new year designated speakers 

addressed audiences (which often included prominent politicians) on topics that concemed the 

spiritual and moral welfare of the nation, and of the larçer, international cornmum.ty A typical 

evening sermon during this week would address issues such as the 'bconfession of national sin 

through the love of amusements, neglect of the Lord's Day, and haste to get rich" and then close in 

prayer for the "revival of farnily religion; preservation of the young From abounding temptations; for 

schools and colleges; and for instruction in the pure Word of God therein: for al1 reformatory 

institutions" and " for a Church in which through faith in Christ and by the indwelling of the Holy 

Spirit shall be wholly Christian, doing God's will, and winning sinnen to ~hnst.""' Speakers for 

these events were drawn fiom various denominations in an effort to represent each constituency of 

believers. The inclusion of men such as Caven, EIrnore Harris, and Samuel Chown, a Methodist 

sympathizer of the social gospel, on the saine pro-mm in 1900 is evidence that Canadian 

evangelicals of al1 theological persuasions were still able to work together for the common cause of 

evangeiism. '" 
Caven's leadership was most clearly demonstrated in two of the movements sponsored by 

the Evanglical Alliance: the Equal Rights Association and the Sabbatanan movement The battle 

over the Jesuit7s Estates Act in 1889 and 1890 which precipitated the formation of the Equal Rights 

Association pined the evangelical vision of community espoused by Caven and conservative 

evangelicals against that advanced by the Ultramontankt wing of the Catholic ~hurch."' For Caven 

Alliance for the Dominion of Canada 1889- 19 18, MV 2090, Ontario Provincial Archives. 
lZ6 First Annual Meeting of the Toronto Branch of  the Evangelical Alliance for the Dominion of Canada, 1891, 
Minute Books - Evangelical Alliance for the Dominion of Canada, 1 889- 19 1 8, MV 2090, Ontario Provincial 
Archives.. 
127 Progam for Week of Prayer, Minute Books - Evangelical Alliance for the Dominion of Canada, 1889- 19 18, MV 
2090, Ontario Provinciai Archives. 
'28 For a detailed account of the Equal Rightr Association see Miller, Eaual Riehts: The lesuits' Estates Act 
Controversy. For an account of  this movement in Ontario see Miller, "Equal Rights for ,411': The E.R.A. and the 
Ontario Election of 1 8 9 0  Ontario History 65 ( 1  973), 2 1 1-230. For related articles see Miller, "D'Alton McCarthy, 



and his associates, Uitramontanism represented the antithesis to the construction of a stronç national 

community. '" Three aspects of this movement were particularly destructive7 according to Caven. 

Fint, Ultramontanism underrnined the most basic foundations of the Christian comrnunity by 

excon'ating church - nate separation. Besides compromising the sanctity of the church, this 

constinited a senous affront to the voluntaristic ideal which held that the strongest fom of regulating 

comrnunity \vas through the collective power of moral individuals. Similarly, a second troubling 

aspect of Ultramontanism was that it hindered the evangelism of the world by giving little free 

agency to the individual. Finally, by focusing the loyalties of its followen on Rome, ültramontanism 

prevented the establishment of a strong, national cornmunity. 13" 

Not only does the Equal Rights Movement offer insight iinto the type of community 

conservative evangelicals envisioned, it also reveals the extent to which these men were willing to go 

in order to realize their ideal. One of the pressing issues in the Equal Rights Association was the 

question of whether or not the movement's constitution would only define U l ~ o n t a n i a s  (instead 

of al1 Catholics) as the enemy. As president of the Association, Caven steered the organization away 

from the more ex-eme position by stating that the only battle  as one with Ultrarnontanists. 

Equal Rights. and the Oriyins of the ,Manitoba School Question" Canadian Historical Review (1 973). 369-392; 
h,liller. '"As a Politician He is a Great Enigrna': The Social and Political Ideas of D' Alton McCanhy" Canadian 
Historical Review 58 (1977), 399-423. 
'" Mon demonnrative in his anti-Catholicism was Stobo As a son of a Baptist minister who charnpioned the 
Protestant cause in Quebec (E.J. Stobo, Sr. pastored in Quebec City and was very involved in the promotion of civil 
and religious libertiesj. Stobo's clencal career was evidentiy shaped by hi s earliest experiences with Catholicism. 
Two of the rnost notable projects which Stobo involved himself in dunng his pastorate in Smiths Falls (1  907- 19 14) 
were fûeled by his anti-Catholicism. The fim was the promotion of the &ande Ligne Mission. a Baptist organization 
established in Grand Ligne, Quebec in 1836 by the Swiss rnissionaries Madame H e ~ e t t e  FelIer and the Reverend 
Louis Roussy which focused with the evangelization of French Canadians. Stressing the importance of this mission 
Stobo wrote, "the Evangelization of our French fellow-citizens is a cail not only from the Great Head of the Church, 
Jesus Christ, but a cal1 that is enforced by many a patriotic consideration." ~tobo. "The Appeal of the Grande Ligne 
Mission to the Patriotism of Our People," The Canadian Ba~tist, (1910). The second cause championed by Stobo 
assumed a more prominent, public fonn. After the Catholic Church constructed the first hospital in Smiths Falls 
Stobo reacted by organizing local Protestant leaders and churcha for the construction of a &tenant hospital. in his 
account of this controversv, Glenn Lockwood remarks that due in large part to Stobo, Smiths Falls. a t o A  of 3000 
people. ended up with two hospitals at a tirne when moa t o m  of the &ne  sire did not even have one. On the 
Grande Ligne Baptist mission see W. Nelson Thomson, "Witness in French Canada" in Ba~tists in Canada. On 
Smiths Falls see GIem Lockwood, Srnitfis Falls: A Social Histoy of the Men and Women in a Rideau Canal 
Community (Carleton Place: Motion Creative Printing, 1994). 
130 For a brief discussion of Ultramontanism and how it was interpreted by both Cathoiic and Protestant Canadians 
see Brian Clarke, Pietv and Nationalism: Lav Voluntary Associations and the Creation of an Irish-Catholic 



Throughout his writings and speeches, Caven constantly distanced himself and the Equal Rights 

Association fiom anti-latholic prejudices. Like most evangelicals, Caven was appalled by the 

demonstration of Ultramontanist power in Quebec, but he continually argued that his association had 

no desire '20 curtail the liberty of Roman Cathoiics, or to deny them any right which good citizens 

should enjoy."13 ' He even went so far as to suggea that the '*Protestants of Canada would defend the 

rïghts of Roman Catholics as earnestly as they would defend the rights of their own.. . While 

Caven was zealous in his vision for a godly nation, therefore, he was not willing to employ arbitrary 

and reactionary measures to ensure that this vision was realized This moderate approach was 

apparent when, unlike some memben of the Equal %ghts Association, Caven refused to join the 

more extreme Protestant Protective Association after the former organization disbanded. '33 

Caven's cnisade for Sabbath observance marked yet another atternpt to conmuct and 

maintain community in the rnidst of social change. This crusade operated on different levels. At the 

federal level, Caven's contribution to Sabbath observance amounted to an endorsement of John 

Charlton, the Liberal Minister of Parliament fiom Norfolk North in southwestern Ontario, and his 

quest in the late 1880s to secure a national Lord's Day Act.'" Like Caven, Charlton believed that 

while there should be no union of church and state in Canada, there "\vas nevertheless some intimate 

comection behveen the civil institutions of the country and religious ~bli~ations.""~ He also 

Communitv in Toronto. 1850- 1 895 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993). 
131 Caven, "The Jesuits in Canada" The Presbvterian and Refomed Review 1 ( 1 WO), 29 1. Also see Caven, "Equal 
Rights: the letters of William Caven" (1 890) and "The Equal Rights Movement," in Universitv Ouarterlv Review 1 
( 1  890). 139-145. 
IJ2 Caven "The Jesuits in Canada," 291-292. 
133 James T. Watt, "Anti-Catholic Nativisrn in Canada: The Protestant Protective Association" Canadian Historical 
Review 48 (1967) 45-58. See also I.R. Miller. "Anti-Catholic Thought in Victorian Canada" Canadian Historical 
Review 66 (1985). 474-494. 
1.14 While there is no evidence that Charlton was directly involved in this network or adhered to premillennialism, his 
policies oflen voiced the same concems held by conservative evangelicals. Charlton was a presbyterian and served 
with William Caven on the leadership cornmittee for the Equal Rights Association. He was most recognized for 
introducing both the Lord's Day Act and the Seduction Act in the mid- 1880s. See Charlton, S~eeches and 
Addresses: Political. Literary. and Relitzious (Toronto: Morang and Company, 1905). 
"' John Chadton, Speeches and Addresses: Political Literaq. and Religious (Toronto: Morang and Company, 
1905). 254. These sentiments correspond with Caven's in the clergyman's speech to the Lord's Day AlIiance of 
Ontario. See Caven, "The Divine Foundations of the Lord's Day: An Address" (Toronto: Ontario Lord's Day 
Alliance, 1 897). 



believed that no state could "be entirely divorced in its laws and usages and institutions from this 

obligation."'.'~aven echoed Charlton's sentiments at the provincial level by providing leadership 

to the Ontario Lord's Day Alliance. One of his most significant contributions in this capacity was his 

published speech to the Alliance in 1 897 which helped delineate a clear mission statement for the 

orçanization. 13' In this speech, Caven contended that the Sabbath warranted legal protection simply 

becaw it was a vital scriptural truth that guided a majority of   ana di ans.'^^ Finally, Caven worked 

at the local level in an effort to prevent Sunday Street cars from operating, a contentious issue that 

marked Toronto politics in the 1890s."~ Although other conservative evangelicals like Howland and 

Blake played leading roles in this crusade, it was Caven's intellecnial guidance that enabled the 

movement to assemble "a mighty artillecy of scriptural, spiritual and secular arguments in defense of 

an unsull ied  abb bath.'"^' 

Conservative evangelical thought is best described as dynamic and practical. As 

demonstrated in The Fundamentals, conservative evangelical clergymen advanced a theology that 

was adverse to extreme liberal notions of human development, but not static in its interpretation of 

scripture, the church, and the endtimes. These men did not entirely deny the efficacy of new ideas or 

the notion that human intellect was evolving; they were simply cautious in appropriating new 

intellechial currents before their value and truth were measured against the light of Scripture and 

1 36 Charlton, Speeches and Addresses, 253. 
'" For account of the Lord's Day Alliance and its campaign for the Lord's Day Act (eventually passed in 1906) see 
Paul Laverdure, "'Sunday Secularism? The Lord's Day Debate of 1906," in Papers of the Canadian Church History 
Society, 1986 and A.M.C. Waterman, "The Lord's Day in a Secular Society," Canadian Journal of Theolom 1 1 
(1965), 108-123. 
13' Caven, "The Divine Foundations of the Lord's Day: An Address*' (Toronto: Ontario Lord's Day Niance, 1897). 
1 3 ~  The clash between Sabbatarians and the Toronto Street Railway Company was played out in three different civic 
referendums held in 1892, 1893, and 1897. While Sabbatarians won the first two, the third and decisive referendum 
was won by pro-Sunday car forces. For a thorough account of this controversy see Christopher Armstrong and H.V. 
Nelles, The Revenee of the Methodist Bicvcle Company: Sundav Streetcars and Municipal Reform in Toronto. 1888- 
1897 (Toronto: Peter Martin Associates, 1977). 
'" Armstrong and Nelles, 108. Caven offered guidance on two levels. First. he provided the ideological due that 
held the crusade together by offering a definition of the Sabbath that was inclusive and could mobilie as rnany 
concerneci citizens as possible. Second, he helped dr& a counter-argument against the daims of Sunday car 
advocates. This counter-argument declared that the "supposed advantages arising thereupon is more than 
counterbalanced by the evils to which inevitably give rise - the injury to religion, the depriving many of the rest which 
al1 require, but especially those who toi1 hardest, and the increased force given to the tyranny of selfishness and 



their own traditional creeds. As dernonstrated by its content and its focus, The Fundamentals also 

articulated a practical theology that called believers to service in the church as  weil as in the 

community. The social activism of William Caven demonstrates the empowerment of this theology 

for clergymen determined to realize a godly society. The degree to which this ideal resonated with 

the conservative evangelical nehvork is made even more evident when considering the efforts of its 

lai- in social refom. 

- -- - . - - - - - - - -- - - .- - - - -- 

greed." Evangelical Ailiance for the Dominion of Canada - Minute Books, First Annual Meeting, January. 189 1.  



CHAPTER 3 

REDEEMING THE CITY: CONSERVATIVE EVANGELICALS 
AND SOCIAL REFORM IN TORONTO 

When William Howland addressed his loyal supporters gathered at Shaftesbury Hal 1 on 

December 1 ,  1885, the inauguration of his first campaign for mayor of Toronto, he spolie 

candidly and honestly about the need for urban reform. His speech that evening contained two 

particularly bold statements that seerned to encapsulate his political aspirations. About the 

eiection itself, Howland declared that it would be one -'in which politics have nothing to do as 

far as I am concemed."l M i l e  on one level this prediction resonated with a proverbial rhetoric 

typical of municipal politicians at this time, it also spoke substantively to the need for change in 

a civic govemmental system that was clearly fueled by "partyismœ' and "self-interest." Even 

more ambitious than his first, Howland's second proclamation targeted the moral fabnc of the 

entire city. Howland pledged to retain for Toronto "the character of an honourable city, a God- 

feating city," claiming that he "would rather see it thus than the greatest and nchest city in the 

continent."' The ovenvhelm ing support of these statements voiced by the 1 500 supporters 

gathered in the Hall, as well as the pointed criticisms leveled against them by more cpical  

' Globe, December 2, 1885. 
%id. 



observers,' revealed the degree to which the public already recognized Howland's campaign as 

an unprecedented one that extended beyond the traditional bounds of civic politics. Upon his 

election tu the mayor's office, Howland quiclily confinned the public's perception of him as a 

new breed of politician by opening City Council in prayer and erecting a large motto in his office 

that read "Except the Lord keep the City, the Watchman Waketh in ~ a i n . ' ~  

William Howland's speech to loyal supporters encapsulated the aspirations of 

conservative evangelical Iaymen in their quest for social reform. These aspirations characterized 

only one of many responses to social change in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

As historians of religion and social reform have noted, the vanegated response by evangelical 

Protestants to developments d u h g  this time has even made it difficult to refer to "social 

reform" in monolithic terms. American historians, for exarnple, have uncovered a broad 

spectrum of Protestant social initiatives ranging from those proposed by the environrnentalists, 

who focused on the physical qualities of the city,' to those advanced by traditionalists who found 

the solution for social dislocation in revival.' In between these two ideological poles, historians 

have also highlighted the contributions made by settlement workers who immersed themselves 

3 The most scathing criticism of Howland's proposed agenda appeared in the pases of the World, the self-proclaimed 
voice of the working class. The World was critical of Howland's moral crusade. charging that "He is the candidate of 
that portion of the community who suspect their acquaintances, who are ready to interfere with their neighbors in 
order to make them 'better,' who uade on their own goodness, and hold up their hands at the alleged wrong-doing of 
fellow-citizens." Even while acknowtedging the positive contributions of Howland, the paper undermined his 
politicai acumen stating that "the ratepayers are not voting on philanthropy, on zeal, or on teetotalisrn, but "on a 
question of civic administration." World, January 2, 1886. 
' Globe, January 20, 1886; Monon, Mavor Howland: The Citizens' Candidate, 30. Howland was aware of h i s  own 
role as progenitor of the reform movement in Toronto. Howland acknowledged that his term as mayor was unique, 
and represented only the first wave of what would become a long process of reform. World, January 4, 1888. 

m i s  movement focused on the redefinition of  space in the city Ma the construnion of parks, playgrounds, and better 
housing. See Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America 1820-1 920 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1978). 
6 This movement centred around the revivals of Dwight L. Moody in the Iate nineteenth century. This movernent bas 
been looked at fiom various perspectives by many different historians. See, for example, William A. McLoughlin, 
Revivais. Awakeninns. and Refom: An Essav on Relision and Social Change in Amenca. 1607-1977 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1978); McLoughlin, Modem Revivalisrn: Charles Grandison Finney to Billv Graham 



in the environment they were trying to redeem,' the institutional churches, which attempted to 

fùl f i l l  the physical as well as the spiritual needs of the c o r n m ~ n i t ~ , ~  and even those who 

remained more at a distance by seeking change through legislative me an^.^ 

The historiography on social reform in Canada is much less extensive than it is in the 

United States. Moreover, whiIe Canadian historians have made some mention of a traditional, 

revivalistic approach to social reform,IO greater attention has been paid to the emergence of new 

social movements like the Salvation Amy," settlement houses," and a modemist evangelical 

critique of society.'-ne aspect of Canadian social reform that has received a particularly 

nuanced treatment is the social gospel. 

Focusing specifically on the social gospel in Canada in the decades after World War 1, 

Richard Allen has suggested a paradigm that defines three distinct approaches adopted by 

Canadian social refomers: radical, progressive, and conservative. '" According to Allen, because 

of their greater appreciation of liberal theology, radical refomers viewed society in organic 

terms and called for a complete restnictunng of society. On the other side of the spectrum were 

(New York: Ronaid Press, 1959); Sandra Sizer. Gospel H - m s  and Social Religion: The Rhetoric of Nineteenth- 
Centurv Revivalism (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1978). 
7 See .alen Davis, Spearheads for Reform: The Social Settlements and the Propressive Movement 1 890- 19 1 4 (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1967). 
8 See Robert D. Cross, ed., The Church and the City. 1865-1 91 0 (New York: The Bobbs-Memll Company, 1967) 
and Aaron lgnatius Abeli, The Urban Imoact on Arnerican Protestantism, 1865- 1900 (London: Archon, 1962). 
9 This group has been looked at, usually critically, by many different historians. In his work, Boyer sees this group as 
"negative environmentalists" as opposed to "positive environmentalists". those who were heavily involved in making 
the city a physicaily healthy environment. See Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in Grnena 1820-1 920. 
10 Eric Crouse has recently shown the extent to which Amencan revivalists were brought to Canadian cities by 
evangelicals interested in fostering reforrn through revivdism. See Crouse, "American Revivalists, the Press, and 
Popular Religion in Canada." Kevin Kee has demonstrated that revival was also offered by two popular Canadians: 
John Hunter and Ernest Crossley. See Kevin Kee, "The Heavenly Raihoad: Emest Crossley, John Hunter, and 
Canadian Methodist Revivalism, 1884-1 91 0" (M.A. thesis, Queen's University, 1994). Evangelicals also used 
legisiation as a way of combating the social ilb of their day. See Bnan Fraser, The Social Uplifters. 
I I  See Lyme S. Marks, Revivals and Roller Rinks: Religion Leisure. and Identity in Late Nineteenth-Century Smail 
Town Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, f 996). 
12 See Sara Z. Burke, Seeking the Hiphest Good: Social Service and Gender at the University of Toronto. 1888-1 937 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996). 
l 3  Ramsay Cook. The Reeenerators, chap. 1. 



conservatives who remained committed to "traditional evangelicalism, emphasizing personal- 

ethical issues, tending to identiQ sin with individual acts, and taking as their social strategy 

leçislative refom of the environment."" In between these two groups were the progressives 

who "held the tension between the twvo extremes, endorsing in considerable measure the 

platforms of the other two, but transmuting somewhat in a broad ameliorative programme of 

refom.?"" 

Though preceding by several decades the period covered by Allen, the social activism of 

Howland and the conservative evangelical network has much in common with Allen's 

conservative wing. But at the same time, at least during the eariier years, it also suggests that 

there were no hard, fast boundaries between different ideological approaches. As will be 

demonstrated, the vision of community espoused by this group of laymen did not differ sharply 

from that of more radical reformers. In fact, these men ofien sought collective action with 

evangelicals outside their particular group, the most notable of these being John Kelso, a 

Presbyterian and Chiidren7s Aid advocate. '? Al1 of this points to the fact that --the slow process 

of transition from older forrns of Christian social outlook into the new was a slow one and the 

steps not always easy to d i s ~ e r n . ' " ~ ~  using the career of William Howland as a window into 

the social activism of the conservative evangelical network, this chapter will attempt to shed 

light on this important, yet neglected earlier period of Canadian social reform. 

I J  See Richard Allen, The Social Passion. 
l5 lbid., 17. 
t6 Ibid., 17. 
17 See Andrew Jones and Leonard Rutman, In the Children's Aid: J.J. Kelso and ChiId Wetfare in Ontario (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 198 1 ). 
1s Richard Allen. "The Background of the Social Gospel in Canada," in The Social G o s ~ e l  in Canada: Pa~ers of the 
Interdisci~iinary Conference on the Social Gospel in Canada. 1975, Richard Allen, ed. (0ttawa:National Museums of 
Canada, 1975). 



While exceptional for the political standards of the day, Howland's activism, both in its 

substance and intensity, \vas not considered anomalous by other conservative evangelical 

businessmen and professionals who shared his vision of a "godly city" and were just as 

determined to realize it through extensive social reform. That these laymen could aspire to such 

a lofty goal is a testament to the broad range of resources, human and financial, that they were 

able to cal1 upon. Howland was, in fact, only the most visible member of a network that wielded 

influence in al1 sectors of society. In the political realm, conservative evangelicals furthered 

their owvn interests by either attaining official posts within municipal and provincial govemment, 

or by acting as advisors to those in power. Elias Rogers and Henry O'Brien, for example, were 

veq involved in municipal politics with the former serving as an aldeman and the latter as 

Howland's campaign manager." At the provincial level, William Mortimer Clark served as 

Lieutenant Governor of Ontario between 1902 and 1904. This network also advanced its own 

ideas of reform at the federal level through establ ished connections with sym pathetic 

parliamentarians, the most notable being John Charlton. 

Conservative evangelicals were also able to rely on their social and religious connections 

for support in the dive for reform. Far from a self-contaîned group, this network of laymen 

sought broader alliances with other evangelicals in an attempt to further their o w  particular 

vision. As pan of the larger business community, these men consolidated ties with other reform- 

rninded evangelicals through their involvement on various boards and councils, as well as 

19 Elias Rogers also vied unsuccessfùlly for the position of mayor f i e r  Howland declined to nm in 1888. Henry 
O'Brien was the campaign manager for Howland in 1886 and 1887 and had a direct hand in shaping the refom policy 
of the municipal govenunent. As a distinguished Iawyer and editor of the Law Journal, O'Brien was also sought after 
by governent for legal advice. Like O'Brien, Samuel Blake was a prominent layer who was fiequently called upon 
by the city to moderate or resolve legd matters, the clearest example of this being the battle over the Toronto Street 
Railway fianchise in 189 1 .  Blake was also asked to advise the provincial and federal govemments on other matters; 
the most notable of his contributions in this respect was his involvernent in the 1908-1 909 federal inquiry into Native 
residential xhools in the West. 



through their common recreational interests. One of the most prominent social clubs in Toronto, 

the Argonaut Rowing Club, was, for example, founded by Henry O'Brien as an outlet for 

interaction with other leaders in the c~rnrnuni t~ . '~  Similarly, the aspirations of conservative 

evangelical refomers benefited from a broad range of ties within the evangelical community. 

Though annual events 1 ike the Niagara Con ferences and the Keswick Ho1 iness gatherings in 

Britain, Canadian conservative evangelicals were exposed to the expericnces of evangelical 

refomers from a11 over the world." Active involvement in such organizations as the 

Evangelical Alliance for the Dominion of Canada, a subsidiary of the larger and older 

international Evangelical Alliance, further linked the interests of these laymen with other 

71 

evangelica1s.-- 

In its quest for social reform, therefore. the conservative evangelicai network was able to 

cal1 on a broad range of human resources from the larpr evangelical community. Just as 

irnponant is the fact that it also had access to the necessary financial resources to support its 

various enterprises. In his study of conservative evangelical businessmen in Chicago, Paul 

Heidebrecht marvels at the wealth of bis subjects and at the way they celebrated the material 

fortunes of other prominent evangelicals like Russell Conwell, pastor of what was, at that time, 

the largest church in ~rnerica." While the Canadian network did not enjoy the same degree of 

20 O'Brien was an avid boatsman who served as the first president of the Canadian Association of Amateur Oarsman. 
He founded the Argonaut Rowing Club in 1 872. 
21 One who participated in these conferences was Henry O'Brien. His personal records include a detailed, personal 
account of his trip in 1889 to Britain and the Keswick meetings. See Henry O'Brien Papers, Box 2, Envelope 6,  
Toronto Public Library, Main Branch, Baldwin Room. 

The Evangelical Alliance was fomed during a General Conference in the Surnrner of 1846 by 800 to 1 O00 
Christian leaders - ministers, professors, and laymen - representing 53 different "bodies of Christians." See Ewing, 
Goodlv Fellowshi~, 15. For an account of the Alliance in the United States see Jordan, The Evanaelical Alliance for 
the United States of Arnerica. 1847-1900. 
a Heidebrecht notes the impact Andrew Caniegie*~ The Gospel of Wealth, and Russell Conwell's famous speech, 
'Acres of Diarnonds", had on this network of wealthy businessmen. Heidebrecht, 2 12. Conwell 's Grace Baptist 
Church in PhiladeIphia was founded as an institutional church that provided religious, educational. and material 
resources for its community. Conwell was also the founder of Temple University. 



prospenty as Conwell or other Amencan conservative evangelicals Iike Lyman and Milton 

Stewart, their standing in the upwardly-mobile middle class ensured them more than adequate 

funding for their reform activities. More important than their actual financial standing was the 

way in which these laymen utilized whatever resources they had to support their crusade. 

Steeped in a strong work ethic that elevated the virtues of "sobriety, probity, thrifi, charity," and 

was "duly informed by a democratic Christian cons~ience,"~~ these men saw it as their duty to 

use whatever money and time they had to benefit socieîy. In the case of Howland, this 

commitment to Christian charity and service ultimately resulted in his o w  financial failures and 

premature death." 

While conservative evangelicals were willing to f o m  alliances with other evangelicals in 

their crusade for reform, they maintained a distinct view of what this process meant, and how it 

should be pursued. The religious and social attitudes of these laymen dictated an approach to 

reform that was both traditional and innovative. In their diagnosis of, and prescription for, the 

social ills of the day, conservative evangelicals displayed a commitment to the basic tenets of 

nineteenth-century revivalism: among these was the idea that critical to the reformation of the 

community \vas the spiritual salvation of its individual members. In al1 of their reforming 

enterprises these men targeted the spiritual condition of the individual with a zeal that was 

concomitant with their premillennialist sense of urgency and expectancy. Corresponding with 

For a brief discussion of Conwell and his "industnal-evangelical" worldview, see Robert Wauuinski, Between God 
and Gofd: Protestant Evanaelicalism and the Industrial Revolution 1820-1 914 (Toronto: Associated University 
Press, 1993), 150-158. 
" Bnan Fraser. The Social U~liAers. xiii. 
f Howland d i 4  of pneuomia at the age of 43. The weakened state that precipitated this illness was attributed by 
some to the countless nights he spent in St. John's Ward. By the time of  b i s  death Howland had seen his own 
fonune dwindle to $40. 000.00. a modes sum according to the upper-middle-class standards of the day. 



this belief was the notion that what plabmed society in the industrial age was not necessarily 

copious evil in the system, but sin and immorality in the heart of people. 

Conservative evangelicals also envisioned the amelioration of social problems through 

the traditional, voluntaristic approach of early nineteenth-century e ~ a n ~ e k a l i s r n . ' ~  By 

substituting the older, church-state relationship that operated "according to hierarchical patterns 

of status and deference" with a democratic association of individuals who were allowed, and 

encouraged, to act on the basis of their cornrnon beliefs, voluntarism had spawned countless 

reform movernents in North Arnerica during the early part of the c e n t ~ r ~ . ' ~  This systern 

appealed to conservative evangelical layrnen in the late nineteenth century for at least three 

reasons. First, by relying on the personal and financial support of individual believers rather 

than on that of the state, this systern celebrated the same values esteemed by middle-class 

Christian businessmen: stewardship and eficiency. Secondly, the sense of personal duty that 

was ingained in voluntarism accorded well with the impulse for Christian service that 

conservative evangelicals gleaned from the teachings of Keswick holiness. Finally, voluntansm 

offered a paragon of Christian community created through the democratic means of persuasion 

rat her than coercion or obligation. This mode1 appealed to conservative evangel icai laymen who 

believed that reform could only occur from the bottom up: rather than restructuring the 

institutional makeup of society, as radical social gospelers were advocating, these men sought 

answers for social dislocation in the conversion of individuals, and in the gradua1 assimilation of 

26 The clearest account of this approach is deiineated by Timothy Smith in his important work, Revivalism and Social 
Reform. 
27 Michael Gauvreau, " The Empire o f  Evangelicalism: Varieties o f  Common Sense in Scotland, Canada, and the 
United States," in Evan~elicalism: Comparative Studies of Popular Protestanhm in North Arnerica the British Isles, 
and Bevond 1700- 1990, Notl, Bebbington, and Rawlyk, eds. ( M o r d :  Oxford University Press. 1994), 220. 



"the poor, the immigrants, and those who engaged in the business of vice into their middle-class 

Protestant cu~ture."'~ 

While ce~tainly conventional in their loyalty to certain revivalistic precepts, conservative 

evangelical laymen also recognized the need for innovative measures in dealing with the social 

problems of the day." This awareness sternmed in large part from their own critique of 

traditional religious institutions and, at least in their view, the inability of these institutions to 

deal effectively with the challenges posed by the modem city. Urbanization had not only proven 

debilitating for evangelicalism and its perceived role in maintaining community, but had 

senously underinined traditional notions of community. With the dramatic shifis in the 

demographic makeup of the city that occurred through immi_mation and migration came a 

redefinition of public space along class and ethnic lines. While new immigrants moved into 

districts, such as St. John's Ward, inhabited by people of their own ethnic and class standing, the 

established urban middle class gradually dispersed to the newly formed s ~ b u r b s . ~ ~  

Technological changes, particularly those that occurred in the transportation sector, also 

contributed to a redefinitio~ of space. While innovations in transportation consolidated the 

modem city in a physical sense, they often did so at the expense of political and social unity. 

Political wrangling over where and how transportation systems would be maintained and who 

- - - - - - . - 

28 Fraser, The Social U~lifiers, x i .  
29 Challenginy historians who have advanced the "stimulus-response*' theory, Kevin Christiano suggests that 
evanyelicals were not just reacting to a rapidly changing social environment, but actively and willingly engaging it; 
they viewed the "city as a God-given opportunity as much as a diabolical threat." The social activism of the 
conservative evangelical network supports this ciaim. See Kevin J. Christiano, Reliaious Diversity and Social: 
Chansje: Amencan Cities. 1890-1 906 (New York: Cambridge University Press. 1 987). 13. See also James W. Lewis, 
At Home in the City: The Protestant Ex~enence in Gay. indiana 1906- 1975 (Knoxville: The University of 
Tennessee Press, 1992). One of the main works advancing the "stimulus-response" theory is Henry F. May's 
Protestant Churches and Industrial America (New York: Octagon Books, 1963). 
30 The redefinition of space in Toronto, is a common theme. See Weaver, "The Modem City Realized: Toronto Civic 
Affairs. 1880-1 91 5," and S h a ~ i n ~  the Canadian Citir; Rutherford. "Tomorrow's Metropolis: The Urban Refonn 
Movement in Canada. 1880- 1920." 203-224; Careless, Toronto to 19 18: An tllustrated History 



would benefit most fiom these services not only accentuated the comption in urban p~li t ics ,~ '  

but magnified class and ethnic divisions between different urban communities and even 

highlighted discrepancies within the same class.~' 

In order to address this dramatic redefinition of space, conservative evangelical laymen 

significantly altered, but did not completely abandon, traditional evangelical conceptions of 

community. While careful to preserve their voluntaristic system of benevolence and its essential 

premise of church - state separation, these men recognized that some govemment support of 

social reform, both financial and legslative, was necessary if the deep fissures in society were to 

be sealed. Rather than distance themselves from govemment, they resolved to redeem it and use 

it to their own ends. These laymen ako sought to expand, and regenerate church involvement in 

the community by adopting new ministries that spoke to the needs of every class and age p u p .  

This broadened vision of ministry was not on1 y accompanied by an eagemess to enhance the role 

of the lai-, but, as \MI1 be demonstrated, by a willingness to empower women for service. 

In their own dynamic fashion, therefore, conservative evangelical laymen engendered a 

social reform movement that recast and adapted traditional evangelicalism in a way that would 

better meet the spiritual as well as moral and physical needs of the new urban comrnunity. As 

illustrated by the social attitudes and actions of William Howland, this cautious, and sometirnes 

contradictory approach ofien placed this network at odds, both with those who sought to 

preserve traditional ideas and institutions, and those who were determined to change them. 

" The amount of comption and bnbery in urban politics in the late nineteenth century is well documemed by 
Canadian urban historians. Weaver contends that bnbery and patronage were as much a part of civic politics in 
Toronto as it was in other Canadian cities like Montreal. The only notable difference between Toronto and Montreal, 
Weaver suggests, is that in Montreal the "cash nexus accompanied patronage." See Weaver, "Elitism and the 
Corporate Ideal, 50. 
32 The battle over Sunday Street cars in Toronto was just one instance in which middle-class urbanites exhibited 
contrasting visions of the modem city. See Armstrong and Nelles, Revenge of the Methodist Bicvcle Com~anv. 



William Howland's career as a social reformer assumed two forms: political reformer 

and pnvate philanthropist. The most widely recognized and documented of Howiand7s reform 

efforts are those that were advanced during his tenure as Toronto's mayor in 1886 and 1887. 

Howland's election to municipal government in 1886 marked the apex of what has been 

considered, in retrospect, only the first phase in a broad urban reform movement that swept 

Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.33 Those who, like Howland, were 

involved in this earliest phase of reform called for the eradication of corrupt politics and 

govemment through the election of strong, moral leaders. Rather than cnticize the system itself, 

these refomers considered the individuals within it responsible for the prevailing vice and 

suggested a corrective through the empowerment of honest men who had only the "public 

interests" in mind? 

As expressed by Howland in his inaugural speech in 1886, at the root of this first wave of 

urban refonn in Toronto was the notion that once civic government was "depoliticizecï7 it could 

be used as an effective tool to irnprove urban society. Activists like Howland saw urban reform 

in Toronto as the first step in the creation of strong, morally-upright nation; once their city 

assumed its designated role as moral exemplar, it was believed that the rest of Canada would 

soon aspire to similar ends.3s In Howland, reformen believed they had the man who could help 

them realize their dreams of a godly city and nation. Like other members of the consenative 

evangelical network, Howland was a strong temperance advocate who was determined to use 

33 See John Weaver, "Elitism and the Corporate Ideal" ; Rutherford, "Tomomow's Metropolis." 
35 See Weaver, "Elitism and the Corporate Ideal." 
3' Conservative evangelical refomers fit the mold ascnbed by Rutherford in his work on municipal reform. Udike 
Weaver who emphasizes the "home nile" mentality of civic refomers, Rutherford contends that these refomers were 
just as interested in transforming al1 of Canadian society as they were in redefining the urban environment. 
Rutherford, "Tomorrow's Metropolis," 21 5 .  



governrnent legislation to curtaii saloon licensing in  oro ont o." This fact, plus his lack of any 

pnor political experience or official ties to a political Party, endeared him to the large number of 

prohibitionists who saw ward politicians as the tools of the liquor suppliers. Howland's electoral 

success, however, was also a testament to his support among other groups and classes in society. 

One of the most interesting aspects of Howland's political career, and one that offers further 

insight into the social attitudes of conservative evangelicals, was the relationship he had wïth the 

working class. 

Many reasons could be offered for why Howland should not have gamered the suppon of 

the labouring class. One of the most obvious of these \vas that his stand on alcohol threatened a 

chenshed, workinç-class institution: the tavern. The World, a local paper which claimed to 

speak for the working class, also suçgested that Howland did not warrant the support of labour 

for the simple reason that he was not an employer "who gves a man work and thereby enables 

him to preserve his manhood"; Howland was, in other words, no more "a fnend of labour than 

he who gives him a cast off coat, or an order on a lodging-house for a meal and a bed." 37 

Despite the apparent shortcornings in his poiicy, Howland received a surprising amount of 

support from the working-class, both dunng his two election campaigns and while in office. At 

least two reasons can be offered for this. First, the labour unions that organized and informed 

the working-class were not, at this point, interested in upsetting the social order. In fact, many of 

their leaders were aspiring to the same middle-class status and values as ~ o w l a n d . ~ ~  Secondly, 

" Howland was the president of the Temperance Electoral Union at the tirne he voiced his intentions of running for 
the mayor's chair. 
" World, January 2. 1886. 
'' MORO% Mayor Howland 23. 



throughout his political career, Howland claimed to understand and even speak for the interests 

of the working class; his actions while in office did little to make cntics question this daim. 30 

As mayor, Howland was forced to contend with tww major strikes, the first at the Massey 

Manufacturing Company in January of 1886, and the second at the Toronto Street Railway 

Company later that same year. Although his support for the striking worhrs in both cases had 

liale effect in resolving the issues that precipitated these conflicts, Howland's endonement of 

labour did not go unnoticed." Howland also advanced the cause of labour in his involvement in 

the Royal Commission on the Relations of Labour and Capital. Sponsored by the Federal 

Government in the late 1880s, this Commission attempted to engender collective reform in 

Canadian industry by bringing together the interests of pro-National Pol icy capi talists and 

organized labour." In his testimony to the Commission Howland offered numerous suggestions 

for funher legislation that would improve working conditions for the lower class, and 

particularly for workinpclass wornen. 

The relationship between Howland and labour reveals a great deal about how 

consenative evangelicals viewed social refom. While Howland claimed to speak for the 

working class, he demonstrated linle understanding of the deeper, economic problems that 

caused this group's unrest. Any affinity Howland had with members of organized labour was a 

result of the similar middle-class agenda to which they both aspired. Moreover, his solutions to 

the labour troubles that marked the late nineteenth century were usually simplistic in nature: two 

39 The clearest expression of this was when Howland testified before the Royal Labor Commission in 1887. In his 
testimony Howland claimed that his thirty years of serving in the working-class districts of Toronto aIlowed him to 
s eak with authority and empathy on the issues facing this group. Globe. December 1, 1887. 
'For accounts of these two nrikes ree Monon, Mayor Howland. Howland was, in both mes, powerlers to provide 
any permanent solutions to the conflicts. In the case of the longer and more violent Toronto Street Railway strike, 
Howland was forced to end the &air after three days of rioting. 
JI See Greg Kealey, ed., Canada Investiaates Industrialism: The Roval Commission on the Relations of Labor and 
Capital. 1889 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973). 



of his most tmsted solutions were to cal1 for greater govemment reylation or to simply appeal 

to the consciences of employers. Yet, Howland was also genuinely determined in his quest to 

change the environment workers were forced to endure, so much so that he was even willing to 

publicly challenge the business practices of Han Massey, one of the foremost Christian 

benefacton of the day. 7Xs relatively naive, but ingenuous approach to labour exposes the 

narrowness of conservative evangelical attitudes. While Howland and other laymen were eager 

to affect their environment and foster change, they were only willing to do so within the bounds 

of their particular middle-class, evangel ical value systern. 

Howland's political career was short and largely unsuccessful in terms of meeting the 

goals set out by refomers." Perhaps the most enduring legacy of his terni was the appointment 

of David Archibald to the newl-created position of staff inspector, a post which was established 

to combat "cruelty to wornen, children and anirnals," and battle "gambling, houses of il1 fame, 

desecration of the Sabbath, indecent exposure and, of course, unlicensed drinking  den^.'^^ 

Overall, however, Howland's aspirations for political and social reform were stymied by a 

divided council and the more mundane tasks of goveming. A more effective lens through which 

to view the refom efforts of the conservative evangelical network, therefore, is to examine 

Howland's less-public career as an individual philanthropist. 

During his short life, Howland made a personal contribution to social reform that was 

unequaled by any other conservative evangelical layman in the city. While many of the 

network's activities were sponsored and led in part by other individuals like Samuel Blake and 

Henry O'Brien, Howland's leadership in these vanous endeavours was by far the most crucial. 

" Howland's two years in office were in accordance with the standards of the day. While there was n o  stated terni 
limits. it was generally regarded as protocol for mayors to serve for no longer than two years. Howland's popularity, 
however, made his decision to decline a third year in office a surprising, and. by many, a lamented one. 



Under his guidance several associations were created and maintained Mth the purpose of 

improving the physical, moral, and spintual conditions of the disenfianchised members of 

society, incl uding the poor, children, convicts, and women. 

One of the first of these programs established by William Howland was the Toronto 

Mission Union. HowIand, aIong with Blake and O'Brien, established the Union in 1884 as a 

corrective to what they considered a serious neglect of the poor by mainiine denominations. The 

idea for the Union came fiom Howland in the wake of his own battle, and dismissal, over 

ritualism in Grace Anglican Church, a church he had helped build in the early 1880s to minister 

to the p ~ r . ~ '  Howland's experience in this affair had led him to believe that many of the 

established churches lacked the necessary conviction and vision to "modify and check the usual 

evils of increasing population" in  oro ont o."' The Toronto Mission Union was Howland's 

atternpt to f i l 1  this spiritual vacuum. By providing broader, more efficient services to the 

unchurched of St. John's and other areas of Toronto without the encumbering fomalities of the 

denorninational system,"" this organization sought to provide for the physical and spirituai needs 

of the poor, with a decided emphasis on the latter. This is evidenced by the fact that at its zenith 

43 Monon, Mavor Howland, 37. 
4.4 Howland's vision for Grace Church's ministry ciashed with that of the rector, the Reverend John Pitt Lewis. Both 
Howland and Blake were convinced that the inability of Grace Church to deal effectively with the poor was a direct 
resuit of the high church liturgical style implemented by Lewis. Mer considerable controversy, Howland was voted 
out as warden by the Anglican Church in ApriI of 1883. 
4s Henry O'Brien Papers, Box 1, Envelope 17, Toronto Public Library, Main Branch, Baldwin Room.. 
" This philosophy was at the root of the 'ktitutional c h u r c h  movement in Nonh Arnerïca which, dunng this. 
sought to  establish independent churches that met dl of the basic needs of the local community. This approach was 
adopted by some of the most prominent consesvative evangelicals in the United States, including Russell Conwell. In 
fact, Conwell once estirnated that there were 173 institutional churches in Amenca in 1900. Howland was 
undoubtedly influenced by this movement. For an account o f  this movement see Cross. ed., The Church and the City; 
Aaron Abell, The Urban Im~act on Arnerican Protestantism. 



in the late nineteenth centus., the Toronto Mission Union "operated five mission halls, one 

senior citizens home, one convalescent home, and Toronto's first nursing ser~ice. '~ '  

In the absence of what he considered the vital, spiritual guidance of the established 

churches, Howland looked to a nondenominational organization, such as the Union, as a means 

of realizing ministenal goals.JR This broader form of alliance was clearly outlined in the Union's 

by-laws which declared that "the Union is not formed or carieci in the interest of any particular 

denomination but of the whole Church of Christ" and that al1 members shall "avoid al1 

controveny upon the constitution and govemment of Christian churches."-" Although initially 

supportive of the Union, the mainline denominations became cntical of it when it was evident 

that not al1 of those converted by the ministry were being channeled into the churches." Various 

charges were levied against the Union by clergymen both inside and outside the Anglican ranks. 

Afier John Salmon, a Congregationalist minister who was also instrumental in the founding of 

the Union, administered the sacrament of the Lord's Supper to the personnel of the mission, 

some Anglicans complained that Howland, Blake, and their associates were promoting rampant 

disorder." One unnamed Methodist minister who was concemed with the popular appeal of the 

Union, complained that "most people who attended their services had leA established churches" 

and that Howland was employing a number of preachers who used lançuage that only exposed 

47 The largest, and most important of the missions was the Sackville Street Mission. Located in St. John's ward. this 
mission was, in 1953, the 1 s t  of the Toronto Mission Union ministries to close its doors. Reynolds, Foot~rints, 2 14. 
48 The leadership of the Union drew men From many different denorninational backgrounds, the most prevalent being 
Anglican, Methodist and Presbyterian. The Cornmittee included names such as Elias Rogers, H e n ~  O'Brien, S.R. 
Briggs, C.S. Gzowski, Jr., Roben Sims, John Salmon, H.B. Gordan, G. Goulding, Alf Sandham, Roben Kilgour, J.D. 
Nasmith, H.C. Dixon, William HowIand, Samuel Blake, and Jonathan Goforth. See O'Brien Papers. Box 1, Envelope 
17, Toronto Public Library, Main Branch, Baldwin Room. 
49 Ibid., Box 1, Envelope 1 7. 
50 Reynolds, Footprints, 52-53. 
5 t  This cnticism appeared in the Canadian Churchman (Toronto) December 3 1, 1885,697. as cited in Reynolds, 
Footprints, 53. 
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their ignorance.52 Despite having to endure the public criticisms of certain clergymen, the 

Toronto Mission Union quickly gained the respect of Toronto's most fervent evangelicals for its 

well-organized progarns. 

As stated in its constitution, the primary objective of the Union was to "extend the 

knowledge of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ among the inhabitants of Toronto and its 

,353 vicinity, and especially the poor and neglected classes. .. . The organization worked towards 

meeting this objective through several evangelistic activities ranging fiom Bible readings and 

Gospel services to the distribution of Gospel tracts.'" In his bief historical sketch of the Union 

O'Brien notes that its initial program "consisted of a Sunday Schoul which began with twenty- 

five children and a few teachers, a Gospel service on Sunday night, meeting of Temperance 

Band on Tuesday evening, sewing class for girls on Saturday, Band of Hope on Thursday, and 

Gospel meeting on Friday night."j5 By 1887 the Union's program had becorne so extensive and 

well attended that its main branch, located on Sackville Street in St. John's ward, had to 

constmct a new building. Upon completion of this building the Union expanded its influence by 

setting up ministnes such as the Mother's Meeting, Girl's Club, the Soup Kitchen, and a 

Hospital visitation. Attendance records show that throuçhout the 1880's al1 of the ministries 

continued to grow at a steady rate? While attendance numbers for special conferences and 

dinners were not recorded, the popularity of events such as the "Christmas Supper and 

'' Reference is to the Bible men and women workers who served in the Union. See Reynolds, 53.  
53 O'Brien Papers, Box 1 ,  Envelope 17. 
54 Ibid., Box 1, Envelope 1 7. 
" Ibid., "Short Piece of Hinory of Toronto Mission Union, Sackville Street Brmch, Box 1, EnveIope 6. 

The Union was paninilarly interested in the records of children attending the Sunday School. The records show a 
relatively equal arnount of girls and boys attending with an average of 65 girls and 60 boys in 1888, 70 girls and 59 
boys for the first half of 1889, and 82 girls and 58 boys for the second half of 1889. See O'Brien Papers, Box 1 ,  
Envelope 10 and 1 1.  



Entertainment For Grown People" and the "Christmas Party For Children" was frequently noted 

by the local press.57 

Unabashedly evangelistic in tone, the theological statement of faith outlined in the 

Union's constitution clearly delineated a deep and prïmary commitment on the pan of Union 

worken to the çalvation of s o ~ i s . ~ '  The passion with which workers punued this end was also 

periodically reinforced by testimonials which told of encounters with the poor and their spiritual 

depravity.j"he Toronto Mission Union also focused the attention of its members on the 

spiritual condition of those in other parts of the world. In having the famous Presbyterian 

missionas, to China, Jonathan Goforth, as a mernber of its leadership cornmittee the Union was 

nor only able to teach about missions but offer real opportunities for its students to contribute 

financially and physically to the work o~erseas.~' The minutes of the Bible Class reveal, in fact, 

57 See "Mr. Blake Lau@s-' fiom the Globe, Dec. 27, 1889. Besides comrnenting on the attendance to these two 
events ( 150 to the adult gathenng and 270 to the children's party), the article describes the way in which Samuel 
Blake displayed his well-known sense of humour: "After the solid part of the entertainment. a programme was 
hrnished, the chef part of which was a reading by Mr. S.H. Blake of one of Dicken's Christmas Stones. Mr. Blake 
laughed so heartily and to such good purpose during the reading that for nearly an hour he had the audience in r o m  
of merriment - they laughed as they had not laughed before for many a day." 
c 8 The natement of faith is basic in its theology requinng a practical commitment to 8 essential doctrines: the divine 
inspiration of scripture, the incarnation, the fallen state of humanity, the need for spintual regeneration through 
Christ. justification by faith, the quest for holiness, the process of sanctification, and the atonement provided by the 
death and resurrection of Christ. See Constitution, O'Brien Papers. Box 1, Envelope 3 .  
j9 The emphasis on spiritual regeneration was clearly evident in a testimonial sent to Henry O'Brien frorn Elizabeth 
Pearman. dated March 2 1, 1892. Pearman was a former worker at the Union who went on to serve in a similar 
capacity in Chicago. Writing of her own recent experiences, Pearman's lener told the story of an encounter she had 
with two parents and their dying son in the poorest sections of Chicago. While the son laid on his be facing death 
Pearman explained the message of the gospel to him and "led him to Christ." Only after she was assured of the 
child's spiritual welfare did Pearman ask about his physical and materiai welfare. When she rerumed a few days later 
she found that the child had died but that he had told his mother to tell Pearman that she should not worry because 
"he knew he was going to Jesus and he knew Jesus would take him in." In the conclusion of her letter Pearman 
praised the Lord for the child. marveling that while he "had been a boot black and newsboy.. .for such as hirn is the 
kingdom prepared." Letter fiom Elizabeth Peman  to Henry O'Brien, March 2 1, 1892, O'Brien Papers, Box 1, 
Envelope 9. 
60 Goforth served as a worker with the Union while he attended Knox College in the rnid-1880s. His dedication to 
missions was duly noted by others, such as William Caven. A. Donald Macleod describes one encounter Caven had 
with Goforth: "Principal Caven once stopped Goforth and inquired as to how many families he had visited in Toronto 
the previous surnrner. 'Nine hundred and sixty,' was the reply. 'Well Goforth,' said the Principal, 'if you don't take 
any scholarships in Greek and Hebrew, at least there is one book that you-re going to be welI up in, and that is the 
book of Canadian human nature."' Goforth and his wife Rosalind, who met while working at the Union, left for 



that teachers and students involved with the Union contributed significantly larger portions of 

money to foreign missions than to domestic work? In one of his letters back to O'Brien and the 

Union Gofonh thanked the "teachers and the young folk" for the financial donation they had 

made to his ministq," and rejoiced that because of the money "thousands of books and tracts 

are in the hands of thousands of id01 wor~hi~ers. '"~ 

Although the spiritual welfare of individuals was the primary concern for the Union it 

was not the only one. Howland and other Union worken recognized an intrinsic link between 

the spiritual, mental, and physical faculties of the human being. As such, they viewed as 

necessary the establishment of institutions for the "aged, sick, friendless and helpless as adjuncts 

to practical mission ~ v o r k . ' * ~  One of the ministries organized by the Union was hospital 

visitation. "Visitors" were not only commissioned to help people cope with their physical 

ailments, but to seek spiritual solutions for them. This ministry was deeply influenced by both 

the Keswick teachinz and the holiness teaching of A.B. Simpson, founder of the Christian 

Alliance in the United  tat tes." Keswick teaching highlighted the virtue of physical suffenng by 

viewing it as an opportunity for the believer to share in Christ's suffenngs on the cross, and 

thereby to realize a higher state of holy living. Hospital workers saw visitation, then, as a 

China in 1887. A. Donaid Macleod, "Gofonh of China (1 859- 1936)," in Called to Witness: Profiles of Canadian 
Presbyterians vol. 2, Stanford W. Reid, ed.(Hamilton: Committee on History, Presbyterian Church in Canada, 1980). 
6 1 Bible Class Minutes, O'Brien Papers, Box 2, Envelope 8. 
62 Jonathan Goforth Ietter frorn Lui Chin% China, April 10, 1898. O'Brien Papers, Box 1 Envelope 6. 
63 Ibid., Box 1, Envelope 6. In his letter Goforth explains how instead of giving the books away fiee he sold thern for 
half price those who were interested. He argues that when people bought the books they were more eager to read 
them than when they were simply given to them. This is an interesting argument which disptays the "entrepreneurid 
savy" of the middle-class moral refomers - only those who would use the services provided by the reforrners 
deserved them. 
64 Toronto Mission Union Constitution, O'Brien Papers, Box 1, Envelope 17. 
65 For accounts of A.B. Simpson, his ideas on heaiing, and the emergence of the Christian and Missionary Miance 
Church see: Evearitt, Bodv and Soul: Evangelism and the Social Concem of A.B. Sirn~son; Darrel R. Reid, "Towards 
a Fourfold Gospel: A.B. Simpson, John Salmon, and the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canad%" in Aspects of 
Canadian Evangelicalism, George Rawlyk, ed. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996); 
Lindsay Reynolds, Footprints. 



process that benefited both the patient and the visitor; both were able to experience and even 

rejoice in Christ's sufferings. This idea of suffering was one that was even encapsulated in a 

"Hospital Sunday Hymn" Sung by the Union ~ o r k e r s . ~ ~  While Keswick teaching promoted a 

stoic attitude towards pain and suffering Simpson's preached the power of the believer to 

overcome sickness through faith in Christ. Simpson's emphasis on divine healing was shunned 

by many evangelicals in ~oronto," but was supported by Howland and John Salmon, both of 

whom, in 1889, combined forces to form the first Canadian chapter of the Christian Alliance, a 

broad association of believers that would eventually become the Christian and Missionaq 

Alliance denomination. 

Howland was also involved in more traditional enterprises that sought to address the 

plight of the poor in less ovenly religious ternis: one of these was the House of Industry. 

Founded in Toronto in 1837, the House of Industry was an organization that was active in three 

general areas. First, the House functioned as a permanent residence for the elderly and the sick 

who could not take care of themselves and who had no friends or farnily to help them. Secondly, 

the House offered temporary food and accommodation for the homeless poor and transients. 

Referred to as "casuals" in the records, this second group of inhabitants was often required to 

work in order to qualify for each day's food and lodging. The third function of the House was to 

provide food and fuel for families in the neighborhood who, despite a lack of resources, had 

rnanaged to maintain their own residences? While the House of Industry continued to serve in 

the initial capacity, its casual relief and out-door relief programs were eventually phased out as 

govemrnent became more involved in social welfare after the turn of the century. 

66 See Appendix. 
'' One of those who disapproved with Simpson's view was William Caven, another member of the conservative 
evangelical network and one of Simpson's former professors at Knox College. 



Since its creation in 1837 the House of Industry had promoted the view that the poor 

were to be heiped only if they demonstrated a willingness to help themselves. While poverty 

was looked upon as an inevitable reality, pauperism and the dependency on almsçiving that 

resulted from haphazard charity was considered counterproductive and even dangerous for the 

public good. This attitude continued to frame the programs offered by the House of Industry in 

the 1880's and 1890's when Howland was most involved. Howland, in fact, was very supportive 

of "systernatic benevolen~e,~ and voiced this publicly when he served as a witness for the Royal 

Labour Commission in 1887."' During his testimony Howland spoke out against the open 

immigration policies of Canada which allowed paupers living in the poor-houses of East London 

to corne to canada."' While acknowledging the need to assist those who had experienced 

misfcrtune, Howland suggested that the greatest problem with the poor immigrants was not that 

they *-were bad or dissipated people" but that they --did not know how to help themseives."" 

With the support of Howland and others, then, the House of Industry maintained a strict 

adherence to guidelines that ensured the industriousness of both its worken and those who were 

receiving aid. Rules were established to determine the eligibility of those seeking admission into 

the House for either temporary or permanent stays. Those who were ineligible for admission 

were classified as such for a vanety of reasons: either they were considered "depraved in their 

morals," could support themselves without substantial aid, had contag-ious disorden or required 

68 House of Industry Papers - Historical Background, SC 35, City of Toronto Archives. 
69 The tenn "systematic benevolence" is borrowed fiom Magney, "The Methodist Church and the National Gospel," 
23. 
70 Globe, December 1. 1887. Howland suggested to the Commission that Canada adopt the Amencan synem of 
immigration which stopped paupers at the border. Howland stated clearly that "People who are paupers should not 
be sent to Canada." Explaining his reasons for this position he stated "1 should be very sorry to limit any class for 
which there is any hope of their doing well, such as the trained boys from Dr. Bemardo's homes and other 
institutions." 
7 1 Ibid. Howland believed that the poor only needed free assistance in cases of misfortune. This, Howland believed, 
"was pnncipally occasioned by two causes - drinking and shiftlessness." 



medical attention, were mentally ill, or did not !ive in  oro ont o." Once admitted to the House 

inmates were required to follow a strict schedule that included moming and evening prayers. Al1 

of these rules were established to promote the physical, moral, and spiritual improvement of 

those who had to abide by them? Those who benefited from the out-door relief program were 

also subject to the strict rules of the House. After requesting aid from the House, applicants 

were visited by someone from the organization who would hear the case of the applicant. It was 

the job of these "visitors" to determine the eligibility of the applicant according to their material 

and moral conditions." Howland was just one of the conservative evangelicals who worked in 

th is capacity. 7' 

The involvement of conservative evangelicals in the House of Industry suggests that they 

continued to support more conventional avenues of reform. lt also suggests that the agenda and 

guidelines of the House corresponded with the socio-economic values esteemed by Howland and 

his associates. These evangelicals approached rninistry to the poor in the same way they pursued 

their interests as middle-class businessmen steeped in the tenets of liberal capitalisrn. While 

their "systematic benevolence" is open to cnticism for its innate patemalism, these men truly 

believed that it was their duty as Christian leaders to be proper stewards of their time and money. 

This meant that resources, regardless of whether they were financial or spiritual in nature, 

needed to be dispensed carefully to those who would use them to their fullest. For many of these 

"By-Laws. and Regulations of the House of Industry Adopted Novernber, 1887 with the Act of Incorporation and 
Arnending Act" (Toronto: Raswell and Hutchson Pnnters, 1887). Located in House of Industry Papen, SC 35. 
73 Physical, moral, and spintual purity were al1 emphasized in the house-mles for the inmates. Article XI of the Rules, 
for example, state that "Al1 the inmates who, under the advice of their spiritual advisers. do not object, shall anend 
moming and evening prayer." In almost the same breath the next article States that "No person shall be allowed to sit 
down to meals without appearing clean and properly washed." Rules, 12. 
74 See Ruies for Visitors, in "By-Laws, Rules, and Regulations." 9. 
75 Howland was also Manager of the House in 1884. Other conservative evangelicals who contributed financially to 
the organization were William Caven, Elmore Hams, Elias Rogers, S.R. Briggs, and Dyson Hague. 



evangelicals this attitude was reinforced by an ingrained Calvinistic outlook which assumed that 

those who failed to demonstrate any inclination for self-improvement were already lost. 

One group of city dwellers that warranted unconditional attention \vas juveniles. 

Children, according to Howland, deserved particular attention for a number of reasons. First, 

they were the most vulnerable to the risks posed by the urban environment. Like most middle- 

class Protestants in the Victorian era, conservative evangelicals believed that children needed to 

be nurtured and rnorally trained wvithin a secure family environment, a view that supplanted the 

iraditional Calvinistic emphasis on depravity7" When proper nurturing did not take place within 

the family, children became ill-equipped to deal with temptations offered by the urban sening 

and usually fell into lives of crime. A second reason for the network's emphasis on juveniles 

was that because of their naïvete and vulnerability, children were especially deserving of 

redemption. In their dealings with adults, conservative evangelicals were careful to provide only 

for those who demonstrated a need and a willingness for self-improvement. Children, on the 

other hand, were incapable of making life-style choices on their owvn and, therefore, more 

deserving to receive training and work towards self-improvement. 

Finally, conservative evangelicals also realized that the only way society would improve 

itself \vas if the next generation of citizens were trained at an early age to abide by certain moral 

-- p. 

76 Their belief in this philosophy distanced Canadian conservative evangelicals ffom the strict Calvinistic attitude 
toward children which held "that children were born in original sin and required either baptisirnai rite or a mature 
conversion experience to equip them for living new lives of purity and love." Allen, "The Background of the Social 
Gospel in Canada," 2 1 .  The importance of nurture in the nineteenth-century farnily is an area of great interest arnong 
historians. For the importance of the home in the progressive wing of the social gospel see Brian Fraser, The Social 
U~lifiers, 100- 105. For an account of the role of the Victorian mother in the nurturing process see Van Die, & 
Evangelical Mind. See also Colleen McDannelf, The Christian Home in Victorian America. 1840-1 900 
(Bloomington: University of Indiana Press. 1986) and E. Antony Rotundo, "Boy Culture: Middle Class Boyhood in 
Nineteenth-Centuv Arnerica," in Meaninns for Manhood: Constructions of Masculinitv in Victorian America Mark 
Carnes and Clyde Griffen, eds. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990. For an account of the importance of 
nurture in the lives of social gospelers see Susan Curtis, A Consumina Faith: The Social Gospel and Modem 
Arnerican Culture (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 199 1 ). 



standards. One of the most consistent and intense public campaigns these laymen waged ifas  to 

ensure that the education system in Ontario provided the necessary "moral" training7' Samuel 

Blake, a leader in this campaign, suggested that while leaming ?ut down to the root of conceit" 

by exposing the individual to the vastness of knowledge, it also curbed, restrained. and d e d  the 

cries for indulgence by the Moreover, education was seen to play a vital role in the 

formation of nationhood by equipping young people, and specifically young men. with the 

spiritual, moral, and mental tools to guide society towards "righteousness."7v 

Howland contributed to several programs that focused on the condition of urban children. 

One of these was the Children's Fresh Air Fund. a program organized in 1888 by John Joseph 

Kelso to allow poorer children to leave the environment of St. John's ward for a day-outinp on 

the waternO The first of these excursions, on June 27, 1888, staned with the collection of 

approximately 400 children in St. John's ward, and continued with a procession d o m  Yonge 

Street to the water culminating in a boat ride on Lake Ontario. The spectacle of 400 children 

marching down Yonge Street was made even grander by those who led the procession. At the 

front of the children were two of the leading humanitarians of the city, William Howland and the 

n Consemative evanyelical laymen were invotved in numerous controversy's concerning education. Among the most 
notable of these was the battle over Trinity College and its ties to High Anglicankm and the state. This controversy 
resulted in the creation of Wycliffe College. For an account of this controversy see Samuel H. Blake, Wvcliffe 
Coile~e: An Historical Sketch (Toronto: Wycliffe CoIIege, 19 10) and The Jubilee Volume of Wvcliffe Collese 
(Toronto: Wycliffe College, 1927). Blake was also involved in a campaip to rid the Univeristy of Toronto of higher 
criticism. Rather than argue from a religious or theological perspective, Blake, in 1909. wrote a public letter to the 
Chancellor of the University, Nathanael Burwash, in which he outlined the illegality of the teaching of "religious 
knowledge" in a state-fùnded educational institution. See Blake. The Teaching of Reliaious Knowledge in Universitv 
Colleee Ultra Vires (Toronto: Haynes Press, 1909). 
78 Blake, The Youn~: Men of Canada: A Lecture bv the Hon. Vice-Chancellor Blake (Toronto: B.J. Hill, 1876), 9 and 
26. 
79 ibid., 39. In his address to students at University College Blake continually exhorted his student audience to 
remember that "Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach to any people'' and reminded them that it was 
their duty to see that "'this exaltation is the lot of your land."' Blake's quote is in direct reference to Proverbs 14135. 
80 John Joseph Kelso was definitely conservative in his religious and social views and had a lot of contact with 
Howland and other laymen in the conservative evangeiical network. There is no indicatio~ however, that he was a 
premiknnialist, or that he  was involved in any of the other projects undenaken by the network. 





six months in 1883, there were 200 police coun convictions of children whose average age was 

between 1 1 and 1 I."" 

Although juvenile crime was a reality in ~ o r o n t o , ~  its embellishment by Howland was 

part of general lobby for a new reformatory system. By the 1880s it had become evident that 

conventional methods of dealing with juveniles was ineffective, and even damaging to the public 

good. While refomen implemented new rules, such as the licensing of newsboys,s7 to control 

the Street population, these proved only t empora~  solutions to a deeper problem: the Iack of a 

proper facility to house and reform juvenile delinquents. "Prior to the year 1887," Kelso 

explains, "the only institution in the Province dealing with vagrant and criminally disposed boys 

was the Ontario Reformatory in Penanguishene. and as this institution was intended for older and 

more hardened youths; a large field of work still remained entirely neglected."xx As a result of 

this flawed system, younger juveniles were not only convicted in the same marner as adults but 

placed in a reformatory with older cri min al^.^‘) Instead of reforming the impressionable young 

boys, cntics charged, the current systern only created hardened criminals and prepared them for 

lives of crime on the streets. 

Howland and his associates found a potential solution to juvenile crime in the 1884 

amendment to the dormant industrial Schools Act which broadened the scope of involvement in 

" Kelso. "Early History of Victoria Industrial School." Industrial Schools Association of Toronto Papers. MU 1409, 
Ontario Provincial Archives. 
86 See Susan Houston. "The 'Waifs and Strays' of a Late Victorian City: Juvenile Delinquents in Toronto," in 
Childhood and Familv in Canadian Histow, Joy Parr, ed. (Toronto: McLelland and Stewart, 1982). 
R7 Jones and Rutman. In the Children's Aid, 39-40. 
'' ~elso .  "Early Hinory of Victoria lndunrial School." 
fi9 Kelso and Blake both note that the process of Police Court convictions for juveniles was the same as it was for 
adults. This. according to the reformer, had lefi an indelible mark on the younger kids. See Kelso, "Early History of 
Victoria Industrial School," and Blake, I f  
the Prisoners' Aid Association, in the Metro~ofitan Church. Toronto (Reprinted fiom The Methodist Magazine and 
Review, 1 896). 



child refondo This Amendment, known as the Children's Protection Act, authorized school 

tnistees to "drlegate the poweq rights, and privileges conferred upon them conceming the 

establishment, control and management of an Industrial School to any philanthropic society 

incorporated under the 'Ontario Benevolent Societies ~ c t . ? " ~ '  The Children's Protection Act 

Las significant for h o  reasons: it not only broadened the involvernent and responsibility of the 

community in the lives of its disadvantaged children but also created a reciprocal association 

between the state and courts and the private charitable ~r~anizat ion.~ '  

In 1887, Howland and Beverly Jones, a lawyer and children's aid advocate, responded to 

this new Act by establishinç the Victoria Industrial School at Mimico, a small comrnunity just 

outside Toronto. Victoria School was, in the words of its first historian, J.J. Kelso, "established 

to provide a home and special training for homeless and neglected boys under 14 years of age 

and originally in its work was confined to Toronto as an auxiliary of the City schooi~."~' 

Howland saiv Victoria's purpose as providing corrective education in the provision of both 

academic instruction and industrial training. While regular academic courses were taught in 

anthmetic, reading: and witing, the focus of the school was on providing training in areas such 

as carpentry, tailonng, pri nting, shoe-makinç, laundiy work and pressing, the baking of bread, 

W The Industriai SchooIs Act was initialty passed in 1874. As the first attempt by government to cunail child abuse 
and neglect, this Act. arnong other things, gave public schools the "right to establish residential, custodial. and 
educational institutions for certain categones of problem children." Jones and Rutman, In the Children's Aid, 27-28. 
While this act was welcomed by child aid advocates, it failed to generate any tangible action on the part of the school 
boards. 
9 1 Kelso. "The EarIy History of Victoria lndustrial School." 
92 Jones and Rutman, In the Children's Aid, 29. See aiso Richard B. Splane, Social Welfare in Ontario 179 1- 1893 - A 
Studv of Public Welfare Administration (Toronto: University of Torcnto Press, 1965), 254. Of this new rdationship 
between private and public interests Splane states that the main eiements were: provincial IegisIation and supervision. 
together with some financial support by way of annual grants; municipal financial responsibility for maintenance 
payments for children committed to the schools and for the provision of teaching staff, the right of the municipality to 
make türther grants, and the right to representation on the board of the philanthropic society formed to develop and 
operate the schools; and private participation in initiating, developing. operating. and financine the institutions within 
the tiamework of provincial taw," 254. 
9s Kelso. ''The Early History of Victoria Industrial School." 



cakes and pastry, and farming.'" By workinp in these areas, students not only leamed a strong 

work ethic but also contributed to their own material well-being while at the ~chool .~* The 

comprehensive program at Victoria Industrial School also paid "careful attention to the 

development of the spiritual and moral side of children's natures in the hopes of compensating in 

some measure for the lack of these elements in their previous home training."% One subtle way 

in which the development of morals kvas conveyed was by allowing students a relative degree of 

freedom, at least in cornparison with the prison system. Although he kvas aware that this 

freedom \vas ofien taken advantage of by students bent on running away, Kelso stated 

confidently that "There is little virtue in followinç the right path unless a wong path lies 

open."97 

For Howland and like-rninded refonners the most critical aspect of child development 

was environment. More than an institution, the Victoria Industrial School was seen by its 

founders as a safe and secure "world" in which troubled juveniles could receive the proper 

nurture they had lacked in their own homes. The first necessary ingredient for creating this 

world was rescuing the boys from the unclean urban centre and placing them in the pure, natural 

environment of the rural hinterland? A second important ingredient in establishing this secure 

world was the re-creation of a family environrnent. Upon amival students were placed in a 

"cottage" under the care of a matron and guard who acted as 'mother' and 'father' of the 

'family' and who endeavoured to have "the home feeling restored and implanted in the breast of 

'' Tbid. 
95 Ibid. Victoria was a partially self-sustaining cornrnunity that depended on the work of its students to produce a 
great deal of the necessary supplies. 
% Ibid. 
97 rd 3 Annual Report of Victoria Industrial Schooi, October 19. 1889. Industrial Schools Association o f  Toronto 
Papers, General Correspondence, MU 1409. 

When it was opened in 1887 the School was situated on 20 acres of f a d a n d .  The school eventuaily expanded to 
50 acres, consisting o f  a number of buildings, including a gymnasium named Howland Mernorial Hall. 



each boy."" While recoçnized as a poor substitute for the natural family, the cottage system was 

seen by reformers as essential to the studentos own reintegration into the community 

Despite its early successes as a reformatory for younç juveniles, circumstances outside 

the School's control forced it to significantly alter its initial program. Present throughout the 

Victoria School's early existence was an uneasy relationship between its private sponsors and 

the provincial govemment. The school was founded on the idea that government and pnvate 

charitable organizations would work jointly in its administration. Initially, Howland and other 

reformers iooked to the govemment for only minimal financial support. Kelso notes that the 

"per capita grant of one dollar per day for each child committed only provided the ordinary 

upkeep without allowing for capital expenditures on buildings and machinen."""' With linle 

government involvement Howland and his associates were able to fashion Victona School's 

program as they had envisioned it. The stable environment they created at Mimico received a 

permanent setback, however, when the government imposed its own agenda on the institution in 

the 1890's. Two related developments particularly affected the School. Fint, in 1894 the 

povernrnent closed the Pentanguishene Reformatory thus putting more pressure on Victona 

School to accept larger numbers of older juveniles. Then, in an attempt to deal with the larger 

numben of boys the School was forced to depend more heavily on govemment assistance. 

According to Kelso these two developments resulted in the substitution of the voluntaristic spirit 

with the systemization of a bureaucratic institution.lO' 

99 Splane, Social Welfare in Ontario, 253. 
1 WJ Kelso, "The Early History of Victoria Industnal School." 
101 In his account of the early years of Victoria School and of child aid in general Kelso laments the bureaucratization 
of social welfare. In his opinion the worst thing to happen in this field was the loss of the voluntanstic, philanthropie 
spirit and its emphasis on individuais rather than on larger organizationai structures. 



The evolution of Victoria Industrial School into a govemment institution highlights some 

of the values Howland and other conservative evangelicals considered essential to their reform 

efforts. While cognizant of the need for increased state intervention, Howland believed that the 

old voluntanstic spirit of nineteenth-century evangelicalism was the most efficient and effective 

means of dealing with social problems. Unlike radical social reformes whose organic view of 

society abated distinctions behveen the state and the individual, conservative evangelicals 

maintained a classical liberal idea of govemment that saw the institution as a source for primary 

aid only when called upon by individuals. Too much government intervention in social reform, 

Howland believed, only stymied the necessary motivation for communal action. For one thing 

increased government intervention resulted in the greater dependency of "victims" on the state. 

For juveniles. this often meant that they would have to "carry the mark of state yardianship" for 

the rest of their lives. '(" In addition, greater state intervention, according to Howland, prevented 

concemed citizens from serving others out of persona1 spiritual and moral conviction. 

While the refonnation of juveniles was considered an essential preventative to the 

development of older, more senous criminals, consewative evangelicals did not abandon or 

ignore the condition of adult felons. Afier witnessinç the conditions of the prison system 

firsthand, Blake, Howland and another laver ,  J.G. Hodgins, decided to form an organization 

that would address the problem of prison reform more d i r e ~ t l y . ' ~ ~  With Howland acting as its 

first president, "" the Prisoners' Aid Association was founded in the 1870s to serve convicts on 

' O 2  Kelso, Earlv Hinon, of the Humane and Children's Aid Movement, 42. 
'O3 Blake and Howland became f k l i a r  with the condition of the ptison synern through the bible studies, Sunday 
School classes, an religious services they held in the Central Prison. They continued to minister through these 
meetings throughout their lives. 
'0.1 For brief account of the creation of the Prisoner's Aid Association see Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope," 241 -243. The 
rnost active years of the organization began in the mid-1880s afler Blake replaced Howland as president. Splane 
suggests that Blake "appears to have been able to devote more attention to the work than Howland, who was mayor 
of Toronto during this period." Splane, Social Welfare in Ontario, 186. 



two levels. On an individual basis, the Association helped pnsonen reenter society after their 

release by maintainine a lodging house that provided accommodation and employment 

workshops. In addition to providinç training, the Association also provided jobs for refomed 

criminals, often in companies, like the Willard Tract Society, that were owned by rnembers of 

the net-work. 'O5  

The Association also worked in the prisoners' best interests by promoting change at the 

institutional level."" Besides lobbying for greater distinctions between juvenile and adult 

offenders, the Prisonen' Aid Association petitioned for the proper classification of adult 

prisoners according to the severity of their crimes. The problem with the existing penal -stem, 

it was observed, wvas that al1 prisoners, reçardless of their crime, were placed in a general block. 

Prison refom advocates argued that this system served as a breedinç ground for more serious 

criminal behaviour: p e g  thieves who entered prison came out as seasoned veterans afier 

spending time wvith hardened criminals. The Association suggested twvo remedies to this system: 

separation and work. 6 y  placing crirninals in their own individual cells, Blake and others 

argued, prisoners would be "separated from contamination" and "from the power of 

c~ntarninatin~."'~' The Association also felt that enforced labour by al1 prisoners would prevent 

a "prison culture" from taking hold of inmates and deter potential repeat offenden from 

committing further crime upon release. In a cnticism that continues to resonate with today7s 

consemative evangelicals, Blake charged that afier a few expenences in the existing system, 

IO5 Doran makes special note of the released criminals who were placed by the Prisoner's Aid Association with the 
Willard Tract Depository. He explains, "That the heathen might be saved, and that there should be available 
dividends devoted to the fiee distribution of tracts among the unregenerate at home, al1 ernployees were paid just 
enough to keep body aiid sou1 together As a measure of economy and mercy, we drew upon the Prisoner's Aid 
Society for our Male help. These men were refomed just long enough to find themselves employed." Doran, 
Chronicles of Barabbas, 9. 
106 Many of the ideas that the Prisoners' Aid Association endorsed came out of its participation in the Congres of the 
National Prison Association held in 1887. 



inmates came to regard the gaol "not as a place of punishment, to be carefully shunned, but as a 

club or hotel, where they are comfortably housed, clothed, and fed, at the public expense of 

i -.- '08 

Howland and his conservative evangelical associates also concerned themselves with the 

refonnation of female cnminals. Adult female prisoners were provided for through the Prison 

Gate Mission, an organization that was founded in 1878 by the Gao1 Cornmittee of the Women's 

Christian Association but which operated under the auspices of the Toronto Mission Union.Io9 

Like the Prisoners' Aid Association, the Pison Gate Mission focused on rehabilitating 

discharged female prisoners through the provision of employment counseling and placement, as 

well as food and accommodation at the Haven, a women's rescue home owned by the 

~ i s s i o n . " "  Like that of the Prisoner's Aid Association, the program of the Mission was also 

agi-essive in its evangelistic tone. Bible studies were held in "the City Jail every Thursday 

afternoon, in the Mercer Reformatory every Thursday evening, and in the Haven every Thursday 

afiernoon and on Sunday afiernoon and evening.""' Workers were also sent out by the Mission 

to visit women in both the Maternity Hospital and the "Locked Ward" in the General Hospital. 

The success of the Mission was evident in the fact that between 1883 and 1893 it was forced to 

expand the Haven, increasing its capacity significantly. Howland along with Blake, O'Brien and 

-- - --  

1 O7 Blake, Our Faulty Gaol Svstern, 3.  
'O8 Ibid.. 6. The Association continued to petition for these changes well afier they fira presented them to the Royal 
Commission on the Prison and Reformatory System of Ontario in 1890. Splane, Social Welfare in Ontario, 188. 
109 See Sawatsky for bnef description of this ministry. Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope." 245-248. 
"O Howland was instrumental in founding a similar home for women in Ottawa called the Home for Fnendless 
Women. See Sharon Anne Cook, "Throu~h Sunshine and Shadow": The Women's Christian Temuerance Union, 
Evaneelicalisrn. and Reforrn in Ontario. 1874-1930 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1995), 
161. 
' ' ' Sawatsky, "Blessed Hope,'' 246. 



other conservative evangelicals contributed significant portions to the financing of these 

projects. ' " 
The Alexander School was another institution founded and directed by Howland. 

Modeied on the Victoria Industnal School, Alexander School provided an "al1 round 'home' 

training" for juvenile girls w h o  had either nin into problems with the law or had been subjected 

to abuse in some manner. While at Alexander School girls received instruction in both regular 

academic subjects and practical home economics. Unlike the progam at Victoria School which 

trained boys for work in the public realm, Alexander School focused its attention on preparing 

girls for work in the private realm of the home. After receiving instruction in math, reading, and 

writing, students spent the other haif of the day leaming the basics of cooking, gardening, 

milking, feeding chickens, se ing ,  dressmaking, fancy work, including knitting, crochetinç and 

embroidery, and choral class."' Al1 of these courses were designed to meet the goals of the 

school: "the development of true womanhood, industrial, physical, intellectual, moral and 

~~ i r i tua l . " "~  The school's administrators considered it their duty to not only l i f i  their students 

out of the "low sphere" from which they came? but to surround them with influences of "culture, 

in speech, modesty, manners, dress, çeneral deportment, cleanliness and the feminine virtues in 

general," thereby equipping thern for life as respected, morally upnght, middle-class wornen.'" 

The program at Alexander School reflected the Victorian ideal of womanhood espoused 

by the conservative evangelical network. Howland's own involvement in projects such as the 

Alexander School, as well as his stated opinions on women, provide access to this "ideal" and 

"' Sawatsky notes that Blake was also one of the speakers at the official opening of the new wing completed in 1883. 
fiid.,  247. 
"' Kelso, ''The Early Hinory of Victoria Lndunrial School." 
"' bid. 
I l 5  Ibid. 



suggest ways in which consemative evangelicals appropriated it in their reliçious and social 

activism. Like most middle-class Protestants of the time, Howland believed that the foundation 

of a nation was located in the moral fortitude of the single family home; the political and 

economic strength of a nation could only be measured in direct correlation with the moral 

strength of its family units.'lh This notion corresponded directly with the division of labour that 

placed women in charge of the "private sphere,'- and men in charge of the "public." Middle- 

ciass men did not consider this division of labour restrictive, but rather empowering for women 

because it placed them in a position of influence that extended well beyond the confines of the 

home. As Clyde Gnffen suçgests in reference to the United States, by acting as managers of the 

home and 

nation. As 

moral teachers of the Young, women were seen to control the very destiny of the 

he explains, 

Al though evangelicals presumed male authority in the famil y, gender- 
defined division of labor, and separate spheres, they also believed 
devoutly that economic life must be govemed by moral values, that 
individual and collective righteousness ought to be sustained by public 
policy, and that the gentler vinues should be applied wherever possible 
in human relationships. The wider world should be made more like the 
home. ' l7  

Howland's attitude towards lower-class, working women was decidedly patronizing in 

tone; often he regarded them as victims and weak individuals who, for any number of reasons, 

had fallen shon of virtuous womanhood. This attitude was an offspring of Howland's notion 

that women were the "weaker vessel," a belief that was accepted by most evangelical men at this 

time, and one that was even beginning to shape legislation at the federal level. One of the 

116 Karen Dubinsky, "'Maidenly Girls' or 'Designing Wornen'? The Crime of Seduction in Tum-of-the-Century 
Ontario," in Gender Conflicts: New Essavs in Women's Histoy, Francis lacovetta and Mariana Valverde, eds. 
(Toronto: University of  Toronto Press, 199Z), 32. 



clearest expressions of this idea was encapsulated in the Seduction Act of 1886. First introduced 

in 1886 by John Charlton, this Act proclaimed that "in certain situations there could be no 

consent to sexual relations.""' The underlying premise of this Act was that women were 

vulnerable and needed to be protected from the sexual appetites of men by the government and 

the court. While not explicit, HowlandYs support for the general sentiments of the Seduction Act 

were made evident in his own report on working women to the Royal Commission on Labour. 

One of the central issues facing the Commission was the pliçht of women workers. 

Despite cominç from two di fferent perspectives, the two ideological camps involved in the 

proceedings voiced a geater concem for "the rnorality of the women who were swept up in the 

process of industrial g~owth" than for the need to curtail improper male behaviour in the work 

place or facilitate female ~nionization.~" In his own contribution to the Commission, Howland 

echoed this concem by charactenzing working women as victims, "a helpless class" subject to 

the whims of geedy industrialists. According to Howland, the only way fair treatrnent of 

women in the work place would be achieved was if government regulation was espanded. Even 

though in principle he eschewed increased state intervention, Howland saw govemment 

regulation of the female workforce as necessary for the reason that while men could combine to 

protect themselves, working wornen and girls were a helpless class. "" 

Howland's testimony before the Commission also highlighted the two options open for 

women as a response to their exploitation in the workplace. One way women responded to harsh 

working conditions, Howland noted, was through prostitution. While recognizing that poverty 

117 Clyde Griffen, "Reconstructing Masculinity from the Evangelical Revival to the Waning of Progressivism: A 
Speculative Synthesis," in Meanings for Manhood: Constmctions of Masculinity in Victoria America, Mark C. 
Carnesa.nd Clyde Griffen, eds. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1990). 187. 
118 Dubinsky, "' Maideniy Girls' or ' Designing Women, "' 34. 
119 Ibid., p. 3 1. 



was a major deteminant in influencing women to seek employment in this area, Howland di11 

maintained that women who took this approach did so in order to gain an "easier way of life." 

As Carol y n Strange has recentl y observe& by simultaneous1 y raising and discounting the 

economic rationale for prostitution, Howland thus "declared his belief, typical of evangelical 

reformers, that workingclass women's 'rooted laziness' was the real cause of the problem."''l 

In the final analysis prostitution was an option only for those girls who "had no good training" or 

supervision and who chose to abandon a moral livelihood for one of leisure. 

On the other hand, Howland praised the working women who chose the second possible 

response to exploitation: perseverance. Believing that "a good woman would prefer death to 

prostitution,"''2 he extolled the ability of working women to endure their hardships. In reporting 

his own findings to the Commission he singled out sewing girls and shop girls as a class "wonhy 

of al! respect." ''? ln his opinion it was '~wonderful how bravely they fought the battle of life and 

how honrstly and decently they lived."'" When attempting to explain the moral fortitude of this 

group, he attnbuted their steadfastness to the fact that most of them had corne from "the 

country,'' where the virtues of true womanhood had not yet been challenged by industrialization 

and where ~ i r l s  were still being nurtured by morally astute mothers. 

Howland's contribution to the Royal Commission highlights the contradiction that 

esisted in the consemative evangelelical attitude towards lower-class women. While women who 

endured hardship without falling victim to imrnorality were considered deserving of praise and 

"O Ibid. 
"' Carolyn Strançe. Toronto's Girl Problern: The Perils and Pleasures of the Citv. 1880-1930 (Toronto. University of 
Toronto Press. 1 995). 35. 
122 Globe, ~ecernber 1 .  1887. 
'23 ibid. 
'*' Ibid. 



assistance, **faIlen wornen" who chose the -*easierq' path could only be pitied.I2j WhiIe 

recognizing that political and economic changes were necessary on a larger scale, Howland and 

other conservative evangelicals still held working women ultimately responsible for their o\vn 

plight. What was really needed to ensure better labour practicrs was working women who were 

properly trained and nunured and who were able to raise the moral standards of al1 those around 

them, including their employers. 

Howland's view of middle-class, evangelical Protestant women was decidedly more 

complex than his view of working-class women. Recent histoncal works on gender and 

evangelical ism in the late nineteenth and earl y twentieth centuries have not only underscored the 

effect that the changing ideas of womanhood had on conservative evangelicals, but also the 

ambiguity of their response to these developmcnts. "' Where some historians have argued that 

the empowerment of women was perceived as a threat,"' and others have countered that 

wornen's involvement in the church and in society \vas actually promoted,"R Margaret Bendroth 

has effectively demonstrated the ambiguity of the changing gnder  definitions adopted by 

conservative evangelicals. Howland's own views of women supports this latter view. 

12' Strange notes that in the first decades of its work the Y. W.C.A. was also operated on the principle of two classes 
of women: "respectable" and "fallen" See Strange, Toronto's Girl Problem, 17. 
126 For a historicai debate on the role of women in tum-of-the-century American evangelicaiism see: Margaret 
Lamberts Bendroth, Fundamentalism and Gender. 1875 to the Present (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 
Betty DeBerg Unaodlv Women: Gender and the First Wave of American Fundamentalism (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press. 1990). Michael Hamilton. "Women, Public Ministry, and American Fundamentaiism, 1920- 1950," Reliaion and 
American Culture 3 (Surnmer 1993). 17 1 - 196, and Janette Hassey, No Time For Silence: Evaneelical Women in 
Public Ministw Around the Tum of the Century (Grand Rapids: Academie Books. 1986). 
127 DeBerg argues that late nineteenth century conservative evangelicals were just as intolerant of women in 
leadership roles as fundarnentaiists were in the 1920's. Both saw the increased involvement of women in both secular 
and sacred rnatters a threat to Christian orthodoxy. and consequently, the masculine, Victorian "separate sphere 
culture." 
12% Hassey argues that women were at the forefront of conservative evangelical activities in the late nineteenth century 
and that the men in leadership promoted this involvement. She also contends that this rnutual partnership dissipated 
with the rise of fùndarnentalism in the 1920's. Hamilton argues that women were involved in leadership in 
conservative evangelical and fùndarnentalist circles from the late nineteenth century through to the mid twentieth. 



On a broader, political level, Howland was unabashed in his support of an expanded 

franchise for women. In 1884 the Ontario Govemment passed legislation which allowed 

unmamed women and widows with the necessary property qualifications to vote in municipal 

elections."' The election of 1886, won handily by Howland, was the first time women exercised 

this nght. General consensus among political pundits was that the female vote was instrumental 

in bringing Howiand to power. This came as no surprise to observers as most knew that the 

middle-class women "could be depended upon to vote for purity, rnorality, and domestic 

happiness was axiomatic in the accepted version of Victonan wornanho~d." '~~ It was 

Howlandgs temperance crusade and his quest for moral reform that consolidated the support of 

this bloc of female voters.13' Although content with the outcome of the election, Howland 

continued to lobby for an even broader franchise that included "mamed women whose names 

are on the rolls and who have propeny that should be represented."'" 

While Howland's cal1 for greater political participation by middle-class women was 

undoubtedly shaped by his own political aspirations, it was also indicative of his view of women 

as coequals in the fight against immorality. Howland recognized that women were the most 

concemed about moral reform and the most willing to devote al1 of their energies to the cause; 

he also realized that they had the most time to give to the numerous reform organizations. This 

was made strikingly clear to him when he considered the extent of female involvement in the 

various programs established by the network."' Howland also praised the work that women 

129 The property fianchise in civic elections at this time was based on $400.00 worth of real estate or the equivalent. 
See Morton, Mavor HowIand, 8-9 and Victor Loring Russell, Mavors of Toronto vol. 1 (Erin, Ontario: The Boston 
Mills Press, 1982), 1 12-1 15 for assessrnent of the roie of the female vote in Howland's mayoral victory. 
130 Monon, Mavor Howland, 9. 
131 For an account of the Women's Christian Temperance Union see Sharon Cook. 
132 See "Mayor's Inaugural Address, 1887" in William H Howland Biographical File, City of Toronto Archives. 
133 Although men assumed most of the formal leadership positions in the various organizations, many of the 
programs, particularly those which served women excIusively, were run by women. Ofien the women who assumed 



who served with the Salvation ~ r r n y , ' ~ "  Women's Christian Temperance Union, and the 

different Missions Halls throughout the world were doinç for the cause of evangelism. Unlike 

many wornen who, in Howiand's opinion, had become enamoured with the Icisure culture of the 

day, those who were serving under the auspices of these various organizations were seen to be 

making significant contributions to society by conceming themselves with the souls of the 

unsaved. Describing a meeting of postal and telegraph workers in London, England organized 

and Ied by female worken, Howland observed that there "were no tea and cakes, no glowing 

reports, no glori-ing speeches; but two eamest preachers spoke on the higher Christian life of 

holiness, to an intensely interested audience, and souk were saved that r~ight." '~~ Howland also 

celebrated the work of female evangelists such as Bertha Wright, the popular revivalist and 

ambassador of the Women's Christian Temperance Union in eastem Ontario. ''" 
Howland's open support for women in the area of moral and spiritual refom was not 

unqualified. His endorsement of these women was predicated on three essential conditions. 

First, the women Howland supported in the moral and spintual crusade were of the middle class 

who acted within the boundanes of Victorian wornanhood. What was important to Howland was 

not whether or not women were allowed to assume a greater role in the mission of the church, 

but whether or not they did so in a way that did not threaten the standards of female propnety. 

Secondly, the women preachers and evangelists Howland supported worked within what he 

considered a sound, conservative theological system. While Howland gloried in the thousands of 

leadership roles were the wives or even daughters o f  those men in control. The wives of William Howland, Elmore 
Harris. and C.S. Gzowski, Jr., for example. were often placed on leadership cornmitrees. Howland's daughter was 
also a prominent member o f  the cornmittee that oversaw the Prison Gate Mission and Haven. 
135 For an account o f  the involvement of Canadian women in the Salvation Army see Marks, Revivals and Roller 
Rinks. - 
132 Howland, "Women Preaching: A Sign of the Last Days," Faithfbl Witness (June 14, 1890). Appears in Lindsiy 
Reynolds, Foot~iints, Appendix 14. 
136 For a detailed account of Bertha Wright's career see Sharon Cook, Through Sunshine and Shadow. 



souls that were being saved by women preachers,'37 he did so cautiously, never allowing his 

orthodox theology to be compromised. Thus, when characterizing evangelists such as Wright, 

Howland emphasized the fact that they "are al1 gospelers; they have neither difficulties 

conceming, nor respect for, the higher criticism. Evolution has no place in their t h e ~ l o ~ . " ' ~ '  

Finally, Howland's suppon for the work of Chnstian women stemmed directly from his 

premillennialist belief system. As a premillennialist he believed quite simply that the "principle 

sign of the last days would be the preaching of the Gospel by ~ o r n e n . ? " ~ ~  The advancement of 

women in Chnstian reform was not only to be celebrated as a sign of renewal in the church, 

therefore, but as prelude to the Second Coming of Christ. 

The cornplex, and in many ways contradictory, view of middle-class women espoused by 

Howland and other conservative evangelicals was one that reflected their ovm inability to corne 

to tems with changing gender roles in modem society. While these men allowed for some 

ernpowement of women in the church, they did so only within the bounds of a traditional 

middle-class, evanpelical value system and with the idea that this trend \vas a "temporary" and 

necessa- aberration until the imminent return of Christ. On a broader scale, this view of women 

also reveals the tension in the approach conservative evangelicals took to social reform in 

general. These men recognized the need for change in existing social structures but were 

unwvilling to completely abandon the main tenets of their traditional revivalistic ideology. In 

their opinion, this belief systern still had the relevancy and the paver to redefine the new, urban 

society. 

'" ibid.. 546. 
138 Ibid., 549. 
'" Ibid., 5 4 4 .  



When viewed on the broader continuum of social refom it is, in many ways, both 

understandable and perplexing why the efforts of this network of evangelicals have ofien been 

overlooked and even dismissed by historians. ln their diagnosis and prescription of social ills 

this group often advanced a çuarded approach that sought resolution to new problems through 

the reinforcement of an older value system. Although they were, in some instances, able to 

adapt this system to the peculiar environment of the modem city, their strong cornmitment to 

what one historian has labeled, a traditional "revivalist-industrialist~~ worldview, oflen prevented 

conservative evanglicals from procuring endunng, substantive change. '"O In hindsight, their 

efforts to refom society can also be viewed as an effort by one group to reassert its control over 

a rapidly changing community. l'" Howland and other conservative evangelicals certainly had a 

particular social and economic vision for Toronto and Canada, and were determined to use 

various means to ensure that society adhered to it.'"' 

The extent to which Howland and conservative evangelicals were active in the 

community, however, suggests that they did affect change in socirty, and that they warrant 

140 For an insightfiil analysis of this "rekivalist-industnalist" worldview, see Wauzzinski, Between God and Gold. 
hrbwing that "industriatism was at root driven by a reliyious irnperative" (3  1). Wauuinski suggests that the mamage 
of evangelicalism and industrial-capitalisrn was deep-seeded, and located in the simultaneous maturation of both in the 
nineteenth century. By the end of the nineteenth century, a shift in the "revivalist-industnalist" worldview took place 
with industrial capitalism assuming control of the relationship. Evangelicalism becarne "incorporated and eventually 
"lost the ability to transfom culture because it failed to see the ultimate demands of Industriaiism" (54). As a result, 
evangelidism became a "culturally captive" religion. 
141 The "social control" interpretation of reform has ben  a papuIar one in American hinoriography. It postdates 
that reform movements are designed "by elite groups seeking to control and manipulate the poor in order to benefit 
the upper class and promote economic and social stability." Men F. Davis, S~earheads for Reform: the Social 
Settlements and the Proeressive Movement 1890-1 9 14 (New Brunswick, NJ. : Rutgers University Press, 1967). xx. 
A variation of the theory is advanced by Roben Wiebe, The Search for Order 1877-1 920 (New York: Hill and Wang 
1967). Two other key works in this area are Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of Consewatism: A Reinterpretation of 
American Historv. 1900- 19 16 (New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1 963) and Frances F. Piven and Richard A. 
Cloward, Re-latine the Poor: The Functions of Public Welfare (New York: Pantheon, 197 1 ). Another variation of 
this interpretation is provided by Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America 1 820- 1920 
142 Mariana Valverde suggests that moral refom cannot be looked at only in "social control" ternis. According to 
Valverde, "Social purity was a campaign to regulate moraiity, in particular semai morality, in order to preserve and 
enhance a certain type of human Iife. It was not merely a campaign to punish and repress." See Valverde, The Age 



historical aîtention. In her evaluation of temperance crusades in early nineteenth-century 

Canada, Jan Noel suggests that it is misleading to pomay social refomers as self-serving. 

According to Noel, the indignation of temperance workers was indeed nghteous for they "were 

attacking not just a syrnptorn of misery but one of its root  aus ses."'"^ Similarly, although 

conservative evangelicals in the late nineteenth century are ofien dismissed as moralizers who 

focused on ameliorating behavioural rather structural deficiencies, the fact is that many of the 

problems they attempted to address were serious and legitirnate public concems. Finally, to 

sugest, as social control theorists would, that the primary impetus behind the social activism of 

these laymen was economic in nature is to disparage their genuine and fervent desire to act out 

their religious beliefs . 

The social activism of conservative evangelical reformers has funher been dismissed for 

its emphasis on individual, spiritual salvation. That consemative evangelicals did elevate the 

cause of evangelisrn above social refom is evident. Yet, this cornmitment to spiritual 

regeneration did not proscribe any concem for the physical and environmental conditions of the 

community. As Timothy Smith has sho\vn, embedded in the revivalist tradition was a strong 

sense of noblesse oblige that focused attention on societal need~. ' "~  Moreover, these ladmen 

embraced a practical theology that insisted on moral responsibility, and therefore compelled 

them to address al1 the needs of society. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, a new 

element in revivalism, Keswick holiness, considered public service essential to the sanctification 

of the individual believer. This teaching also held that salvation itself was more than an 

instantaneous, spiritual event; it was a process that required the submission of body, soul, and 

of Lioht. S o a ~ .  and Water: Moral Reforrn in Enelish Canada 1885- 1925 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 199 1 ), 
24. 
143 Noel, Canada Dry, 6. 



spirit to a disciplined life. Translated to the communal level, this belief system offered a holistic 

view of refonn that called for the "physical" as well as the "moral," and "spiritual" redemption 

of society . 

Not only have historians and critics largely overlooked the influences of Keswick 

holiness, they have a h  failed to realize that the premillennialist belief system held by 

conservative evangeIicals served equally as a stimulant for social refom. In his important 

treatise, Christianity and the Social Crisis, Walter Rauschenbusch, the exponent of early 

twentieth-century social Christianity, decried the "number of Christian bodies and.. . individuals 

who have systematized the apocalyptic ideas of iater Judaism and early Christianity and have 

7,135 made them fundamental in their religious thought. Besides "placing themseives artificially 

in the attitude of mind which primitive Christianity took naturally," these Christians were, 

accordinç to the social gospeler, suppressinç the mission of the church by perpetuating a 

historical pessimism that was '-a drad weight against any effort to mobilize the moral forces of 

Christianity to share in the modem social mo~ernent."'~" 

While Rauschenbusch was more plaintive than captious in his critique of popular 

apocalyptic thinking,'" his remarks have resonated, nevertheless, with historians who have 

continued to ponray premillennialists as non-involved and linle-concemed individualists "who 

folded their a m s  in anticipation of the Lord's retum and let their dying world pass them by.""'" 

In suppon of this view, histonans have frequently referred to one of the most famous lines from 

144 Timothy L. Smith, Revivdism and Social Refom. 
"" Walter Rauschenbusch. Christianitv and the Social Cnsis (London: Macmillan. 1910). 202. 
'a ibid., 203. 
147 Rauschenbusch recognized and respected the evangelistic zed that many premillennialists displayed. In his 
opinion, this made their views al1 the more pathetic because these men had "a nobler ingredient of social hope for 
humanity than urdinary Christians" (203). 
148 Weber, Livina in the Shadow of the Second Corning, 66. 



D. L. Moody: "1 look upon this world as a wrecked vessel. God has given me a lifeboat and said 

- -y I - tV  to me, 'Moociy, save al1 you can. From this perspective has emerged a "two-party" 

paradigm which submits that premillennialism fostered a "private," disengaged f o m  of 

e~an~elicalisrn."~' While other evangelicals advanced a "public" Chn'stianity that focused on the 

present world, socially dislocated evangelicals who adopted this "private" fonn of 

evangelicalism tumed inward and focused on the world yet to corne rather than on the current 

one they felt was passing them by. According to Jean Miller Schmidt, the choice for 

evangelicals in the late nineteenth and early hventieth centuries was thus a simple one: either 

"save souls" or Save the 'ksocial order."15' 

The two party-paradigm fails to appreciate, however, that behind the apocalyptic image. 

of premillennialist rhetonc was an essential optimisrn that \vas fueled by the "moral and salvific 

meaning of the Lord's retum," a stimulant for social action that was similar to the "surge of 

1-19 As quoted in Jean Miller Schmidt, Souls or the Social Order: The Two-Paw Svstem in Amencan Protestantism 
(Brooklyn. New York: Carlson Publishing, 1991 ), 46. 
150 Amonç the first to articulate this paradigm were Aaron .4bell and Henry May. They saw rhe evangeIicals response 
to industrialkation as two-pronged: while conservatives remained committed to revivaiism, liberals offered a radically 
new form of evangelicalism that actively engaged modem culture. This dichotomy was first advanced in terms of a 
"private" versus "public" paradigm by Martin Marty and Jean Miller Schmidt. See Abell. The Urban Im~act  on 
American Protestantisrn. May, Protestant Churches and Industrial Amenca; Manin E. Marty, Righteous Empire: The 
Protestant Ex~enence in America (New York: Dial Press. 1970); Jean Miller Schmidt, Souls or the Social Order. 
"' Other historical works have slightly modified the two-party paradigm by arguinç that a "great reversal" occurred 
in premillennialists' social attitudes around the tum-of-the-century, and that earlier premillennialists were ofien 
anxious to deal with the needs of the new urban environment. David Moberg was the first to contend that the 
premillennialist worldview did not oppose social reform until the early twentieth century when reform becarne 
synonymous with the social gospel. Nevertheless, even in these revisionist works, the conception of premiIIennidism 
as essentially a private. introverted belief system continues to inform discourse. For revisions on this paradigm see 
Chnstiano; Weber; Marsden, Fundamentalist and Amencan Culture; Paul Carter, The Decline and Revival of the 
Social Gos~el: Social and Political Liberalism in the American Protestant Churches 1920- 1940 (lthaca, NY .: Cornell 
University Press. 1954); Barry Gene Hankins, "Saving America: Fundarnentalisrn and PoIitics in the life of J. Frank 
Noms" (Ph.D. dissertation, Kansas State University, 1990); David Moberg, The Great Reversal: Evan~elism Versus 
Social Concern (New York: J.B. Lippincott, 1972); Noms Magnuson, Salvation in the Slums: Evanaelical Social 
Work. 1865- 1920 (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, 1 977); Douglas Matthews, "Approximating the 
Millennium: Toward a Coherent Prernilennial Theology of Social Transformation" (Ph.D. dissertation, Baylor 
University, 1992). Matthews's work is particularly detailed in its breakdown of premillennialism into subgroups 
according to their socid application of premillennialist ideas. Matthews identifies four categories: Antagonistic 
Prernillennialism, .4nticorrosive PremiIlennialism or Preservative Premillennialism, Transfonned Prernillennidism. and 
Relief-Oriented Premilllennialism. 



historical hopefulness that irradiated the new theology" of liberal e~an~eiicalisrn.'~' A more 

nuanced understanding of premillennialism suggests. therefore, that the meaning of salvation 

and social reforrn for conservative evangelicals was not that dissirnilar from the one held by 

radical reformers. While they differed on what came first, both saw the redemption of the 

individual and the community as intrinsically iinked. Indeed, the question for conservative 

evangelicals was the same one facing radical reformers: not one of whether to Save souls or the 

sociaI order, but how to Save both. 

152 Wacker, "The HoIy Spirit and the Spirit of the Age," 282. One recent work on British evangeticds and economics 
has corne to a similar conclusion. In his study, Boyd Hilton found that premillennialism often led ta the same 
cornpetitive policy conclusions as growth-oriented postmilIennialism. Boyd Hilton, The A Q ~  of Atonement: The 
Influence of Evan~elicalisrn on Social and Economic Thourrht. 1 795- 1865 ( M o r d  :Clarendon Press, 1988). 2 13. 



CONCLUSION 

While recent scholarship has contributed to a greater understanding of tum-of-the- 

century Canadian religion and social refonn, its preoccupation with an emergnl liberal 

expression has, in some ways, perpetuated a monolithic, homogenous view of histon'cal 

development.' While this trend has resulted in the elucidation of tine subtleties in liberal 

evangelical responses to social and intellectual change, it has also produced a vacuum towards 

the other side of the ideoloçical continuum. In part informed by American historiogaphy, some 

Canadian historians have attempted to fiIl this void by paying closer attention to the nuances of 

conservative evangelical beiief and practice. Reliance on Amencan paradips, however, has 

prevented this scholanhip from appreciating the distinctiveness of Canadian reliçious and social 

development. M i l e  informed by this latter historiography, this thesis has attempted to recover 

one goup of conservative evangelicals from the historiogaphical margins by viewing them 

within the context of the "mediating-' evangel icalism peculiar to Canada. 

Canadian conservative evangelicals were, as demonstrated, successful in shaping a belief 

system that selectively embraced ideas from the various intel lectual c urrents they were immersed 

in. As demonstrated in the writings of the five Canadian contributon to The Fundamentals (a 

I Sorne of the important works in this area are Phyllis Airhart, Serving the Present Ane; Nancy Christie and Michael 
Gauvreau, A Full-Orbed Christianity; Ramsay Cook, The Reeenerators; David Marshd. Secularizing the Faith: 
Canadian Protestant Clerw and the Crisis of Befief 1850- 1940 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 992); A.B. 
McKillop, A Disci~lined Intellbence; Marguerite Van Die. An Evanrrelical Mind. Arnong the works on liberai 
evangelicalism, most look at the Methodist denomination. 



publication with clear symbolic meanings for Amencan fundamentalists), though resistant to 

new scientific and theological currents, this belief system \ a s  not fundamentalist. Though they 

too were writing within the Calvinist tradition, Canadian conservative evangelicals did not 

follow the same trajectory traveled by the Princeton theologians in the United States. While they 

ardently defended the divine authorship of scripture, for esample, they were not willinp to go as 

far as some theologians who, like Charles Hodge and Benjamin Warfield at Princeton, advanced 

a literal interpretation of the Bible. Moreover, conservative evangelicals displayed an openness 

to new theological ideas, provided these were tested by what they considered to be the etemal 

spiritual and moral truths already revealed in the scriptures. Finally, unlike fundamentalists in 

the 1 F O S ,  conservative evangelicals refused to adopt the extreme. i iteral ist reading of bibl ical 

prophecy espoused by dispensational premi l lemial ism. Although they viewed historical 

developrnent in a general premillennialist fiamework with one eye on scripture and the other on 

the irnpending advent of Christ, they did not attempt to use prophecy as an interpreter of current 

events or as a justification for spiritual separation from modem culture. 

The theology upheld by the conservative evangelical network was, above all else, 

practical and dynamic. As evinced in their written contributions to The Fundamentals, 

conservative evangelical clergymen were most concerned about delineating an understanding of 

the church, history, and the Bible that was nuanced, but accessible to the laity. I t  has been 

argued in this thesis that their appropriation of Keswick holiness and premillennialism, coupled 

with a distinct vision of a godly society, also ensured that their theology would be easily 

translated into service in the community. These attributes suggest that the most appropriate term 

to characterize conservative evangelical theology is mediating. This was certainly the way they 

saw themselves. Alexander Fraser sought to capture the essence of this belief system when he 



descnbed William Mortimer Clark: "His views on religious and theological questions, while 

inclininç to the older school, are qualified by practical considerations and the light of well 

digested experience and are therefore generally moderate and reasonable though firmly 

entrenched conceming the great essentials."' 

As an extension of their theolog, the social activism of the conservative evangelicals 

was marked by a similar balance of tradition and innovation. On one hand, the devotion to a 

traditional revivalistic worldview fueled and defined their social reform efforts in such a way as 

to elevate the spiritual salvation of the individual over the regeneration of the community. On 

the other, these laymen were also informed by Keswick holiness which saw salvation in more 

holistic ternis: salvation was the redemption of body, soul, and mind. This idea was translated 

by Howland and other conservative evangelicals into a cornmitment to the physical and 

environmental needs of the disenfranchised groups within the city. Corresponding with this 

belief was an inveterate sense that the spiritual redemption of the individual \vas closely tied to 

the redemption of the cornmunity: it was in a morally upright and nurturing environment, these 

men believed, where individuals would be rnost able to realize salvationt and in turn, live out the 

disciplined Christian life. 

Thouçh hearkening bacli to the approach which evangelicals had taken to social reform 

in an earlier and simpler period, the methods conservative evangelicals adopted to realize their 

ideal of a godly society were often quite innovative in character. Conservative evangelical 

laymen were especially animated in their hstration with religious institutions and their 

perceived lack of concem for the needs of the urban cornmunity: these men recognized that new 

times calied for new measures. In the case of Howland, this fntstration resulted in his own 

' Writings of Alexander Fraser. Box 23, Envelope 4, Alexander Papers. MU 1083- 1086. Ontario Provincial Archives. 



iiithdrawal from Grace Anglican Church and the establishment of the Toronto Mission Union; it 

also led him to help start what would eventually become another denomination, the Christian 

and Missionary Alliance. While deeply committed to the principles of voluntansm, which held 

that the rnost effective means of affecting social change was through the collective action of 

individuals, Howland and other conservative evangelicals also realized that the social problems 

of their day required at least some d e p e  of increased govemment involvement in reform. So 

too, in their attitudes conceming the spiritual role of women, they represented a departure from 

the conventional standards of the established churches. Again, this was a mediating position. 

While Howland was willing to gant women greater freedom in their roles as evangelists, he also 

insisted that they continue to uphold the virtues of Protestant middle-class womanhood. 

By conveying another view of tum-of-the-century Canadian evangelicalism, one which 

souçht to maintain in tension the old with the new, a study of this network allows for a revisit of 

tivo larger historiographical issues: modernization and secularization. The thought and action of 

this group underscores the reality of modernization as a protean, complex process that initiated a 

variety of responses. II also suggests that rneasuring the response of evangelicals to this process 

in dichotomous terms (modemist - anti-modemist) terms is too simplistic. As recent works on 

fundarnentalism have noted, to suggest that fundamentalists rejected modemity is to fail to 

appreciate the extent to which they appropriated, and even promoted, modem ideas and 

techniques? Simi lady, as American scholars have demonstrated, the liberal evangelical 

3 Marsden defines the fiindamentalist response to modemity as an ambiguous one: sometimes they identified 
themselves as part of the establishment while at other times they defined themselves in opposition to modem culture. 
Joel Carpenter adds that contrary to what they beheved, fùndamentalist were also advancing a new type of theology. 
See Marsden, Fundarnentalism and Arnerican Culture; Carpenter, "Contending for the Faith Once Delivered: 
Primitivist Impulses in Arnerican Fundamentalism." See also Jefiey Hadden and Anson Shupe, eds.. Secularization 
and Fundarnentdism Reconsidered: ReliPion and the Political Order Volume 3 [New York: Paragon House, 1989). 



endorsement of modernity too was not necessarily unified or definit ive? Where liberals were 

receptive to modernity, and fundamentalists sought to curtail it, the conservative evangel icals 

who formed this network saw it as a force to be controlled. As businessmen and civic boosters,' 

conservative evangelical laymen welcomed innovations that increased eficiency in the 

workplace and in the public sector. While they strove to make their city a modem one, however, 

their "booster spirit" was held f i m l y  in check by an unwillingness to compromise their 

traditional value systern.' 

Given their position of relative power and privilege, conservative evangelicals were also 

convinced that the response to social change could be selective. That they held such a view and 

sought with some success to implement it during these decades, also sheds liçht on the 

histonographical debate surroundinç secularization. Several theories have surfaced in recent 

years offering contrasting interpretations of when and how secularization took place in canada? 

A few of these contend that this inexorable trend started in the late nineteenth century, and 

largely as a result of the supple willingness of the clergy to adopt modern social and intellectual 

paradigms.' The thought and action of the conservative evangelical network offers a more 

cornplex insight. Urbanization and modernization were certainly accornpanied by trends that 

were a source of consternation for conservative evangelicals: one of the most frequently cited of 

these was the emergence of a leisure culture.' Yet, the way in which these evangelicals were 

4 See Hutchison, The Modemist Impulse. 
See Weaver. '.Elitism and the Corporate Ideal." 

6 Conservative evangelicals often u&d Chicago as a foi1 for Toronto. While they adrnired Chicago's economic 
development they were also quick to point out the Ioss of mord fortitude that had accompanied unbridled growth. 
These Canadians sought to reach the heights of a modem Chicago with out suffering the moral consequen<es. 
7 For a generd sense of this debate see: Christie and Gauvreau, A Full-Orbed Christianity; Ailen, The Social Passion; 
Cook, The Regenerators; Marshall, Secularizina the Clergy; Airhart, Servina the Present Aae. 
m See Marshall, Secuiarizing the Clerqy, and Cook, The Regenerators. 
9 Evident throughout the writings of men like Blake is a concern for the effect unchecked leisure was having on the 
moral and socid fabric of the nation. For an account of leisure culture and its correlation with secularization see R. 



able to articulate these concems in public and, more importantly, galvanize the necessary 

support to combat them, demonstrates that theirs was a time when the larger evangelical world, 

of which they fomed a part, still retained significant ascendancy. More striking is the fact that 

even while working from a traditional, theoloçical frameworli, conservative evangelical 

cler~gmen were respected for their leadership in the church and the community. This sugpsts 

that the traditional evangelical views on individual change and moral reform were still 

welcomed and relevant in Iate nineteenth and early twentieth-century Canada. 

Finally, the beliefs and practices of this group of conservative evangelical laymen and 

clerw also point to necessary revisions in the historioçraphy of fundamentalism. One of the 

dangers with looking too hard for the roots of fundamentalism in late nineteenth-century 

conservative evangelicalism is that the social and intellectual peculiarities of that period can be 

overlooked. In the case of Canadian evangelicalism, where a mediatinç fom of evangelicalisrn 

prevailed, attaching a "proto-fundamentalist" label to conservative evangelicals seems 

panicuiarly hazardous. "' Now that historians have succeeded in recasting fundarnentalisrn as a 

movement with legitimate ideological roots, it seems tirne to focus once again not only on 

ideology, but also on the social and econornic factors that precipitated a militant approach by 

some conservative evangelicals. If, as Marsden effective1 y demonstratrs, fundamental ists were 

ultimately defined by their behaviour rather than their ideology, it is important to ask what 

factors precipitated a militant response by some conservative evangelicals in the 1920s and not 

Laurence Moore, Sellino God: American Reliaion in the Marketdace of Culture (Oxford: Oxfiord University Press, 
1994). 
10 ~ e b r ~ e  Marsden's contention that fundarnentalisrn was an indigenous to the United States seems accurate when 
considering the mediating theology of the conservative evangelical network and the tendency of Canadian 
evangelicals to work towards consensus. See Marsen. "Fundamentalkm as an American Phenomenon." This 
argument is also advanced by Joel Carpenter in his recent work Revive Us Aaain. - 



by others? It would seem, in this respect, that more work on the transitional penod between 1 9 1 0 

and 1920 would geatly enhance an undentanding of fundamentalism. 

Comprehending the beliefs and social refonn of the conservative evangelical network 

examined in this study is of value to the histonan of Canadian religion, not just for what it 

reveals about the nature of tum-of-the-century evangelicalism. but for the parameters it offers for 

future research. Speaking of the United States, Grant Wacker has suggested that in the years 

immediately preceding World War 1, ciass differences were beginning to ernerge between 

liberals and conservatives. ' ' Because, as Marguerite Van Die has noted, --Scholarship 

correlating economic status with religious belief in nineteenth-centu- Ontario is still in a 

beginning stage,"" there is no way of knowing if similar econornic discrepancies were forming 

in Canadian evangelicalism durinp this tirne.I3 Further work in this area could therefore, prove 

illuminating, not only for deciphering economic differences between evangelicals, but more 

specifically, in showing how economic interests motivated conservative evangelical laymen to 

engage in public life. 

Finally, moving from the public to the private, how their material circumstances 

motivated their particular rnediating positions towards social and intellectual change may offer 

funher valuable insight into the variety of responses with which evangelicals at the tum of the 

century were able to encounter modemity. When, in his 1 885 campaign speech, Howland boldly 

I I  Wacker. "The Holy Spirit and the Spirit of the Age in American Protestantism," 273-274 
" Van Die. *'Evangelical Piety in Victorian English Canada,** 264. 
13 The only work that has tried to correlate economic standing with fhdamentalism in Canada is Walter Ellis. Ellis 
suggests that the most Iikely individuals to become fundarnentalists belonged to the lower-middle ciass. While 
narrow in focus (Baptist denomination only) Ellis' approach offers possible points of departure for iùture research. 
See Walter E. Ellis, "Gilboa to ichabod, Social and Religious Factors in the Fundamentalist-Modemist Schisms 
Among Canadian Baptists, 1895-1 934," Papers of the Canadian Society of Church Histow, 1975 For a sirnilar study 
in the United States see Gregory H. Singleton, "Fundarnentalism and Urbanization: A Quantitative Critique of 
Impressionistic Interpretations." in The New Urban History- Ouantitative Exglorations bv American Historians, Leo 
F. Schnore. ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975). 



proclaimed that he would rather see Toronto as an "honourable, and God-fearing city," than "the 

richest city in the ~ontinent,"'~ he did not mean that he cared little as to whether Toronto 

achieved financial greatness. As part of the booster class," Howland and conservative 

evanplical laymen undoubtedly recognized the economic benefits of cleaning up their city, but 

how this meshed with their concems for the spiritual and physical well-being of the poor is an 

important question yet to be answered. 

14 Globe, December 2. 1 885. 
" See Weaver. "Elitism and the Corporate Ideal." 



APPEND IX 

Hospital Sunday Hymn 

Father who Mak-st Thy suffering sons 
Thy ministers to stronger ones, 

To light love's holy flame within 
Deposing self, abasing sin, 

Oh, teach my soul, confiding still, 
To suffer or to do Thy will. 

If in this world of mysterv, 
Unequal favors fa11 on me, 

While brothers, better for than 1, 
Are called to languish or to die, 

Help me, in tum, their ills to shore, 
Their wounds to heal, their load to bear. 

Blest is their task, 'rnid human woe 
Thy @fis on others who bestow; 

For suffering lies at plenty-s door, 
And God appeals when cries the poor. 

His law ordains, for al1 that live, 
What sorrow lads let money give. 

The day shall corne when veils remove, 
And al1 shall see that God is love. 

Then He Himself al1 tears shall dry, 
And show of pain the reason why, 
And then shall be the great reward. 
Who in His pour beheld the Lord. 

Rt. Rev. A. Cleveland Cose 

Henry O'Brien Papers, Box 3, Envelope 6, Toronto Public Library, Main Branch, Baldwin Roorn 
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